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Abstract

The thesis addresses the problem of capturing and tracking multi-user interpretations of 3D spatial datasets. These interpretations are completed after the end of the visualization pipeline to identify and extract features of interest, and are subjective to human intuition and knowledge. Users may also assess regions of these interpretations.

Consequently, the thesis proposes a provenance-enabled interpretation pipeline. It adopts and extends the W3C PROV data model, producing a provenance model for visual interpretations. This was implemented for seismic imaging interpretation in a proof-of-concept prototype architecture and application. Accumulation of users’ interpretations and annotations are captured by the provenance model in a fine-grained form. The captured provenance information can be utilised to filter data.

The work of this thesis was evaluated in three parts. First, a usability evaluation by geoscientists was conducted by postgraduate students in the field of geoscience to illustrate the system’s ability in allowing users to amend others’ interpretations and trace the history of amendments. Second, a conceptual evaluation of this research was approached by interviewing domain experts. The importance of this research to the industry was assured. Interviewees perceived and shared potential implementations of this work in the workflow of seismic interpretation. Limitations and concerns of the work were highlighted. Third, a performance evaluation was conducted to illustrate the behaviour of the architecture on commodity machines as well as on a multi-node parallel database, such that a new functionality in fine-grained provenance can be implemented simply but with an acceptable performance in realistic visualization tasks. The measures suggested that the current implementation achieved an acceptable performance in comparison to conventional methods.

The proposed provenance model in an interpretation pipeline is believed to be a promising shift in methods of data management and storage which can record and preserve interpretations by users as a result of visualization. The approach and software development in this thesis represented a step in this direction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Interpretation Through Visualization

Visualization allows users to visually explore datasets and thus build an understanding of the underlying features, which are structures within the visualized dataset. In the context of this thesis, the process of understanding the dataset and extracting features through visualization is referred to as interpretation. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a simple interpretation of a 2D seismic data from the oil and gas industry, where some geological features were manually marked. Seismic data is obtained to represent the structure of subsurface layers of the earth’s interior. This is the domain in which this thesis is evaluated.

1.1.1 What is Visualization?

Visualization is the transformation of raw data into graphical primitives. Using computer graphics, these primitives can then be rendered to produce a set of images that represents the original raw data. These steps form the basic functionalities of what is known as the visualization pipeline; Figure 1.2 illustrates an abstract pipeline as described by Haber and McNabb [1]. Throughout this pipeline, raw data undergoes filtering and transformation functions to be visually rendered [2]. Development in three-dimensional (3D) visualization has opened great opportunities for improvements in many industries such as medicine, entertainment and the oil and gas industry. Human beings are naturally capable of analysing visual rather than numerical representations. Therefore, visualization for data analysis is becoming more and more important as sizes of datasets are dramatically increasing. This increase is due to the increase
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1.1.2 Visual Interpretation and Features Extraction

One of the most powerful benefits that visualization brings to data analysis is the ability to harness the intuition of the user in the process of understanding the data. Human visual abilities are particularly tuned to respond to features embedded in such a space. However, human intuition has to be supported by algorithms that help to identify and highlight features of the data, such as deformable models techniques for medical image analysis [3]. Referring back to the visualization pipeline, these algorithms are applied within the pipeline’s functions. According to Roberts [4], users are encouraged to
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manipulate the pipeline’s functions to generate multiple views of the desired dataset as a single representation may lead the user to misinterpret the data.

However, it can often be the case that algorithms cannot completely identify the features of interest. Human intuition must complete the process, and given the nature of intuition this can be a source of differing interpretations depending on the human expertise. This may occur in data that is noisy or visually complex, such as seismic imaging data. The task of interpretation and features extraction that this thesis refers to takes place at the end of the visualization pipeline, independent of any applied algorithm on the pipeline. Thus, we do not have a single feature but multiple interpretations of a feature.

1.2 Provenance of Visual Interpretations

Considering the case where users must manually complete the identification of features of interest according to their intuition, at some stage, collaborative visualization may be required for experts to discuss, reconcile and perhaps evaluate different interpretations. This thesis considers asynchronous collaboration in which the collaborators can examine each other’s interpretations but this does not have to be done synchronously and the collaborators can work independently of each other. It may occur over an extended period, sometimes lasting several years, where each time the visualization is performed it may only be a single user who is viewing. Users (scientists) also need to track the origin, or source, of such interpretations; sometimes earlier interpretations may need to be revisited. In this thesis, the notion of provenance is adopted to describe the origin and development of these interpretations.

The literature shows successful attempts in integrating provenance into the visualization pipeline through the introduction of VisTrails [5, 6, 7]. These provenance-tracking systems adopt what can be classified as a process-oriented provenance, which is concerned with the process of how visualization was achieved. They capture changes on the pipeline modules and parameters; part of Figure 1.5 shows this kind of provenance. However, it does not capture the results of interpretations that occur as the user is viewing the rendered output of the visualization and acting with pointing actions to trace and manipulate the features of interest.
1.3 Research Problem

This research aims to resolve the issue of capturing interpretations which can only be performed after the visualization pipeline has executed and are derived from user actions recorded in pointing devices. This requires that these actions should be propagated back to the original source, in effect reversing the direction of the visualization pipeline. The data of interest to this research, which to be interpreted, has the following characteristics; further explanation is presented afterward.

- Noisy – data that is gathered in the field may have noise because of limitations of the apparatus that collects the data.
- Large – usually residing in massive data repositories.
- Co-located with other data of different types.
- Evolving – data can change over time.
- Requires multiple specialties and disciplines to be interpreted and processed within a workflow.

The noisy nature of the data means that level of uncertainty in interpretation increases and thus data is prone to multiple interpretations. This leads to the development of different opinions, about the data. In addition, the data itself (i.e. the raw data which is to be interpreted) can evolve over time, due to natural factors for example. Thus, opinions may change as data evolves. Data interpretation requires the expertise of experts with specialisms in different sub-disciplines as part of a workflow. Therefore, initial judgments about the data often change when multiple users from different background collaborate.

The above considerations lead to a challenge in managing the resulting collections of interpretations of features. Identifying who produced or contributed to producing these interpretations or who evaluated them is difficult. Capturing those various interpretations and linking them to their corresponding datasets, which they describe, is the challenge that this thesis addresses.

The manner in which provenance is captured and recorded depends on the nature of the data which is being analysed. In this thesis the emphasis is on data that represents the structures contained within a volume that is described by the three dimensions of physical space. Within this volume there are believed to exist features that can be envisaged as geometrical structure, which can be irregular to some extent. These features
are considered to have physical significance; they are more than rendered artefacts. As previously described in this chapter, it is adequate in some cases to capture the algorithms that extracted the feature within the visualized dataset. However, in other fields, such as the one this thesis is applied to, the features of the visualized dataset heavily depend on a user’s view. In addition, those features that are generated by the various opinions are required as an input into subsequent stages such as modeling and simulation. Therefore, interpretations that represents a user’s understanding and opinion must be explicitly captured and saved, independent of any algorithm.

Conventionally, these interpretations are captured within a software application. However, most, if not all, of the metadata associated to these interpretations are lost when exported. Generally, this creates a challenge in tracing the origin of the feature and any attached metadata. Other associated challenges include: integration of analysis, scalability, consistency and longevity. In this research, the aim is to formally capture the evolving opinions, which are represented as interpretations, along with annotation of interpretations of multiple users.

1.3.1 The Oil and Gas Exploration Workflow

To test the idea in a representative application, this thesis uses the oil and gas exploration workflow. This is a field that has received a great deal of attention in terms of research [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] as well as software development such as Avizo Earth\(^1\), GeoProbe\(^2\) and Petrel\(^3\). In this thesis, this field is also referred to as geoscience, a more general term. The oil and gas industry is of great importance due to its dominant position in the supply of the world’s energy demands. In 2011, the consumption of hydrocarbon fuels (oil and natural gas) accounted for 57% of the world’s primary energy as calculated by BP [16]. By 2030, the demand for fossil fuels (oil, natural gas and coal) will continue to grow with a noticeable increase in gas’s market share [17]. Thus, this field requires to manage its massive datasets more efficiently.

This field illustrates the problem of interpretation described above. The aim of seismic interpretation [18] (also referred to as subsurface interpretation in this thesis) is to extract geological features. Expert interpretation in this field is very important and very central to the definition of the features. The data is noisy and the features to be extracted have a very complex spatial structure owing to processes of buckling,
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Figure 1.3: Two different interpretations on a same visualization view of a seismic section. The sketches represent interpreted geological features. Drawings from Lidal et al. [20].

folding and fracturing [19]. This makes a purely automated approach to feature extraction very difficult to achieve. It must always be completed by a human. Thus, it is subjective in the sense that two interpretations may results from a single visualization view. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3 where two distinct interpretations of the same visualization view were generated [20]. In addition, interpreted surfaces, or feature, are required to be explicitly captured as they form an input to the next stage of the oil and gas exploration, which is modeling. Seismic data can evolve over time. An example of this was shown by Demyttenaere et al. [21] where three different seismic surveys were acquired every 10 years on a single field. Because of technology advancement as well as hydrocarbon production from the field, the resulting seismic reflection was different between the second and third stages. According to the domain expert collaborators consulted in this thesis, one of the industry’s challenges is managing subsurface interpretations, linking them to their corresponding raw datasets and perhaps walking through how an interpretation was achieved by multiple users.

Currently, geoscientists still rely on file naming conventions to record metadata for searching and identifying datasets [22], which include interpretations of users that were exported from software applications. As highlighted by the domain expert collaborators consulted in this thesis, the filename is the only form of metadata in this system and it only contains the name of the last person to make the interpretation. The possibility to view the whole provenance of the interpretation by all collaborators is lost.

As illustrated in Figure 1.5 this thesis is addressing the lack of provenance information of seismic interpretation. Looking at the data pathway, a provenance on raw
data describing its origin is available to some extent, a method of collecting provenance on the visualization pipeline was well illustrated by VisTrails [5], but the literature lacks research on provenance for interpretations that occur as a result of users’ identifications of areas of interest on the final products of the visualization pipeline. This thesis addresses this problem by proposing a provenance model for multi-user interpretations to be captured and recorded back to the data repository.

### 1.4 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is:

| to formally capture the evolving visual interpretations of 3D spatial data where they occur as a result of users’ identifications of areas, representing feature of interest, on the final products of the visualization pipeline. These interpretations may represent both visual interpretations and annotations of interpretations made by multiple users. |

Interpretations of this thesis’s interest relies on human intuition in a sense that different users (scientists) may reach different interpretations of the same visualization.

Building on this aim, the objectives of this thesis are as follows:

- **Obj. 1:** to investigate the requirements in the workflow of visual interpretation for managing the resulting interpretations by multiple users
Figure 1.5: The figure illustrates the area which this thesis addresses, filled in blue colour. That is capturing a user’s interpretation and its provenance back to the data repository, in the reverse direction to the visualization pipeline. On the other hand, provenance of the visualization pipeline (e.g. VisTrails) captures functions ($f$) and parameters ($p$) of its modules.

- **Obj. 2:** to build a model for provenance of users’ interpretations of data

- **Obj. 3:** to evaluating the model in the domain of seismic imaging data for the oil and gas exploration workflow

## 1.5 Contributions

Based on this set of objectives, the contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. A concept of provenance to track and link multi-user interpretations was developed. This is independent of visualization functions (applied algorithms) and independent of their visual interpretation software. The thesis adopted and extended the W3C PROV data model to build a provenance model for user interpretations.

2. A prototype provenance-enabled architecture was implemented for seismic imaging interpretation. It captures a user’s changes of an interpretation along with its provenance to be loaded back into the repository of the raw data. Case studies and interview, with domain experts, were conducted to test the prototype application and conceptually evaluate the contribution, respectively.
1.5.1 Publications

In addition to the above main contributions, the following publications were presented during the period of this PhD. The author of this thesis is the lead author in these publications. The contributions of co-authors M. Rasheed and D. Irving were limited to the utilisation of their previous work, a massively-parallelised spatially-registered data structure (SRDS) [23][24], as a foundation for the data structure of the implementation presented in this thesis. This is further clarified in Section 5.3.1.


In this publication [25], the authors introduced the concept of feature-aware parallel queries to a database in order to create a volume in real time ready for direct volume rendering. In this approach, features—which are classically represented by meshes—are stored as points tagged into the database. The implementation of the work of this thesis is based on this concept.


This is a poster [26] which was presented in a geoscience conference. Its main purpose was to share the architecture with the users community.


This is an accepted extended abstract [27] and was orally presented at the 75th EAGE Conference & Exhibition, which is “the largest and most comprehensive geoscience event in the world,” as claimed by the conference organization. This publication “received among the highest ratings from its reviewers” as stated by Gerhard Diephuis, Editor in Chief of First Break which is an EAGE journal. The author, therefore, was invited to submit a journal paper to that journal.

In this publication [28], which was presented to the visualization community, the authors introduced a reverse direction to the visualization pipeline to store users’ understanding of seismic imaging datasets. The results of this work were presented as case studies illustrating the capabilities of the introduced architecture through the implemented system. The case studies showed the ability to capture users’ amendments of earlier interpretations by others while maintaining data provenance and, thus, allowing history tracking. This article was nominated by the conference committee to be extended into a chapter for a volume titled Visual Analytics & Business Intelligence.


This publication [29] extends on the publication above [28]. It includes a survey conducted with geologists and information technology (IT) personnel in both academia and the oil and gas industry. This survey is discussed in Section 4.7. The publication received a best paper award.


This is submitted as a book chapter, which is an extension to the above publication.

In addition, a solo-author paper is being written to be submitted to First Break, an EAGE journal.

1.5.2 Other Contributions

In addition to the previously mentioned publications, the following were shared with the public domain during the period of this PhD.
1. The code of the prototype implementation was shared with the research community \[30\].

2. A screen recording video \[31\] was published on the Web by the author of this thesis demonstrating a walkthrough on some of the main functionalities of the prototype application. This illustrated the capability of the prototype architecture which implemented the proposed provenance model for user interpretations.

1.6 Thesis Approach

The research problem in this thesis is approach as the following structure.

- **Chapter 2** presents background research and related work in visualization and provenance. It first presents general background about visualization. Then it discusses the meaning of a feature in relation to this thesis. Finally, it discusses related work on provenance, focusing on provenance of visualization.

- **Chapter 3** proposes a provenance-enabled interpretation pipeline. It presents the adoption and extension of the W3C PROV data model and illustrates its use for user interpretations via examples. It then discusses implementation considerations.

- **Chapter 4** defines seismic data and explains its acquisition and standard data format. Then it discusses the meaning of geological features, how they are interpreted and extracted and their uncertainty. After that, the chapter gives a background about the visualization of seismic data and discusses an example of industrial application. Then, it discusses the current status of managing seismic interpretation. Finally, it presents and discusses a survey conducted with staff from the oil and gas industry as well as geoscientists from academia as a motivation to this research.

- **Chapter 5** presents a prototype implementation of the proposed interpretation pipeline and provenance model for subsurface interpretation.

- **Chapter 6** presents a walk-through of the implemented applications aided by screenshots. This demonstrates selected scenarios in seismic interpretation.
• **Chapter 7** firstly presents a usability evaluation (functional tests) through some case studies to illustrate the functionality of the prototype architecture. It secondly presents a conceptual evaluation of this research approached by interviewing domain experts. Finally, it presents performance measures (non-functional tests) on the implemented system using commodity machines and then a parallel processing database cluster.

• **Chapter 8** concludes and presents plans for future work.

• **Appendix A** presents responses from some participants from academia to the case study presented in Chapter 7.

• **Appendix B** presents a summary of the survey conducted on staff from the oil and gas industry, which is presented in Chapter 4.

• **Appendix C** presents transcripts of the conducted interviews for the purpose of evaluation.

• **Appendix D** presents a general background information on rendering techniques, some of which were used in the prototype implementation.

• **Appendix E** presents an extension to Voreen for reading seismic SEG-Y format files. This was developed by the author of this thesis during the timeframe of this PhD. However, it is not considered as a contribution to this thesis.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Chapter Introduction

As discussed in Section 1.3, this thesis is addressing the issue of capturing interpretations which can only be performed after the visualization pipeline has executed. These interpretations are produced by human interaction with a visualization based on the user’s knowledge, experience and intuition. This chapter starts with background information about the visualization pipeline and its evolution (Section 2.2), since interpretations are results of visualization. The section also focuses on the use of visualization in interpretation and decision making. Having visualized a desired dataset, this thesis is concerned with interpretation of features.

The chapter, therefore, gives brief background about what is meant by a feature in Section 2.3. The section also discusses some of the feature extraction techniques. Comprehensive background information about features extraction is not provided in this section since this thesis is not concerned with the algorithms and human mental processes involved in identifying features, but rather with the management of these features within a collaborative decision making process based on visualization.

To evaluate the methods of the thesis, features that have been previously identified by geoscientists have been used as the basis for the provenance management. Therefore, the rest of the chapter presents background information and related work about provenance in the field of computer science (Section 2.4). Background information on seismic imaging data, the field to which the work of this thesis is applied, is presented later in Chapter 4. It includes a closer look into the meaning of a feature in seismic data and how it is interpreted. Figure 2.1 illustrates a conceptual diagram of the disciplines related to this thesis.
2.2 The Visualization Pipeline

Most visualization implementations follow the conventional visualization pipeline described by Haber and McNabb in 1990 [1]. Referring to Figure 2.1, raw data is firstly modified to be ready for visualization; noise reduction and derived data calculations are examples of such modifications. Derived data is then mapped into graphics primitives. These are geometric representations such as points, lines and triangles along with attributes such as colours, texture and transparency. Finally these primitives are rendered (drawn) by specialist graphics processing hardware or software to produce images, nowadays usually implemented on graphics processing units (GPUs). Thus, the visualization pipeline builds the visual objects presented to the user in the form of a data processing workflow that starts from the original data continuing right up to the rendering on the display device. A basic visualization pipeline features the following modules in the order of execution: reader \(\rightarrow\) geometry generator \(\rightarrow\) renderer, as highlighted by Moreland [2].

The visualization pipeline is of interest to the work of this thesis because one of its main purposes is that it allows users to use their visual abilities and intuition in understanding numerical data. In the case of seismic imaging, as will be explained in Section 4.2, data in its original form is mainly a collection of \textit{amplitude} values. The understanding of seismic data is known to geoscientists as \textit{interpretation}, where geological features of interest are extracted. These features, in fact, exist in the data but need to be identified for their importance in the potential discovery of a hydrocarbon resource. Seismic interpretation is a subjective process, at least in part. This means...
Figure 2.2: An “AVS network” created by selecting and connecting modules.
that, in addition to the use of extraction algorithms, the process involves manual interpretations based on human intuition. Thus interpreted features are stored explicitly to be identified independently of any extraction method. Conventional visualization pipelines are uni-directional. This forces seismic visualization systems to store the extracted features separately from their original datasets and thus might lead to inconsistency. Therefore, this thesis investigates a returning pathway for interpretations to tag the original datasets in a consistent model.

### 2.2.1 Use of Visualization for Interpretation

Visualization allows us to view a graphical representation of numerical data. As previously mentioned, one of the main advantages of visualization is to understand the data and thus interpret it. The term *interpretation* in association with *visualization* might slightly differ among its applications. The following presents some examples of applying interpretations on different scientific fields.

In the field of medicine, 3D visualization is used on computed tomography (CT) scans. Mang et al. [32], for example, compared two visualization methods for interpreting images of colonic wall for detecting colorectal polyps. One method is using a standard (non-panoramic) view and the other is based on a panoramic view; the latter provided a faster interpretation. In this example, the interpreters are looking for colorectal polyps, which are the desired feature in this case. These polyps are marked digitally by the users to record them.

In the field of software engineering, Moraga et al. [33], for example, used a visualization method to easily interpret the quality of component-based software systems. Their method was an alternative to the conventional quality models that produce numerical measures, which might be challenging and time consuming for users to understand and interpret. Gras [34] discussed the importance of distinguishing between interpretation skills of individuals and team collaboration in the field of oil and gas exploration. Exploration heavily relies on individuals’ knowledge, which cannot be generalised, but also requires a collaboration at some stages.

### 2.2.2 Pipeline Evolution

The visualization pipeline has undergone extensive elaboration since its formulation more than twenty years ago [2]. Improvements and elaborations have been proposed to address a variety of issues such as visualizing multiple datasets, visualizing large
datasets and enhancing performance and efficiency. The following presents some areas where the classical visualization pipeline has evolved highlighting their association to the research problem of this thesis.

2.2.2.1 Metadata

A fuller description of data by metadata enhanced the power of visualization by allowing a more full-featured view of the data taking into account its special properties and allowing users flexibility in creating visual objects. Using metadata, users can select a region or multiple regions to process; for example this allowed Ahrens et. al. to visualize large-scale datasets using parallel data streaming [35]. In addition to regional information, a time dimension can be added to metadata, adding time control to the visualization pipeline [36].

The usefulness of metadata was further developed with the introduction of query-driven visualization [37, 38, 39]. It enables users to specificity a data of interest matching certain criteria to analyse. Query-driven pipelines require the following technologies: file indexing, a query language and a metadata processing mechanism to pass queries. For fast retrieval, indexing technologies are used, such as FastBit [40, 41] (based on compressed bitmap indexing) and hashing functions. For example, the work of Stockinger et al. [37] allows to visualize data based on a compound Boolean queries against properties like pressure and temperature; i.e. “(temperature > 1,000) AND (70 < pressure < 90) ”. In the field of subsurface data, properties of interest include porosity and permeability [42]. The query should be passed from the renderer end to the data source through the visualization pipeline.

Recalling the research problem of this thesis, multi-user visual interpretations need to be captured and tagged on the original (visualized) dataset. This would involve capturing multivariate metadata which need to be queried, that is in addition to the metadata of the original data (e.g. spatial reference), for users to visualize data of their interest. Therefore, in this thesis a form of query-driven visualization is implemented as will be explained in Chapter [5].

2.2.2.2 Parallel Pipeline

To handle massive datasets efficiently, the visualization pipeline can be executed in parallel over multiple nodes. This was well illustrated with MapReduce [43]. Database management systems (DBMS) are also capable of parallel execution of analysis but
were not widely used for the purpose of visualization. A comparison between MapReduce and DBMS was presented by Pavlo et. al. [44], where the authors suggest that DBMS has a performance advantage over MapReduce while the latter is easier to set up and to use.

Two popular solutions allowing consumer machines to visualize massive datasets, from the parallelism offered by a cluster, are remote geometry delivering—also called remote visualization—and remote rendering (as described in the thesis of Ge [45]). In fact, remote visualization was the only method to visualize large datasets in the 1990s, when commodity machines lacked parallelism.

In remote geometry delivering mode, the geometry stage of the visualization pipeline is performed on a remote visualization server producing rendering commands sent over the network to the client for local rendering. This mode gains the advantage of servers’ power in data retrieval and geometry calculations but still relies on the client end machines to perform rendering. This means that a complex volume would still require a high-end machine for rendering.

In the second solution, remote rendering, both geometry generation and rendering are performed on remote visualization servers producing a stream of images as pixels sent over the network to the client. The rendering, and thus image production, is based on the client’s viewing requests. In this mode, low level client machines can visualize massive models as the complexity of the geometry and rendering calculations is actually independent, being handled by powerful servers. VirtualGL\footnote{http://www.virtualgl.org/} provides such a solution.

Remote rendering may provide a faster and more integrated experience. However, in general it has some disadvantages including the following: (1) it requires a permanent connection with the server and thus offline rendering is not possible, (2) it may not provide a high quality rendering and (3) it is more expensive to establish a remote rendering infrastructure than a client-only rendering solution. Therefore, Jomier et al. [46] suggest that combining remote rendering and client rendering solutions into a hybrid system will allow a greater experience in terms of flexibility.

Some seismic visualization applications offer an option of a remote rendering environment. However, geoscientists often prefer to work on local subdatasets (locally rendered) for the above mentioned reasons. Concerning to the work of this thesis, remote rendering may offer the possibility of maintaining the results of multi-user interpretations physically next to their original datasets. However, this maintenance is
application dependent.

2.2.2.3 Locality

Brooke et al. [47] discussed the importance of locality in visualizing large datasets. They highlighted issues with remote visualization for the purpose of real-time interactive analysis, including limitation of bandwidth and latency of wide area network (WAN). The authors addressed the problem of visualizing large oceanographic data bringing real-time visual analysis to users’ desktops. This was achieved by performing visualization locally on a personal desktop (or laptop) utilising spatial locality and through accessing data remotely via web services. A local rendering solution was proposed for analysing large datasets when selecting a specific time slice, as this type of analysis is required to be performed interactively in real-time. Clients were also offered to utilise visualization servers to render time-variant datasets in fine detail as this is usually not required interactively or in real-time. A direct volume rendering technique was performed on the client side. Voxel data were represented as 3D texture that is supported by programmable graphics units. View-aligned slices of 2D textures are rendered, creating a 3D non-photorealistic illustration of the data. A disadvantage of this approach was that voxel data with floating point data type cannot be directly mapped to a colour with a value ranged from 0 to 255. This was in fact a limitation of the graphics hardware at that time. Therefore, a pre-processing stage was performed to compress voxel data into a colour value. Also, level of detail (LOD) was not addressed in order to minimize data over the network.

The work of Brooke et al. [47] has inspired the work of this thesis through its method of rendering interesting surfaces. As is the case with seismic data, surfaces of interesting features can be fractured and noisy; they are not regular shapes.

2.3 Features in Visualization

Feature-based visualization (i.e. visualizing a dataset that contains features) aims to extract structures within the visualized dataset, and possibly displaying only those, desired, structures to the user [48]. A feature, as described in the thesis of Reinders [49], is “any object, pattern or structure in the (visualized) data that is of interest and that is a subject of investigation”. The goal here is to extract those features along with quantitative attributes that describe their characteristics.
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The term feature extraction may describe the process of extraction, attribute calculation and visualization of features; these are described as follows. The feature extraction process aims to algorithmically and explicitly extracts features, rather than relying on the visual perception of the user to observe the features within a dataset. The user can then use his or her perception and judgment to either confirm or reject an interpretation of the dataset. Attribute calculation provides a quantitative measure of the characteristics of a feature. Thus, it further describes the feature, compared to just a pure extraction. Quantitative measures also allows selecting subset of interest of the extracted feature; thus data reduction.

With the availability of many feature extraction methods, choosing a suitable one is not straightforward. Existing features might be missed from being extracted. In other cases, features that were extracted may not be features as defined by the observer (user). Thus extracting all features remains uncertain; it is an exploration process. Some extracted features require visual symbols to be represented, as they do not have concrete shapes. Methods differ according to the required application, such as medical (anatomical features) and flow visualizations.

As presented above, feature extraction generally relies on algorithms to define the desired feature based on some users inputs. However, in fields like seismic imaging interpretation, users must manually complete or modify the result of the automatic extraction by the algorithm to identify a feature based on their understanding and intuition of the visualized data.

Application Example—Medical Visualization

In medical visualization, data is measured by devices such as CT and MR scanners. This produces 3D images of the human body. Human organs and tissues can be extracted from these 3D images using automated segmentation methods with input from users (specialists). Features in this case, which users can visualize, include human brain, kidney, blood vessels, heart, liver and tumours. Medical features extraction techniques are mainly based on segmentation or surface reconstruction; these techniques are widely applied for features of other fields as well. In medical visualization, feature extraction techniques are challenging because of the various shapes of anatomical structures and lack of distinct boundaries between them.
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2.3.1 Features Detection Techniques

Extensive research has been done on features detection and extraction techniques (e.g. \cite{50,51,52}). Feature detection techniques can be associated with the following four concepts \cite{52}: image processing, topological analysis, physical characteristics and partition-based approaches. This section presents general background about feature detection techniques. Examples of extraction methods for seismic imaging data are discussed in Section 4.3.2.

Many of the extraction techniques are based on segmentation, which is the process of partitioning an image into multiple regions \cite{53}. Segmentation relies on the result of image processing to partition \cite{54}. Pixels of a region have similar image characteristics or computed properties; thus objects in an image can be identified. Image segmentation is commonly initiated with edge detection techniques \cite{53}. An edge in an image is detected through a significant change in image intensity, which is a sign of discontinuity. Another segmentation-based technique is region growing, which is common in the medical field (a survey on interactive image segmentation techniques in the medical field is provided by Zhao and Xianghua \cite{55}). The process usually starts with user selection of starting (or seeding) points. Kadlec et al. \cite{56} adopt segmenting using level sets with domain knowledge for detecting geological features.

To construct a surface from the result of segmentation, a surface reconstruction technique is needed. This can be achieved by creating a triangular mesh over the segmented area. Surface reconstruction techniques include marching cube. The resulting number of triangles can be large and therefore it would be required to reduce it using surface simplification techniques. Another way of reconstructing surfaces of anatomical structures is by fitting the image volume into a parametric model. The model can then be mapped into a geometric object for display.

2.4 Provenance

In this section, the term provenance is first defined as an English word then in the context of computer and information science; the latter is of a concern to this thesis. Then, it discusses types of provenance. The W3C PROV data model is then discussed.

\footnote{In the literature, the term detection and extraction may overlap. Feature detection may refer to the process of finding a feature of interest while feature extraction may refer to the process of representing the found feature. In this thesis, the overall meaning of detection and extraction are referred to by either terminologies.}
Last, the section discusses background information about provenance in visualization.

### 2.4.1 What is Provenance?

In relation to this thesis, two definitions of the term *provenance* by the Oxford English Dictionary[^3] are:

1. “The fact of coming from some particular source or quarter; origin, derivation.”
2. “The history of the ownership of a work of art or an antique, used as a guide to authenticity or quality; a documented record of this.”

In the field of computer science, provenance is metadata that describes the history of a dataset and how it was derived. It has gained importance in various research areas in computer science, such as curated databases[^4], e-science, Semantic Web[^5] and recently visualization. Provenance is an “intrinsic property of data” since it gives a value to the data[^58]. In databases, provenance resolves the question of who created a record and when and where it was created. In the Web, provenance helps to identify the source of a content, and thus determining trust. In e-Science, Simmhan et al. [^59] describe provenance as:

> “information that helps determine the derivation history of a data product, starting from its original sources.”

Such definition is, to a certain extent, applicable to other sub-fields of computer science. In workflow applications, “Provenance is the result of a query over a set of assertions about execution”[^58]. Information about executed processes are accumulated to be, then, retrieved (as provenance) via query interfaces. This provenance approach is widely adopted by workflow systems including Taverna[^6] and Kepler[^7].

A variety of standard querying technologies are used to query provenance, such as SQL and SPARQL. Their disadvantage to provenance-enabled systems is the difficulty of changing the schema in future. Alternatively, provenance-oriented query languages

[^3]: http://www.oed.com/
[^4]: A curated database is “any kind of structured repository such as a traditional database, an ontology or an XML file, that is created and updated with a great deal of human effort”[^57].
[^5]: According to the W3C, “The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise and community boundaries”. It aims to make the Web a “web of data” that can be analysed by computers.
[^6]: http://www.taverna.org.uk
[^7]: https://kepler-project.org
were proposed, which are generally a translation to standard query language; examples of these include the query language for provenance (QLP) [60] and the VisTrails provenance query language (vtPQL) [61].

There is a wide range of provenance literature across subfields of computer science. For example, Simmhan et al. [59], Cheney et al. [62], Freire et al. [63] and Di et al. [64] surveyed provenance work in e-science, databases, workflow systems and geoscience respectively. This chapter does not go in detail about work on provenance across those subfields but instead focuses on work related to the visualization pipeline.

It should be highlighted that although the application of this thesis is on geoscience related data, the term provenance of its work does not refer to the context of geology but to the field of computer and information science. In geology, provenance is commonly related to sedimentary rocks; it refers to the origin of the sediments. The study of sedimentary provenance investigates the sediments source area, how they traveled over time from their source area to where they are today (basin of deposition) and what influenced their composition [65].

### 2.4.2 Characterizations of Types of Provenance

#### 2.4.2.1 Usage of Provenance

The usage of provenance is considered when its metadata is captured. Goble [66] identifies applications (or uses) of provenance, which include:

- **Reliability and Quality** – determining the quality of data based on its sources and the processes that lead to the production of data.

- **Justification and Audit** – using provenance metadata as a historical record of the sources and methods that were used to produce data.

- **Reusability and Reproducibility** – repeating and validating an experiment.

- **Ownership and Credibility** – determining who should be credited for a dataset.

In reference to the above list and in relation to this thesis, provenance of users’ interpretations need to be captured mainly for reliability, reusability, ownership and credibility. Provenance information should allow users to determine the reliability of an interpretation. Also, having the ability to access and track multiple opinions (interpretations) should allow users to reuse some previous attempts. In addition, provenance information should determine ownership of an interpretation for credibility, and
can also determine its reliability.

### 2.4.2.2 Subjects of Provenance

Simmhan et al. [59] and Ikeda et al. [67], in their surveys, categorize provenance techniques with different characteristics, two of which are (1) subject, or type, of provenance and (2) granularity. Data provenance can be of two types:

1. *data-oriented* (or *where-lineage*)—which is a provenance applied to the data explicitly answering the question of which dataset(s) contributing to produce the output.

2. *process-oriented* (or *how-lineage*)—which is a provenance applied to the process answering the question of how the resulting output was produced from the input data.

Both types can be applied on one of two granularity levels: (1) coarse-grained (schema level) and (2) fine-grained (instance level). The latter deals with individual data items separately.

### 2.4.3 W3C’s PROV—A Provenance Model

PROV [68] is a family of documents with specifications to model, describe and publish provenance information. It was recently formalised by the W3C provenance working group for interchanging provenance information in heterogeneous environments such as, and not exclusive to, the Web. The PROV specification overview [68] defines provenance as:

> “information about entities, activities, and people involved in producing a piece of data or thing, which can be used to form assessments about its quality, reliability or trustworthiness.”

PROV data model (PROV-DM) is domain independent. Native (field specific) provenance can be transferred to PROV-DM. Thus, heterogeneous systems can interchange their native provenance data through this (PROV) model. Provenance data is important to (1) trust data, (2) integrate data with others and (3) give credit when reusing data. In the Web, information can be contradictory and thus provenance can help

---

8PROV-DM, informally, succeeded the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [69]; both were co-founded by Luc Moreau.
in making a “trust judgment”. PROV-DM is a graph-based provenance description. Its
core elements are illustrated in Figure 2.3. PROV-DM has three core types: entities,
agents and activities. An entity is what we intend to describe its provenance; it may
be a piece of data or information. An agent is a user, an organization or a software
that causes an activity to occur. An activity is the usage, generation or modification to
an entity by an agent. These core concepts are joined through well-defined relations-
ships which include usage, derivation, attribution and generation. For example, in a
usage relationship an activity utilises an entity while in a generation relationship an
activity produces an entity. PROV-DM allows subtyping. For example, a person and
a software agent are two subtypes of the agent core type. A full description of the
PROV-DM is provided by the W3C [70]. The primary implementation of the PROV
model is the PROV Ontology (PROV-O) [71], which is implemented using Semantic
Web standards. Different implementations can utilise the PROV model as a founda-
tion for their provenance description. This thesis adopts and extend this model for the
purpose of provenance of users’ visual interpretations; this is presented in Chapter 3.

2.4.4 Provenance in Visualization

Moreland’s recent survey on the visualization pipeline [2] defines provenance as the
captured changes to the pipeline during an exploratory process. This was demonstrated
by the model put forward by Jankun-Kelly et al. [72] and the introduction of VisTrails

Figure 2.3: The figure illustrates core elements of PROV data model. (diagram source:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-prov-o-20130430/)
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[5, 6, 7]: the latter dominated the work surveyed by Moreland in regards to integration of provenance into the visualization pipeline. An earlier attempt at integrating provenance into a visualization environment was by Woodruff et al. [73], which is based on storing an inverse function to allow scientists to refer to earlier generated pixel images. Also, the work of Groth and Streefkerk [74] captures user interactions and annotations to the visualization. The following text further discusses VisTrails and the work of Groth and Streefkerk, which are of interest to this thesis.

VisTrails is a visualization application that captures the changes to the pipeline modules and parameter values performed by the user. It uses a changed-based provenance mechanism for workflows [61, 75], where provenance data are organized in layers. It allows scientists to revisit a workflow and its parameters settings and thus reproduce desired results. Users’ actions, such as adding and deleting modules and setting and modifying values of parameters, are captured by the VisTrails History Manager and saved in the VisTrails Repository. Users can also explore different parameter settings. VisTrails Log records which modules were executed plus other run-time information such as when, where and by whom. In VisTrails, changes to a workflow is stored as a version tree. Changed-based mechanism allows to save only the changes to workflows, to eliminate redundancy and save in required space. Provenance information in VisTrails is organised into three layers:

1. workflow evolution layer — (also called version tree or vistrail level) captures information about the relationship among the different workflows created by the user.

2. workflow layer — contains information about specifications of each workflow, including information about modules and its parameter values.

3. execution layer — (logs) captures run-time information such as which modules were executed, when, where and by whom. Such information is captured by the Workflow Execution Engine and stored in VisTrails Log.

Provenance information is automatically captured. In addition, users can manually add annotations at any layer. VisTrails implementation stores version trees in an XML file and it stores logs (execution information) onto a relational database (MySQL). VisTrails architecture also includes a query server for users to query provenance information. VisTrails query language (vtPQL) takes advantage of the different layers; it is an SQL-like language. It breaks a query statement into pieces for each to be assigned to its referenced layer. Query results are visually displayed.
As opposed to VisTrails, Groth and Streefkerk [74] presented a model to capture steps (state of visualization) that were taken by a user to achieve a visual representation, such as zooming and rotating. Thus, it is a provenance of a visualization’s viewing manipulations. User annotations on each state of the visualization are also captured in this model. The interactions and annotations are recognized as first-class objects.

The above work on provenance of visualization is process-oriented. In VisTrails and the work by Groth and Streefkerk [74], it is assumed that the knowledge discovery process is associated with the steps taken by the user to discover the knowledge, from which the provenance information is derived. Looking at the visualization pipeline, the user interactions for exploration take place prior to rendering. Those interactions are the steps that were taken by a user to create a visualization pipeline or achieve a visual representation. This thesis recognizes the importance of capturing this knowledge discovery process. However, in fields like seismic imaging data, the exploration process, represented by interpretation of features, is completed after the visualization pipeline has executed and requires user identifications of structures within the visualized data. In the latter case, a new provenance form is needed to capture the evolving interpretations of users as a result of visualization.

2.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusion

The chapter presented background information and related work in three main areas: visualization, features in visualization and provenance.

The visualization pipeline is a processing workflow that builds and renders a visual object from a dataset. Visualization allows users to visually understand, and thus interpret, data in many fields such as medicine and subsurface imaging. The visualization pipeline has undergone impressive developments since its formulation more than two decades ago. The chapter presented examples of such developments that are of interest to this thesis. Querying metadata for visualization is of importance since it is aimed, in this thesis, to capture users’ interpretations that include multivariate metadata, which need to be later queried. Also, the thesis adopts a parallelism at the data level, by utilising a parallel database as will be presented in Chapter 5. These notions are adopted to introduce a reverse direction to the visualization pipeline to load back multi-user interpretations to the original datasets in a consistent model (i.e. provenance model).

The chapter then presented brief background about features in visualization. It
covered some examples of feature detection techniques; those dedicated to the interpretation of seismic imaging data will discussed in Section 4.3.2. It should be noted that this thesis is not concerned with the algorithms involved in identifying features, but rather with the management of these features. Therefore, features that have been previously identified by users will be used to evaluate the method of this thesis.

Finally, the chapter presented background information about provenance, discussing the W3C PROV data model and state of provenance in visualization. Provenance is metadata that describes the history of a dataset, and thus this thesis adopts its notion to resolve the issue of tracking users’ interpretations. Previous work has introduced provenance into the visualization pipeline, such as VisTrails which captures metadata of the pipeline’s modules. It can be noted that VisTrails treats workflow modules as first-class objects in its provenance solution. However, research currently reported in the literature lacks a method of recording provenance of users’ interpretations, which encodes the intuition of users through actions performed on the rendered visualization. Therefore, this thesis adopts and extend the W3C PROV data model for this purpose, where users’ interpretations are captured and treated as first-class objects. This is presented in the next chapter.
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A Provenance-Enabled Interpretation Pipeline

3.1 Chapter Introduction

The previous chapter discussed background information in three main areas: visualization in general, features in visualization and provenance in visualization. Feature extraction methods help in identifying features of interest in the visualized dataset. However, in domains where data is of a great uncertainty due to noise and other factors, the identification of features can only be completed manually by human, after the help from feature exaction methods. In such domains, two users visualizing the same view of a dataset may interpret a feature differently based on their background knowledge and intuition. Thus an interpretation represents a user’s opinion that cannot be generated via an algorithm. Therefore, such features are explicitly stored to be able to revisit, compare, and reuse them in subsequent processes within a exploratory workflow.

Tracking the origin of the different interpretations and annotations applied to them is challenging. The literature, as discussed in the previous chapter, introduced the notion of provenance to the visualization pipeline to capture metadata about the origin of a pipeline’s modules. However, research currently reported in the literature lacks a provenance for users’ interpretations that only occur after the visualization pipeline. These interpretations, which are derived from actions performed with tools that enable the user to point at and to draw on the rendered visualization, form a basis for encoding the intuitive interpretation of the feature.

Through this chapter, this thesis proposes an interpretation pipeline which runs in
the reverse direction to the visualization pipeline to encode and store interpretations and their metadata next to the raw data; this is presented in Section 3.2. This interpretation pipeline is provenance enabled as it incorporates a provenance model to record the origin of users’ interpretations. The presented provenance model is based on the W3C PROV data model, which was discussed earlier in Section 2.4.3 the proposed model of this thesis is presented in Section 3.3 Some implementation considerations are then discussed in Section 3.4 The next chapter (Chapter 4) discusses the application field of this thesis, which is visualization and interpretation of seismic imaging data. This information presented in this chapter and the next chapter is used for a prototype implementation for interpretation of seismic data which is presented in the subsequent chapter, Chapter 5.

3.2 Interpretation Pipeline

In this section, the thesis proposes a provenance-enabled interpretation pipeline; see Figure 3.1. The primary purpose of the interpretation pipeline is to bring multi-user visual interpretations into a consistent provenance model and to tag them onto the raw data being interpreted. The next section (Section 3.3) is dedicated to discussing and presenting this provenance model. This is in contrast to the conventional method where extracted features are stored as independent objects. Often, they are stored as ASCII files, each containing $x,y,z$ information of the points that identify the feature in a 3D coordinate. Otherwise, any kind of a relation to the corresponding raw data and annotations are usually maintained under the visualization and interpretation application; therefore metadata is lost when interpretation (features) are exported. In such applications, like Petrel [76] for seismic imaging interpretation, interpreted features are often stored as binary representations (application-owned format) within their corresponding projects’ file system.

An interpretation, in the context of this thesis, results in defining and extracting a feature from a visual scene. In addition to features, users should also be allowed to annotate any part of a previous interpretation to, for example, evaluate or assess its quality or accuracy. Thus, a feature or annotation requires the definition of an explicit object (e.g. a region of a surface). Whether a user intents to interpret or annotate, the input to the interpretation pipeline is a selection on the screen; that is in the case of a manual interpretation which is the focus here.

The interpretation pipeline runs in the reverse direction to the visualization pipeline.
Figure 3.1: The figure is a high level conceptual illustration of the proposed provenance-enabled interpretation pipeline which captures multi-user interpretations. The pipeline incorporates a provenance model to record metadata about the origin of the interpretations. Coloured components, excluding gray-coloured, indicates areas of contributions by this thesis.

Referring to the abstract visualization pipeline described by Haber and McNabb (Figure 1.2), the interpretation pipeline proposed here is, conceptually, in a reverse direction that enables the interpretations by users to be recorded as metadata alongside the original data. Bearing in mind that interpretations are first-class objects in this pipeline, they also have metadata. In abstract, the interpretation pipeline executes as follows. It takes an input from a user’s selection on a rendered volume. Then it reverse maps the selected area, utilising mapping parameters from the visualization pipeline, to define its absolute location against the raw data. Finally, it uploads the interpretation along with its metadata to the provenance model, which tags the corresponding raw data with this interpretation and its provenance data. It is the role of the provenance model to link between the following: raw data, an interpretation, a modification to an interpretation and an annotation to an interpretation.

The visualization pipeline can then take full advantage of the provenance data to query interpretations related to the visualized raw data as well as against user-defined filtering criteria. Using the provenance data, users should be able to, for example, track historical changes to an interpretation and to visualize an interpretation made by a selected (queried) user or assessed according to certain criteria.
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3.3 A Provenance Model for Interpretations

This section presents a model that captures multiple versions of interpretations and annotations on existing interpretations by multiple users. An annotation on interpretations includes for example a user assessing the confidence of their own or others’ interpretations. This model serves the purpose of (1) asynchronous collaboration where one user can take over an interpretation task from another, (2) generating multiple opinions (interpretations) on a single area to be later discussed among colleagues and experts or (3) annotating an existing interpretations (e.g. assessing a region of one or multiple interpretations). This model is the basis for the implementation presented in Chapter 5.

The description of the model is based on the notions of provenance, adopting the PROV data model (PROV-DM) [70]. PROV-DM, which was first presented in Section 2.4.3 is adopted to describe the origin of data or annotation, to answer the question of who created such data or assessment and when they were created. In this section, a definition of the proposed model is first presented, where the adoption and extension to the PROV-DM is discussed. Then, the proposed model is illustrated through examples.

3.3.1 Definitions

Consequently, “the model” is referred to the provenance model for interpretations presented by this thesis. It is represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), adopting the PROV-DM which was discussed in Section 2.4.3. The provenance diagrams presented in this chapter follow, to a high extent, the PROV graph layout conventions[1]. Types (entities, activities and agents to be discussed next) are represented as nodes with shapes as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Relationships, such as usage and generation, are represented as directed edges. Entities are laid out in the order of their generation. Thus, a graph shows time progression from left to right, and edges for relationships typically point leftwards. This is because the notion of time ordering is crucial to the recording of provenance. The time order in which actions are performed and interpretations are created is important. Graphs are expressed using the PROV notation (PROV-N) [77].

Figure 3.2: The figure illustrates the colouring and shapes of PROV core elements as part of its graph layout conventions. Types (entities, activities and agents) are represented as nodes. Relationships, such as usage and generation, are represented as directed edges.

3.3.1.1 Classes

The model adopts the three classes, or core types, of the PROV-DM according to the following description. Subtypes that this thesis presents for the model are referred to within the following list and later in this section when discussing the namespaces. An instance of a class has a mandatory identifier and optional attributes. Table 3.1 summarises the classes presented below with their corresponding PROV-N syntax style.

- **Entity** – an entity refers to a raw data being visualized, an interpretation or an annotation; the latter two are data being generated as a result of an interpretation activity. The type of entity is defined through the value of its type attribute.

- **Agent** – an agent is either a software agent, which performs a feature auto-extraction as a form of interpretation, or a person, who performs a manual interpretation. A person type agent can also take the role of setting up parameters of the extraction method by the software. The type of agent is defined through the value of its type attribute.

- **Activity** – an activity refers to an interpretation. An interpretation activity can be of the following subtypes: (1) addition, which contributes toward an interpretation of a feature; (2) deletion, which deletes from a previous interpretation; or (3) annotation, which annotates (e.g. assess) a previous interpretation. The entity generated by a deletion or annotation type activities are related to either a whole or part of another entity. The type of activity is defined through the value of its type attribute.
3.3.1.2 Relationships

The model adopts the following relationships, or properties, which join the above core types. Sub-relations that this thesis presents for the model are referred to within the following list and later in this section when discussing the namespace. A relationship may consist of mandatory and optional arguments, such as an identifier, time and attributes. The following list mentions arguments that are mandatory by the model; such arguments may be optional by the original PROV-DM. Table 3.2 summarises the relationships presented below with their corresponding PROV-N syntax style.

- **Generation** – is the production of an entity by an activity. An interpreted feature (entity) is generated by an interpretation (activity). The model requires a generation relationship to define the following arguments: (1) an identifier for a created entity, (2) identifier for the activity that creates the entity and (3) the generation time.

- **Usage** – is the utilisation of an entity by an activity. An interpretation process (activity) uses raw data (entity) to produce interpreted features. The model requires a usage relationship to define the following arguments: (1) an identifier for the activity that used an entity and (2) and identifier for the entity being used.

- **Derivation** – is a relationship between two entities which can take several forms. To the interest of the model, an interpreted feature (first entity) is derived from the visualization and interpretation of a raw data (second entity). The model introduces two main sub-relationships of derivation: addition and deletion. A new interpretation (first entity) can be added to an existing interpretation (second entity) of the same feature; this describes a continuation of contribution to the interpretation of a single feature. A user can also delete from an existing interpretation; this can be represented as an interpretation (first entity) which is deleted from a previously existed interpretation (second entity). The model also allow sub-relationships of derivation that fall under annotations; one example is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>PROV-N Functional-Style Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>entity(id)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>agent(id)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>activity(id)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: A summary of the model’s classes.
assessments on a previously existed interpretation. The model requires a derivation relationship to define the identifiers of the two related entities. The type of derivation is defined through the value of its type attribute

- **Attribution** – relates an entity to an agent. An interpreted feature (entity) is attributed to a user or a software (agent) for its generation. The model requires an attribution relationship to define the identifiers of the related entity and agent.

- **Association** – defines the assignment of responsibility of an agent for an activity. An interpretation task (activity) is associated with a user or software (agent). The model requires an association relationship to define the identifiers of the related agent and activity.

- **Membership** – defines the belonging of an entity to another entity of type *collection*. A *collection* is a type of entity acting as a structure to some other entities. If a feature was interpreted by two users or interpreted in two phases, the latest view, or version, of the interpretation (third entity) is composed of the initial interpretation (first entity) plus the additional interpretation (second entity). Thus, the first and second entities are members of the third one. The model requires a membership relationship to define the identifiers of the related entity and collection.

### 3.3.1.3 Namespaces of Core and Extended Structures

The concepts mentioned above are expressed, as will be shown in the examples, using qualified names that belong to namespaces. Core concepts adopted form the PROV-DM are expressed using the PROV namespace. In addition, the thesis introduces a new namespace, named *interpret*, to accommodate new qualified names for the presented by the model.
### Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Core concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prov:Person</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prov:SoftwareAgent</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prov:Collection</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpret:add</td>
<td>Activity, Derivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpret:delete</td>
<td>Activity, Derivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpret:assess</td>
<td>Activity, Derivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Types adopted by the model for different constructs. The model adopts types from the PROV namespace and introduces a new namespace, interpret, with new types.

The attribute prov:type provides an information about the type, or sub-type, of any construct. The model adopts some of the PROV-DM predefined types:

- prov:Collection to describe an entity that has members; and
- prov:Person and prov:SoftwareAgent to describe type of agents.

In addition, the model introduces the following to describe type of activities as well as derivation:

- interpret:add,
- interpret:delete and
- interpret:assess.

The first two are essentials, while the latter is one example of annotation type activity (further types of annotation can be introduced). Table 3.3 summarises the previously mentioned types. For entities, types are domain-specific. The thesis introduces such types when discussing the implementation on subsurface data. The attribute prov:value provides a value for an entity. Such attribute can be utilised by entities of type interpret:assessment for their assessment value.

#### 3.3.2 Illustration of The Model by Examples

In this section, the concepts of the proposed model presented above are put into examples to illustrate its (the model’s) application. According to PROV common practice, the illustrations are not intended to include all the details of the model but to show some provenance descriptions.
3.3.2.1 Example: Basic Case

A simple case is when a software or a user makes some interpretations on raw data to extract a feature. In Figure 3.3, a user (agent) made an interpretation to a data set which generated a feature at a specific time. The type of data and interpreted feature is domain specific; thus they were omitted from the illustration. The model’s instances of this case can be expressed as follows, using PROV-N.

```provn
agent(user1)
entity(data1)
activity(interpretation1, interpret:add)
wasAssociatedWith(interpretation1, user1)
used(interpretation1, data1)

entity(feature1)
wasGeneratedBy(feature1, interpretation1, 2014-05-05T19:00:00)
wasDerivedFrom(feature1, data1)
wasAttributedTo(feature1, user1)
```

3.3.2.2 Example: Multiple Interpretations

Another, more realistic, case is when multiple interpreters contribute to the interpretations of a feature. In this example, illustrated in Figure 3.4, a software (agent) made an interpretation to a dataset which generated a feature (entity) at a specific time; the role of a user who sets parameters for the software are omitted for simplicity. At a later time, made an additional interpretation to be added the original interpretation by the software. The user’s interpretation plus the software’s interpretation form a view
of next version of the feature. Derivation of type interpret:add are expressed on the graph as wasAddedTo. The model’s instances of this case can be expressed as follows, using PROV-N.

```
agent( software1 )
entity( data1 )
activity( interpretation1 , interpret:add)
wassAssociatedWith( interpretation1 , software1 )
used( interpretation1 , data1 )

entity( feature1.1 )
wassGeneratedBy( feature1.1 , interpretation1 , 2014-01-01T10:00:00 )
wassDerivedFrom( feature1.1 , data1 )
wassAttributedTo( feature1.1 , software1 )

agent( user1 )
activity( interpretation2 , interpret:add )
wassAssociatedWith( interpretation2 , user1 )
used( interpretation2 , data1 )

entity( addition1 )
wassGeneratedBy( addition1 , interpretation2 , 2014-01-02T14:00:00 )
wassDerivedFrom( addition1 , feature1.1 , type=interpret:add )
wassAttributedTo( addition1 , user1 )

entity( feature1.2 , type=prov:Collection )
wassDerivedFrom( feature1.2 , data1 )
hadMember( feature1.2 , feature1.1 )
hadMember( feature1.2 , addition1 )
```

3.3.2.3 Example: Assessment of Interpretation

A third case is when a second user assess the interpretation resulted from, for example, the previous case. An assessment is one type of annotation that the model can capture. The case is illustrated in Figure 3.5; details from the previous case were omitted for simplicity of illustration. In this case, a second user (agent) made an assessment of a previous interpretation, giving an assessment value of 70. The interpretation of the assessment value is defined according to the implementation. Derivation of type interpret:assess are expressed on the graph as wasAssessmentTo. The assessment part of the model of this case can be expressed as follows, using PROV-N.
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Figure 3.4: A graphical illustration of a multi-interpretation case.

agent(user2)
extity(data1)
extity(feature1.2)
activity(assess1, interpret:assess)
wasAssociatedWith(assess1, user2)
used(assess1, data1)
used(assess1, feature1.2)
extity(assessment1, value=70)
wasGeneratedBy(assessment1, assess1, 2014-01-10T14:00:00)
wasDerivedFrom(assessment1, data1)
wasDerivedFrom(assessment1, feature1.2, interpret:assess)
wasAttributedTo(assessment1, user2)

3.4 Implementation Consideration

This section provides high level considerations for the implementation of the proposed model. It addresses the granularity and access of data.

3.4.1 Fine-Grained Data Granularity

Data granularity defines the size of the smallest field which can be individually referenced and thus accessed. Finer granularity provides greater flexibility in accessing
Figure 3.5: A graphical illustration of an assessment of an interpretation case. Details related to agents and activities of the features are omitted for simplicity of illustration, as the focus of this case is on assessment.

only the desired fields. However, this comes at the cost of increasing data size.

For the purpose of data visualization only, accessing a desired dataset as a single object (or file) is feasible. However, it becomes challenging when incorporating interpretation into visualization. An interpretation might be created by multiple users. Some users might slightly or greatly modify previous interpretations. Treating each interpretation version as an independent object creates duplication due to the similarities of these versions. Combining, comparing or reusing these multi-user versions becomes challenging in a coarse-grained model. For example, this would hide the type and areas of amendments performed on a previously interpreted object. Figure 3.6 shows a conceptual illustration of the difference between discrete versions (coarse-grained) of interpretations and relational fine-grained interpretations. In the seismic imaging domain, interpretation applications like Petrel [76] and DecisionSpace Geophysics (DSG) [78], treat and store interpretations as coarse-grained objects. This means that changes made onto an interpretation cannot be identified. The PROV model, as well as the model proposed in this thesis, allows the application to address the granularity level.
Figure 3.6: These are conceptual diagrams showing a 2D object created by User A and modified by User B. The top diagram is a coarse-grained mode where the modification by User B produces a new object. The bottom diagram is a fine-grained mode where the modifications by User B (deletion and addition) are being recorded. Unlike the coarse-grained mode where the final version is an independent object, the final version of the fine-grained mode is a result of the original object (by User A) and the series of modifications (by User B).
3.4.2 Open-Standard, Single-View and Multi-User Access

In industries such as the oil and gas, 3D visualization, modeling and interpretation applications are often designed to work on a proprietary data format and preferably located locally (on the same machine as the application). This creates a challenge and data redundancy when moving data around applications, sharing data among users and reconciling the different results. Figure 3.7 illustrates a realistic example from the oil and gas industry, as perceived by working closely with the industry and advised by the domain expert collaborators consulted in this thesis. For each project, prerequisite data is initially prepared and copied from a master (approved) repository. It is often the case that multiple applications are used for a single project with each application dedicated to perform one or more tasks of the workflow. For example, one corporation may prefer to use Application A for data interpretation, and Application B for modeling and Application C for simulation. Using built-in or stand-alone tools, datasets are transferred from the project data repository into an application data repository or between applications.

The author of this thesis perceives that the reason for maintaining the current architecture (Figure 3.7) over time, in the presence of the challenges mentioned, is the intensive focus by the industry over the past two decades on developing advanced applications (addressing challenges in e.g. rendering, large data handing and feature extraction) while partially neglecting data management. The implementation of the model should, therefore, offer an open-standard data access to allow multiple interactive interfaces to be integrated. Also, multiple users should be able to access a single view of the data for immediate sharing and to eliminate duplication of datasets.
3.5 Chapter Summary

The chapter proposed a provenance-enabled interpretation pipeline, addressing the second objective of this thesis as presented in Section 1.4. The interpretation pipeline runs in the reverse direction to the visualization pipeline. It brings multi-user visual interpretations into a consistent provenance model and tags them onto the raw data being interpreted. These interpretations are user-defined regions on the visual scene. They are reverse mapped and load to the proposed provenance model, which links them to their related data. This model adopts and extends the W3C PROV data model, producing a provenance model for visual interpretations. Adopted classes (entity, agent and activity) and relationships (e.g. generation, usage and derivation) for the purpose of recording user interpretations were explained. Also, the interpret namespace was introduced to accommodate interpretation related activities within the model: addition, deletion and assessment. The use of this model was illustrated by examples of a single-user interpretation, a multi-interpreter contribution and an assessment of interpretation cases. The provenance model of each example case was expressed using the PROV notation (PROV-N) and graphically illustrated using the PROV graph layout convention. The chapter ended with some considerations for the implementation of the proposed pipeline and model. It discussed the granularity of the model, leaning towards fine-grained granularity for user interpretation to record area of changes by multi-users. It then discussed the direction towards a central open-standard implementation of the data model, to be multi-user accessible. This is to address the challenge of accessing and sharing data among users in industries where siloed applications are dominant.
Chapter 4

Use of Visual Interpretation in Geoscience

4.1 Chapter Introduction

Worldwide demand for oil and gas as an energy source is continuously increasing and therefore there is a continuous demand for advanced technologies in this field. Today’s technology is not capable of both discovering\(^1\) all available natural resources and recovering\(^2\) those discovered resources \cite{79}. The oil and gas industry, with the aid of technology, is continuously challenged to discover more resources with improved recovery. According to Saggaf \cite{79}, 3D seismic imaging has been, and will continue to be, one of the most influential technologies in the discovery of oil and gas. Challenges faced in regards to the visualization of seismic data include its noisy nature and the continual increase in the size of datasets \cite{9}.

In abstract, a window of the oil and gas upstream workflow is as follows (some steps were omitted for simplicity); see Figure 4.1. It starts with (1) \textit{seismic data acquisition and processing} to obtain a subsurface image. Then (2) \textit{seismic interpretation} takes place, where scientists visualize the subsurface images and attempt to understand it using their knowledge and expertise. In this step, scientists extract geological structures (features) such as horizons and faults. After that, (3) \textit{3D geological modeling} is performed. A geological model is a representation of subsurface properties of physical quantities. The interpreted geological structures, from the previous stage, along with

\(^1\)\textit{Discovery} is the process of exploring a new field of oil or gas.

\(^2\)\textit{Recovery} is how much can be extracted from the discovered field. Recovered resources are known as “reserves”.
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Figure 4.1: The figure illustrates major steps within the oil and gas upstream workflow. This thesis is focused on the results of seismic interpretation.

ground-truth data from wells are used to generated a geological model. Finally (for the purpose of this context), (4) simulation is performed, where drilling scenarios are simulated to find out the most productive one. This thesis is concerned with the results of the second stage of the previous explanation, which is seismic interpretation. The other stages are out of the scope of this thesis.

This chapter generally provides a background information about the field at which this thesis is applied. First, it starts with a definition of seismic data explaining how it is acquired (Section 4.2), which reflects the first stage from the workflow previously explained. The section also includes information about the industrial format of seismic imaging data, known as SEG-Y. Having acquired and processed seismic imaging data, Section 4.3 corresponds to the second stage of the workflow. It starts by explaining what geological features are and their importance to the oil and gas discovery. Then, it discusses how these features are interpreted by geoscientists and the uncertainty in such process. Section 4.4 gives a background about the visualization of seismic data. It also discusses an example of industrial application. Section 4.5 discusses the current status of seismic interpretation management. The chapter then presents two sections as a motivation for this research. Section 4.6 briefly discusses time-lapse (4D) seismic data which is becoming more desired by the industry to enhance oil recovery; this demands more seismic data. Section 4.7 presents and analyses a survey for a motivation purpose conducted by the author of this thesis with staff from the oil and gas industry as well as geoscientists from academia.

4.2 Definition and Acquisition of Seismic Data

The word seismic in English is an adjective meaning “pertaining to, of the nature of, or caused by an earthquake or vibration of the earth, whether due to natural or artificial causes.”[^1] In the oil and gas industry, seismic data is obtained to represent the structure of subsurface layers of the earth’s interior. Exploration for oil or gas starts

[^1]: http://www.dictionary.com
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Figure 4.2: Seismic acquisition—waves are generated penetrating subsurface geological layers; they then reflect back and their amplitudes and received time are recorded. Illustration adapted from: http://www.sjgs.com/exploration.html—accessed 1 June 2010.

with analysing such data.

To acquire seismic data, acoustic waves are artificially generated on the earth’s surface penetrating subsurface geological layers. Due to the variation of each layer’s materials, these waves are reflected back to the surface and their amplitudes and received time are recorded via receivers [9, 80], as illustrated in Figure 4.2. This data is then processed to generate a 2D or 3D image illustrating the subsurface layers; see Figure 4.3 as an example of a 2D seismic image.

A 2D or 3D seismic dataset is composed of vertical traces, each consisting of the sampled amplitudes; refer to left hand side of Figure 4.3. In a 3D seismic volume (also called a seismic cube), traces are regularly distributed over a 2D area. Seismic traces are located on points \( \{ \mathbf{p}^\alpha : \alpha = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \} \) [81], which can be viewed as the nodes of a 2D rectilinear grid. At point \( \{ \mathbf{p}^\alpha \} \), a trace of regularly sampled amplitudes can be expressed as \( F^\alpha(T) \) where \( T \) is a time value along the vertical time axis. The set of traces on one line that is parallel to the direction of data acquisition is called in-line, while the set of traces in a line that is perpendicular to the direction of data acquisition is called cross-line. Figure 4.4 illustrates the different ways to slice a seismic cube; these slices can then be directly rendered using the texture mapping technique explained in Section D.2. The data is graphically colour-coded in respect to their seismic amplitude.

\footnote{The spacings in a rectilinear grid along the axes are arbitrary [82].}
A seismic image is then interpreted by geoscientists to extract geological features. Two important features are horizons and faults. The next section presents the meaning of geological features in seismic data and how they are interpreted. The interpretation of seismic data could lead to a potential hydrocarbon trap: a source of oil or gas.

### 4.2.1 SEG-Y Format

SEG-Y is a standard file format developed and maintained by the technical standards committee of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) for storing geophysical data, commonly seismic data. Its specification was first published in 1975 as revision 0.

---

(or rev 0). Since then, there have been many advancements in the oil and gas industry including the introduction of 3D seismic acquisition and the introduction of high speed and capacity storage; thus, SEG-Y has been revised. Its latest update was published in May 2002 as rev 1 [83].

SEG-Y was originally designed to be recorded on 9-track tapes by IBM. The new revision, however, allows recording of SEG-Y on any medium that supports multiple records. Disks, such as CD-ROM and hard disks, have been commonly used to record SEG-Y files. Recording and reading SEG-Y data must follow the SEG-Y file structure. As illustrated in Figure 4.5, SEG-Y file structure consists of the follow components [83, 84].

1. A 3200-byte Textual File Header consisting of 40 lines of human readable textual information such as the company name, area, crew number and date. In the previous revision of SEG-Y, the textual file headers could only be written in EBCDIC [85] format. As of the recent revision, ASCII may be used, in addition to EBCDIC, to write the textual file headers of SEG-Y.

2. A 400-byte Binary File Header containing important details about the whole SEG-Y file that determine the reading process of the trace data. These particularly include the sampling interval, trace length and format code. The format code determines the format type of the recorded samples. Supported format types include 4-byte, 2-byte and 1-byte two’s complement integers as well as a 4-byte IEEE floating point.

3. Zero or more 3200-byte Extended Textual File Headers, similar to the Textual File Header, to be used for extra information. The Binary File Header determines the number of Extended Textual File Headers in the SEG-Y file.

4. Multiple trace records, each consists of the following:

(a) A 240-byte binary Trace Header containing attributes for a single trace record. In particular, it includes the trace sequence number within its line.

(b) Trace Data containing multiple sample values of the format recorded in the Binary File Header.

The values in the Binary File Header and Trace Header are either two-byte or four-byte two’s complement integers. Also, all binary values in SEG-Y—these include
values in Binary File Header, Trace Header and trace data—are defined as *big-endian* byte ordering. This means that the most significant byte is written first, i.e. closer to the beginning of the file. However, integers and floating-point types defined in current programming languages (e.g. C, C++ and Java) are defined as *little-endian* byte ordering—least significant byte is written first. For this reason, a conversion from big-endian to little-endian is required for each sample value when reading seismic data using modern machines.

The trace data of SEG-Y files are recorded in the order of in-lines. Which means that traces of line 1 come first, then traces of line 2 come next, and so on till the last line. For this reason, extracting a cross-line section is time consuming as it requires sequential access to navigate through every line to extract a single trace from each. This is one of the reasons why applications like Petrel offer a conversion from and to an internal format applying techniques for fast access.

### 4.3 Geological Features and Seismic Interpretations

#### 4.3.1 Geological Features in Seismic Data

The interpretation of geological features is based on the interpretation of changes in sampled amplitudes, as a change in amplitude reflects a change in geology \[56\] \[86\]. Geological features can be categorized into *structural* and *stratigraphic*. A feature in the geology could be a reservoir trap which is capable of retaining hydrocarbons. Thus, reservoir traps follow the same category of geological features, i.e. *structural* and *stratigraphic* \[87\].

Structural features include *domes, anticlines* and most commonly *faults* as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Faults represent fractures, and thus discontinuities, in geological

---

*Stratigraphic:* an adjective meaning pertaining to the arrangement of *strata*. *Strata* is the plural form of a *stratum* which, in geology, means “a single bed of sedimentary rock, generally consisting of one kind of matter representing continuous deposition.” [http://www.dictionary.com](http://www.dictionary.com)
layers as a result of their movement over millions of years. Faults are important in seismic interpretations as they can either be sealing and thus act as hydrocarbon traps or provide a leakage path for hydrocarbons to flow along. Interpreting faults is a time consuming and a challenging task for geoscientists. Stratigraphic features, on the other hand, are formed due to the deposition of rock layers (strata) over each other [56]. For example, channels are stratigraphic features formed by flowing rivers. Horizons may also refer to stratigraphic units. They represent horizontal surfaces at the interface between two geological layers; refer to Figure 1.1 which shows horizons in a 2D seismic section marked in yellow. Structural traps, in comparison to stratigraphic traps, are easy to detect. Most discovered reservoirs are of this type. In contrast, stratigraphic traps are involved in most undiscovered reservoirs [88, 87].

To extract a horizon for example, algorithms are available to perform what is called auto-picking [18]. This is a process to extract a set of points located on a geological feature that is passing a seed point which was manually selected by a user. To help users to verify the result of the auto-picking process, or their manual interpretation, parameters known as seismic attributes are calculated which give a different visual result aiming to highlight features. Randen et al. [87] presents a list of 3D seismic attributes.

Figure 4.6: Diagrams of some structural traps: (a) tilted fault, (b) rollover anticline with fault seal, (c) salt dome (diapir) and (d) mud wall. Diagram adapted from Ikelle and Amundsen [89].
While in the time domain it appears that the bottom layer is bulged, in the depth converted model it becomes apparent that it is actually flat and the bulging in the time domain is caused by the different velocities of the layers on top. The depth conversion is carried out using the extracted horizons and a velocity model. Each subsurface layer is assumed to consist of a single material only, or an equal distribution of a mixture of materials. This makes it possible to assign an average velocity value to each layer. In the same way subsurface layers do not intersect, neither do their boundaries. Here, we assume that boundaries do not fold over, and thus can be defined as a function over the lateral domain, i.e., a heightfield. According to our domain expert collaborators, this is a reasonable assumption that subsumes the largest part of seismic interpretation work. These two constraints make it possible to interpret the depth conversion process as a piecewise linear scaling of layers along the $z$-axis.

Seismic interpretation is neither a straightforward nor a simple process. This is due to reasons including its ambiguity, complexity, density and noise. Seismic data may therefore be misinterpreted, or different views of interpretations may result by different interpreters (geoscientists). The current practice of seismic interpretation requires manual inspection by geoscientists on in-line and cross-line slices prior to running an extraction method, and manual corrections on the same bases afterward. As illustrated in Figure 1.3 and presented in Section 1.3.1, it is very likely that different interpretations results from one visualization view of a seismic section. This uncertainty in interpretation is one of the major issues in subsurface exploration.

Horizons are often placed at the minimum or maximum seismic values (extrema events). When interpreting a geological horizon manually or automatically, similar extrema events are picked to form a surface within the 3D cube. Many methods for
automated horizon extraction from 3D seismic data are based on this notion; the following discusses some of these methods. In the work of Tu et al. [93], 2D events are first extracted as curves. These are then grouped resulting in extracted 3D surfaces. Using seismic attributes, seismic wave around an extrema event can be described to group horizon segments with similar local wave form [94]; thus classifying seismic reflectors. This is based on the assumption that seismic waves follow a similar characteristic laterally within a specific horizon. This addresses the challenge of tracking a horizon in cases like discontinuity of seismic signal. The result of the classification may then form a sparse cube\(^8\) containing only information about the minimum and maximum events [95, 96]; see Figure 4.8 for illustration. These are called horizon patches which act as primitives for geometry extraction of horizons. Faraklioti and Petrou [97], and later Blinov and Petrou [98], proposed an algorithm to connect related 3D horizons patches according to the relative position of the horizon. This is based on the assumption that connected patches do not cross. However, it is computationally expensive to run such algorithm on a complete seismic volume [90].

The above methods were examples that support the common bottom-up interpretation approach, which starts with detailed interpretations of the data. Alternatively, Patel et al. [99] proposed a top-down interpretation approach via providing 2D illustration of interpreted seismic data for easy communication among team members. This supports coarse interpretations to reach a preliminary understanding about the data prior to detailed interpretations, which is traditionally performed via sketching tools. Subsequently, Patel et al. [12] supported 3D illustration of seismic data.

\(^8\)A sparse volume, or cube, is a volume which most of the data elements are zero
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4.3.3 Uncertainty in Seismic Interpretation

A recent study [100] showed that human expertise contributed by 33% towards the subsurface understanding (i.e. interpretation); the other elements were data availability and quality which contributed by 38%, tools which contributed by 15% and process which contributed by 14% (see Figure 4.9). This major role of human expertise in the interpretation process, along with the bias nature of human opinions, raises uncertainty in seismic interpretation.

Bond et al. [101] attempted to quantify the conceptual uncertainty in seismic interpretation, which measured the range of concepts that different interpreters apply to a single dataset. A synthetic seismic section from a 2-D geological model was given to 412 interpreters; thus the “correct” interpretation was known to the experiment designers. Factors such as background knowledge and length of experience of the interpreters were the cause of diversity on the interpretations they produced. Part of the study results showed that only 23% of the participants correctly interpreted the major faults in the given 2D seismic section.

Lidal et al. [20] addressed the issue of different interpretations (Figure 1.3) of a single dataset by proposing a sketching-based storytelling graphics system. Geoscientists can sketch their reasoning behind the different interpretations in a storytelling form for the purpose of discussion and illustration among peer-experts and decision makers.
4.4 Volume Visualization for Seismic Data

Seismic imaging data is often rendered using texture mapping \cite{80} (see Section D.2 for general background), which is a direct volume rendering technique. *Texture-mapped slices* are implemented by selecting a plane from the volume and then a colour (texture image) is assigned for each vertex according to the intersected data value; this value could be a seismic amplitude or any seismic attribute value. Thus in a 3D seismic volume, each voxel corresponds to a sample value. On rendering, values are scaled to be displayed as a histogram which represents the distribution of these values, as described by Kidd \cite{102}. Such algorithm is adopted in the prototype application presented by this thesis.

A more advanced rendering technique for seismic visualization was used by Castanie et al. \cite{9,103}. They were first to use pre-integrated volume rendering for seismic visualization. The pre-integration is performed in the transfer function (i.e. colour mapping) as a pre-processing step and fetched at rendering time. This technique renders the volume as slabs that were pre-computed, instead of slices as in the conventional textured-slicing technique. Since slabs are precomputed, high quality rendering is achieved with less computational resources. In comparison, classical textured-slicing volume rendering requires high sampling rate for high quality results, which is computationally expensive and thus decreases performance.

Others have addressed the issue of gradients in classical volume rendering for seismic visualization. Strong gradients usually corresponds to boundaries. In the case of seismic imaging, boundaries are located at extrema events which usually have small gradients and are of variant values along a horizon due to lateral geological variations. Silva et al. \cite{104} proposed a gradient of instantaneous phase attribute which computes a local surface normal for each seismic sample. Patel et al. \cite{13} proposed gradient-free shading for seismic volume rendering and implicit surface representation for horizon surface rendering. This integrates horizon rendering with volume rendering.

Three-dimensional volumes are stored in one dimension and therefore not accessed in the order they are stored. This creates a bottleneck, and thus decreases performance, when accessing large seismic datasets that do not fit inside a machine’s memory, which is an *out-of-core visualization* issue. *Octreemizer* by Plate et al. \cite{8} addressed this issue by restructuring the 3D seismic data into multi-resolution bricks.
4.4.1 Seismic Imaging Applications

A variety of seismic applications are available in the market for the oil and gas industry. Some of them are specialised particularly in seismic interpretation and visualization such as GeoProbe [105] which is owned and maintained by Halliburton [9]. Other available applications offer a complete workflow, part of which is seismic interpretation and visualization, such as Petrel which is owned and maintained by Schlumberger [10]. These applications offer a large number of features. The following text covers Petrel as an example of a widely used application in the seismic interpretation and visualization domain. This illustrates the most current market-available solution in this domain, focusing on how it utilises visualization, rendering and data management techniques. However, as is the case with most vendor applications, the underlying mechanisms of such techniques remain classified in most cases.

4.4.1.1 Petrel

Petrel is a “seismic-to-simulation” Windows PC software owned by Schlumberger and widely used by the oil and gas industry [76]. It is designed to be a single application supporting a complete workflow which starts from seismic interpretation and includes tasks such as well correlation, reservoir modelling, submitting jobs for simulation and visualizing simulation results.

Some basic features about Petrel [106, 107, 108] are as follows. Both 2D and 3D displays are offered for objects. It handles different types of data, including the following.

- **original seismic data**— read from a SEG-Y file or Petrel’s internal format, ZGY file.
- **generated attributes**
- **interpreted data**—points picked manually or automatically selected to represent geological features such as horizons and faults.

For seismic interpretation, users first manually *pick* some points, usually on a 2D view, to select geological features. To complete the interpretation, Petrel, as well as many other similar solutions, offers *auto-picking* to automatically pick the rest of the points that form the desired feature based on those initially picked manually. The

---


more points users pick manually, the more accurate is the result they obtain from the auto-picking.

Based on the object to be rendered in Petrel, there are different renderers as follows.

- **Seismic volume renderer**—allows an interactive visualization of multiple seismic volumes in 3D with a transparency option to identify areas of interest. A volume is treated as a bulk of data.

- **Seismic slice renderer**—renders a slice of seismic data, i.e. a seismic line, in a 2D or 3D window display using the textured-slice rendering technique.

- **Grid renderer**—renders interpreted picked points as a polygon.

### 4.5 Data Management for Seismic Interpretations

According to the domain expert collaborators consulted in this thesis, managing seismic interpretation is an industrial challenge. Hawtin and Lecore [100] published a study highlighting the value of data management in the oil and gas industry. The study showed that executives in this industry often exclude their perception of data management to raw and unprocessed data. However, “best data managers” believe in the importance of tracking and managing subsurface interpretations, the study added.

Interpretations of users’ current activities are often maintained by their interpreting applications. They are stored as binary files, of a proprietary format, under their project data, as is the case in Petrel [76] and DecisionSpace Geophysics (DSG) [78], two commonly used applications by the oil and gas industry. The application project bounds between a seismic survey and its interpretations. It also maintains metadata about the interpretation, such as who created it and when it was created. In the case of Petrel, which is a single-user application, project data are stored in a file system. To address data management and sharing at the application level, Schlumberger introduced Studio E&P [109] as an extension to Petrel allowing a multi-user collaboration via a central data repository. Users import a dataset to visualize and interpret from Studio E&P to their local Petrel, then commit their changes back to the central Studio E&P. A master project is also used to share referenced data among users. In the case of DecisionSpace Geophysics (DSG), which is a multi-user application, it relies on its own OpenWorks [11] project data management system to allow instantaneous sharing of
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1. [https://www.landmarksoftware.com/Pages/OpenWorksDatabaseApplication.aspx](https://www.landmarksoftware.com/Pages/OpenWorksDatabaseApplication.aspx)
data. Despite its multi-user setup, it records the last modifier user name in the case of modifying an interpretation without identifying where it was precisely modified, treating interpretations as coarse-grained objects as discussed in Section 3.4.1. In either case, they (Petrel and DSG) remain application-closed solutions. Metadata of interpretations, including the linkage to the corresponding raw dataset (seismic survey), is lost if they are exported to be loaded into a different application for example. Also, they do not allow assessment by users on regions of previous interpretations. Thus it becomes challenging to trace a previously interpreted object.

The current practice in the industry relies on file name conventions to record metadata for searching and identifying interpreted objects that were exported from the software application. File names of interpretations usually include the last interpreter’s initials. Information about the other interpreters who participated, uncertainty and any assessment or quality check performed during the interpretation process is lost. Chelmis et al. [22] proposed a semantic web based approach to annotate datasets with missing metadata from filenames.

### 4.6 Demanding Oil and Gas Workflow—The Present and Future

A decade ago, the common hydrocarbon exploration workflow (Figure 4.1) obtains seismic data once for a region to be studied. Re-shooting seismic was only performed in certain cases such as receiving a bad quality data in the first place. Nowadays, 4D time laps of seismic data has received a greater interest. It is a series of snapshot of changes to the subsurface taken over short periods of days to few years [110]. In 4D seismic data, geoscientists attempts to determine fluid movement in the reservoir due to production. This data helps in lowering uncertainty of engineering simulations to economically optimize oil recovery; see Figure 4.10. In other words, 4D seismic data supports enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods which aim to increase the amount of fluid that can be extracted from a reservoir.

Interpretation of 4D seismic data is different from the conventional 3D seismic data interpretation; the latter is concerned on extracting geological features as discussed earlier in this thesis. Interpretation of time-lapse seismic data produces an understanding of subsurface fluid migration and changes on reservoir attributes such as saturation and pore pressure; Stammeijer and Hatchell [111] presented standards in 4D seismic interpretation. Despite such difference, the increasing demand in 4D seismic data is of a
motivation to the research of this thesis. More interpretations are created when using
time-lapse images which create a need of proper tracking and linking.

4.7 Motivation Survey

4.7.1 Survey Purpose and Population Frame

A survey was conducted to support the motivation behind this research. The purpose
of the survey was to understand the following:

1. the importance of a collaborative environment and data provenance for seismic
   interpretation,

2. the differences between a seismic interpretation environment in universities and
   in the industry,

3. the challenges IT staff encountered in satisfying the need of seismic visualization
   and interpretation in an efficient data management manner.

To address the above purpose, the targeted survey population (users) was limited
to the following criteria.

1. Users should have worked on or supported a seismic interpretation and visual-
   ization application

2. The sample should cover geoscientists and IT staff who meet the above condition

3. The sample of geoscientists should cover two subsets: (1) staff in academia or
   postgraduates; and (2) staff in the oil and gas industry.
4.7.2 Data Collection Method

Having defined the survey population frame, users (participants) were approached through direct connections. Thus the survey was based on a non-strictly random sampling, also known as a non-probabilistic sampling, which is more acceptable to the computer science community than the social science and statistics communities. The oil and gas sector is highly sensitive and operated by busy personnel who often are reluctant in releasing information. Therefore, it was challenging to secure participants from this sector for the above purpose, and thus a non-probabilistic sampling was adopted. This also explains the relatively small number of participants as explained next.

Referring to the survey population, a stratification method was applied such that the survey covered two user groups based on their discipline: geoscience and IT backgrounds. Each group were given a separate questionnaire. Survey structured included both close-ended questions and open-ended questions; the latter were added to allow users to further elaborate on corresponding close-ended questions. The survey for participants from academia was paper based as they were reachable by distance. On the other hand, it was an invitation-only online based survey for respondents from the industry due to their global location.

Around half of the participants from the industry came from a single oil and gas producing company. In attempt to avoid potential biases, individuals from different companies operating in different countries were approached to participate in the survey. All participant from the industry had more than 4 years of experience. Also, geoscientists from the industry covered a cross section of different sub-background: geology, geophysics and petroleum engineering. In addition, it was attempted to avoid the use of negative words in the questions which may lead to biased responses.

4.7.3 Survey Sample

A total of 34 individuals participated in this survey, who reasonably represent cross-section of seismic applications users. The participants are classified as follows:

- 28 senior staff from oil and gas companies:
  - 8 geoscientists
  - 20 information technology (IT) staff who explicitly support and maintain subsurface data, hardware and software infrastructures
6 geoscientists from a university:

– 5 postgraduate students
– 1 senior staff

A summary of the responses from the company staff who participated is included in Appendix B.

4.7.4 Response from Geoscientists

Responses of participants of geoscience background from academia and the industry are illustrated in Figure 4.11. Collaboration in this context refers to the ability of users to share the results of their interpretations and work together to produce such results. Thirteen out of fourteen (93%) of the participating geoscientists perceived that a collaborative visualization and interpretation environment is “important”. Most participants from the industry added that collaboration “raises productivity”. It was observed that the need for a collaboration was more obvious to geoscientists in the industry than those in universities where the work is almost always performed individually. The same ratio (93%) also perceived that, overall, it is challenging to collaborate on seismic interpretation using existing software. The geoscientists from the industry highlighted this challenge on sharing their interpretations with other teams; for example between the interpreters and engineers. In such an industry, each team often uses different software, and each software has its own proprietary internal format. All participating geoscientists perceived that data provenance, including history tracking, is important in seismic interpretation; most of the participants from the industry added that history tracking “raises efficiency”. Looking into the challenge of history tracking, university geoscientists did not find this challenging while the industry saw that it is “manageable for recent interpretations but a bit challenging for very old datasets.”

4.7.5 Response from Information Technology Personnel

The response from the IT staff (see Figure 4.12) highlighted the technical challenges and thus the area for improvement, which geoscientists might not perceive in the same way, since it falls within the role of IT staff. Sixteen out of twenty IT staff (80%) perceived that users cannot immediately access all subsurface data for visualization or interpretation in a highly available fashion; but data access needs some initial preparation. They share with the geoscientists the perception of challenging collaboration;
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Figure 4.11: The chart illustrates what the 14 participants of geoscience background, from both academia and the industry, perceived on the importance and challenge of collaboration and history tracking of data. Interestingly, the importance of collaboration in raising productivity and the challenge of performing history tracking using existing tools were only perceived by geoscientists from the industry and not academia.

55% found that sharing users’ results with other staff members is a time consuming task as it requires the export and import of the data to be shared. The participants suggested that to enhance the infrastructure, for a collaboration that maximizes productivity, the industry needs to introduce a “more integrated data environment”, “use cloud-based technology”, “standardize the workflow between all users” and “have shared databases among all disciplines (teams).” In addition, they evaluated the movement of data between applications as it negatively affects productivity; 75% of them emphasised this as a “high” effect which “needs a great attention”. Seventeen out of twenty (85%) believed that centralizing subsurface datasets would improve data management, but this “has been challenging up to now.” Some of their suggested reasons for not centralizing datasets were the proprietary internal format of multiple applications and the lack of a well integrated environment in the industry. The need for a “standard data repository” was highlighted.

4.7.6 Survey Analysis

The survey responses showed that the importance of collaboration in the interpretation of subsurface data and its challenge were perceived as highly important by geoscientists. It was noticed that individuals who did not perceive such importance were petroleum engineers. Their task within the oil and gas exploration workflow comes
Figure 4.12: The chart illustrates what the 20 participants of information technology background, from the industry, perceived on (1) the ability of users accessing subsurface data, (2) challenge of sharing data among users, (3) impact of data movement among different application repositories and (4) the need of a central and standard subsurface data repository.

at a late stage when interpretations were performed and geological models were created. They expect the interpretations and models to be finalised and approved, paying less concern on how geologists came into agreement. Also, the workflow may restrict petroleum engineers from reconciling different views of interpretations. Therefore, the importance and challenge of collaboration were not perceived by them (petroleum engineers). For geologists and geophysicists, the challenge in collaboration is greater when it comes to sharing data between different applications as each has a proprietary internal format. In the oil and gas industry, it is very common for a single firm to use software from different vendors. Transferring data between applications is one of the main challenges in this industry. Metadata is usually lost when exporting data from one application into another.

The responses showed that all geoscientists agreed on the importance of tracking historical interpretations. However, the reason why this was not challenging to users from academia is perhaps due to the small dataset they have and small environment they operate in. In the industry, the data is very large and often goes back to many years. That is why it is more challenging to track historical interpretations in the industry.

IT staff in the oil and gas industry are responsible to support and maintain the IT infrastructure including the applications being used by the geoscientists. Part of
their role is to ensure proper transfer of data among the different applications. That is why all perceived that it is challenging to share the resulting data among the different teams. Their responsibilities also allowed them to perceive the effect of data movement on productivity due to data loss and need of man hours. This also creates the challenge of tracking historical interpretations. The response to the open-ended questions given to the participated IT staff all suggest the need for an integrated and shared data repository among the different functionalities within the workflow to maximize users’ productivity. This is in contrast to the current application-centric fashion where data is maintained under the application repository. This explains the general agreement on the need of centralizing subsurface datasets to improve data management, which is, however, of a great challenge to the industry. However, to the interest of this thesis, tracking of visual interpretations is proposed to be implemented as a data-centric fashion as desired by the industry and as discussed in the coming sections.

### 4.8 Chapter Summary

Through this chapter, the thesis focused on the domain of its application, seismic imaging interpretation for the oil and gas industry, by presenting background information, related work and a motivation survey.

Seismic data represents the structure of subsurface layers of the earth’s interior. It is conventionally stored in a standard file format, named SEG-Y. Seismic interpretation extracts geological features such as horizons and faults. The current practice of seismic interpretation requires manual inspection on the data, then running an extraction method and later manual corrections. Most of the horizon extraction methods are based on picking similar extrema events. Seismic data is of a high uncertainty. It is common that different interpretations are achieved by different interpreters examining the same region.

The data is often rendered using a texture mapping method. The chapter presented examples of related work to seismic visualization. Some work has looked at the issue of gradients in classical volume rendering for seismic visualization. Others have looked at the issue of accessing large seismic datasets, e.g. Octreemizer. It then briefly described a well-known commercial application for seismic imaging visualization and interpretation, Petrel.

Seismic interpretation management is of a great challenge to the industry. Current practice relies on the application level to maintain seismic interpretations. When they
are exported, the industry heavily relies on file naming conventions to tag interpretations with metadata (e.g. creator’s initial, field name); other metadata is lost.

The chapter briefly discussed 4D time laps of seismic data, which has recently received a greater interest by the industry. This will produce more seismic data which need to be interpreted and thus managed and traced. This motivates the need of the research of this thesis. Finally, the chapter presented a survey for a motivation purpose. The participants indicated the importance of history tracking in seismic interpretation activities and its challenge with existing solutions.
Chapter 5

Implementation for Geoscience

5.1 Chapter Introduction

Chapter 3 proposed an interpretation pipeline and a provenance model for interpretation. The interpretation pipeline captures users’ interpretations and their metadata, running in the reverse direction to the visualization pipeline, to tag the raw data through the proposed provenance model. The proposed provenance model for interpretation adopts and extends the W3C PROV model. The presented concepts were domain-independent, addressing the need of tracking multi-user interpretations. Those interpretations explicitly identify visual features according to users’ knowledge and intuition.

Chapter 4 gave background information about the domain of interest to this thesis, which is seismic imaging data. Interpretation of seismic data is about extracting geological features, such as horizons. Seismic data is noisy and of a high uncertainty. Different interpreters may produce different interpretations, despite visualizing the same view. Managing and tracking these interpretations is a challenge to the industry.

This chapter combines the knowledge presented in the two previously mentioned chapters to present an implementation of a provenance model and pipeline for seismic interpretation. An overview of a proof-of-concept prototype architecture is presented in Section 5.2. The subsequent sections discuss implementation details of the architecture’s components. The source code of the prototype implementation is published online [30].
5.2 Prototype Architecture Overview

The proposed provenance-enabled interpretation pipeline (Figure 3.1) is translated into a proof-of-concept prototype architecture (Figure 5.1), which consists of three loosely coupled components as follows.

1. The data repository, which include the provenance model, is implemented as a fine-grained data structure. This is built on a parallel relational database management system (RDBMS), discussed in Section 5.3.

2. The visualization and interpretation pipelines, are combined and partially implemented as an intermediate user view, named FESVo as will be further discussed in Section 5.4.

3. The rendering and user interface are implemented in a third component, further discussed in Section 5.5.

This section provides a high level overview on the prototype architecture. The implementation details of the components are discussed in the next sections. This is a client-server architecture. It adopts the notion of data-centric. The term in this context means that the focus is more on the data (as described by Breitbart et al. [113]) in contrast to an application-centric approach. A data-centric approach allows the data to be managed by its data model, where an application-centric approach depends on the application to manage user data as is the case with Petrel and DSG (refer to Section 4.5). Also, this falls in line with the survey outcome presented in Section 4.7, which raised the need of an integrated and shared data repository among the different functionalities within the workflow.

It can be argued whether the data model should be added to the architecture. Although the term architecture has no unique definition in the field of computer science [114], an architecture must always consider what makes a system achieves its requirements. In a system, several types of architecture can interact; this might include a software architecture and a data architecture [115]. The latter considers the design of the data model. For the proposed architecture of this thesis, the data model is considered to be within the architecture due to its strong influence on achieving the objective of the whole architecture. The data structure (or data model) can be considered as a data architecture inside the complete (larger) architecture.

The data structure has the following essential features, which will be defined below:

1. fine-grained granularity
Figure 5.1: This is an implementation of the proposed abstract architecture as a data-centric visual analysis architecture which consists of three loosely coupled components. The fine-grained data structure in a centrally located database (1) is linked to multiple on-the-fly created feature-embedded spatial volumes (FESVo) (2) through parallel connections. The FESVo is linked to a renderer engine (3). In this diagram, two users are connected simultaneously. Dashed arrows indicate SQL queries from the FESVo to the database (0.2–0.7KB each), user inputs or requests for a texture buffer from a renderer. Full arrows indicate dataset transfer from the database to the FESVo (around 4KB each tuple consisting of a 1D seismic trace) and a texture buffer from the FESVo to a renderer (multiple megabytes).
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Figure 5.2: Data granularity is chosen based on the applied field. Working on DNA datasets, a nucleotide can be chosen as a granularity level as shown on the left hand side. Working on seismic imaging datasets, a valid granularity level is a seismic trace as shown on the right hand side. [Images sources: http://katienelson4b.edublogs.org/ (left); http://www.rwe.com/ (right).] (Note: The trace zoomed in on the figure is not actually extracted from the cube; the figure is for illustration purposes only.)

2. provenance-enabled host of raw data and users’ inputs

3. multi-user single view

The first essential feature of the data structure is that it is fine-grained. Rather than dealing with coarse-grained objects, such as files, it is proposed to restructure the desired datasets into finer granularity for greater flexibility. The granularity of the data structure depends on the implementation and applied field. For example, the finest granularity could be a nucleotide in a DNA structure (biomedical science field), a 1D trace in a 3D seismic dataset or a point with an x,y,z location in a 3D spatial dataset; see Figure 5.2. Section 5.3 discusses the application of this structure to 3D seismic imaging data and thus will determine a granularity level.

The second essential feature of the data structure is that it combines raw data and users’ interpretations while preserving data provenance. The latter should include information about when a dataset was created, by whom it was created and how it was created. This means that a user visualizes data from, and contributes knowledge to, the same data repository. This would link raw data and users’ knowledge into one

---

1 The terms users’ inputs, users’ knowledge and users’ interpretations are used interchangeably in the context of this thesis. Although they literally do not mean the same, users’ inputs and knowledge conceptually refer to their interpretations in this thesis.
The third essential feature is that this data structure acts as a single-view for simultaneous multi-user access. This means that all users should be accessing the most updated information at any given time and can directly contribute for immediate access by other users.

Since it is proposed to deal with fine-grained data in this architecture, an intermediate stage is required to build, in real-time, a volume in a format which can be directly rendered. This stage must also capture users’ interpretation (i.e. knowledge). In this implementation, the intermediate stage is named a feature-embedded spatial volume (FESV) since it holds both raw data and users’ interpreted features; this is discussed in Section 5.4.

The FESV provides a renderer (discussed in Section 5.5) with a texture buffer ready for direct volume rendering. The primary roles of this intermediate stage are as follows: (1) load data, (2) cache data and (3) capture users’ interpretations. The data loader in this component is customised based on the data type and granularity in the data structure. Thus, it is required to map between the coordinate of the data structure and a local volume coordinate which can be directly rendered. The data loader loads a desired dataset to be visualized considering the following: (1) the requested level of detail (resolution), (2) network bandwidth and (3) the graphics capability of the renderer (client’s machine). The caching role of this intermediate stage is a basic optimization in order to eliminate re-visiting the data structure for loading previously fetched datasets. Other optimization techniques are discussed in the coming sections. The intermediate stage also captures users’ interpretations. Thus, it is customised to take inputs from the user’s interface. The component translates these inputs into a form which can be loaded back into the data structure.

The data structure explained above can be accessed by multiple pipelines, one for each connected user. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the architecture links the fine-grained data structure on a database to one or more FESV, created on the fly through parallel feature-aware and global spatially-referenced queries, which results in a parallel streaming of data units. The FESV, on the other side, is linked to a rendering engine. Users’ interpretations are stored back to the database.
5.3 Provenance-Enabled Data Structure for Seismic Interpretation

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 4, subsurface imaging datasets and geoscientists’ interpretations are often stored in conventional files. In the proposed architecture, these datasets are restructured into a fine-grained form. The level of granularity depends on the type of the dataset. The choice of the granularity level is essential in this structure since datasets are referenced by, and accessed via, individual data fields; these fields are a result of dividing the datasets by the selected granularity level.

The following three types from the geoscience field are considered in this thesis and thus in the presented structure.

1. Seismic survey, which composed of traces—occasionally referred to as “raw data” in this thesis
2. Geological features as a result of users’ interpretations
3. Assessment of users on interpretations

This section first discusses in detail the hardware and technology used for the prototype application. Then, an implementation (database schema) of the proposed provenance model is presented; it covers the three data types mentioned above as well as related metadata. The section ends with a discussion on data input into this structure; this includes data preparation.

5.3.1 Implementation Hardware and Technology

The following data model was implemented on a Teradata relational database management system (RDBMS). Teradata, as explained by Bellatreche et al. [116], is a massively parallel processing database system, which is a shared-nothing database architecture[3] The basic unit of parallelism in a Teradata system is called access module processor (AMP), which is a virtual processor [118]. A node runs multiple linked
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2 Teradata (http://www.teradata.com/) is a database software company. It develops and sells a relational database management system (RDBMS) under the same name, Teradata.

3 According to the Encyclopedia of Database Systems [117], a shared-nothing architecture is a distributed computing system in which each node is independent such that it has its own (non-shared) processor, main memory, disk and copy of the operating system. A shared-nothing architecture is often called massively parallel processor (MPP).
AMPs. Each AMP is assigned to a data portion. A hashing algorithm is used by Teradata for distributing and indexing entered data across the system’s AMPs. The value of primary indexed columns is passed into a hash function to determine the AMP that owns the disk in which the row will be located as well as to determine the logical location of the row within the disk. The retrieval of a row follows the same procedure if primary index values were provided in the query \[117\]. This is known, in some literature, as a hash-partitioning physical layout \[119\]. The advantage and usage of this hash-partitioning is discussed later in Section 5.3.2.5.

Throughout the development of the architecture, a virtual version of Teradata running on a single-node 64-bit Windows Server 2003 was used. A 4-node parallel processing Teradata was then used to run a performance test; this was setup at Teradata labs and is discussed in Section 7.4. The former single-node environment was originally setup for the \textit{massively-parallelised spatially-registered data structure} (SRDS) project by Irving et al. \[23, 24\] at the School of Earth, Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences (SEAES) of The University of Manchester. SRDS addresses the issue of storing terabyte-scale subsurface datasets. It aims to integrate subsurface data of different types into one data store.

The production schema of the SRDS data model and implementation details (apart from the previously mentioned publications by Irving et al.) were never released to the public, including the author of this thesis, as the work (of SRDS) was under commercialisation. However, the author was given limited access to an early prototype version of SRDS. In particular, this included a database table to store seismic surveys in a fine-grained form such that each trace occupies a row. Also, it included a converter and loader from conventional seismic imaging files (SEG-Y format) to that table on the database. This tool, which is further described in Section 5.3.4 was used by this PhD project to load the SRDS tables with seismic data to be then transferred to the database tables of this thesis.

This PhD used this Teradata environment to build its provenance model, as described below in Section 5.3.2. In addition to this, a collaboration with SEAES of The University of Manchester took place in the form of supplying datasets (i.e. seismic surveys and interpreted horizons) and participating in usability tests for the work of this PhD (presented in Section 7.2).

Despite the choice of Teradata RDBMS in this PhD, it should be possible to implement the presented data model using alternative RDBMSs such as Oracle\[4\] and https://www.oracle.com/database/index.html.
MySQL However, this has not been tested as part of this thesis. Due to the various indexing and partitioning techniques that RDBMSs offer, the scalability of each implementation (i.e. choice of an alternative RDBMS) should also be tested.

5.3.2 Data Model

5.3.2.1 The geo Namespace

Prior to translating the provenance model presented in Section 3.3 into a database relational model, types of entities need to be defined for the application domain. In Section 3.3, the thesis presented the interpret namespace to define types of activities and relationship for the purpose of general interpretation. As stated in that section, the model delegates the definition of entity types to the application as they are domain-specific. Thus, the thesis introduces a namespace for geological data, named geo. For the current implementation, it includes the following data types: seismic survey, trace, horizon, fault and point. Other types, which serve the workflow of seismic interpretation and geological modeling, can fit into the geo namespace, such as well log, reservoir model and pick; but they are out of the scope of this thesis. Another type of interest introduced in this thesis is assessment. An assessment is an example of an annotation on interpretation, which the provenance model allows. It represents a user’s evaluation of their own or others’ previous interpretations.

Table 5.1 presents the defined types of entities under the geo namespace and to the interest of this thesis. Figure 5.3 shows a provenance model illustration of a basic seismic interpretation case. It is similar to Figure 3.3 but entities from the geo namespace were used instead. Also, the figure illustrates that seismic survey and horizon entities are of type collection, composing of traces and points, respectively. Each of these types are further discussed in the coming subsections.

5.3.2.2 Database Relational Model—An Overview

To address the implementation concerns discussed in Section 3.4, the data structure of the prototype architecture of this thesis is implemented as a relational database. Other implementations, such as a NoSQL database, may address the concerns differently; but none were examined in this PhD. The following explains how an implementation of a relational database would address those concerns:

\[\text{http://www.mysql.com/}\]
Figure 5.3: A graphical illustration of the provenance model of a basic seismic interpretation case. Properties of the illustrated entities, such as geographical location, were omitted for illustration simplicity.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Core concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>geo:SeismicSurvey</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo:Trace</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo:Horizon</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo:Fault</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo:Point</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo:Assessment</td>
<td>Entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: The table shows defined entity types under the geo namespace which is introduced in this chapter to accommodate geological data.

1. The concern of a “fine-grained data granularity” is achieved by representing fine-grained data units as tuples, which are implemented as rows in a database. Each considered data types (raw data and users’ interpretations) has a data granularity level. The following text will explain this in detail.

2. The concern of an “open-standard access” is achieved by the ability to access the data via a standard structured query language (SQL).

3. The concern of a “single-view multi-user access” is achieved by implementing the data structure in a central database where multiple users can access and update a single-view of the data concurrently.

Referring to Figure 5.3, the provenance model presented in Section 3.3 is translated into a database relational model for seismic interpretation as follows. First, the following assumptions are adopted for the purpose of the prototype implementation; these can also be viewed as implementation restrictions which are neither adopted by the original PROV model nor the provenance of interpretation model presented in this thesis.

1. An activity of interpretation must only generate one entity, such as a horizon.

2. The agent associated with the activity that generated the feature (entity) is the same agent attributed to the generated entity.

3. The generation time is adopted, while start and end times of the activity are neglected.

Figure 5.3 plus the above discussion can translate the provenance model for interpretation into three fundamental entities in the context of an entity-relationship model: survey, interpretation and agent. A seismic survey is an entity composed of multiple
Figure 5.4: This diagram illustrates a database schema as an implementation of the proposed provenance model for seismic interpretation. Abbreviations used here are as follows: ds: source description; ts: timestamp; twtt: two-way-travel time. Supporting tables within the schema were omitted from this figure for simplicity of illustration.

geospatially located seismic traces. An interpretation can represent an entity of either a geological feature (e.g. horizon) or an assessment; the latter falls under the general meaning of interpretation and thus it is included. An interpretation is composed of geospatially located points. The interpretation activity and its generation relationship, as shown in the provenance model graphical illustrations, are both included in the interpretation class of this implementation. An agent is responsible of performing an interpretation. For implementation, an agent is translated from the notion of a provenance agent into an entity in the context of an entity-relationship model. Figure 5.4 illustrates this entity-relationship model which represents the implemented database schema; each entity is represented by a table. The following subsections discuss the data and corresponding tables of this database model in detail as well as its data indexing.

5.3.2.3 Raw Seismic Imaging Data

Raw seismic data can be divided into the following different granularity levels:

1. 3D volumes—each represents a seismic survey and is conventionally stored in large SEG-Y (the standard format) or an application’s proprietary format files
2. 2D slices—in-lines or cross-lines of a seismic survey (described in Section 4.2)
3. traces—each corresponds to a 1D dataset that consists of an array of amplitudes
4. amplitude values—each is a 4-byte floating point real number

From the list above, a 3D volume is the conventional method of storing seismic data and is the coarsest granularity level. On the other hand, amplitude values is the finest granularity level. However, the proposed data structure sets the granularity at the seismic trace level for the following reasons. The trace length of raw seismic data is fixed across one dataset (i.e. seismic survey). Also, it is relatively small compared to the survey size that it belongs to; it often consists of around 200 to 2000 samples per trace. On the other hand, setting the granularity at the amplitude level would result in an overhead of data storage and retrieval, while most retrieval processes in practice fetch a complete trace. Therefore, this thesis proposes a granularity at the trace level for seismic data. This granularity, which is at a level of 1D dataset, may not suit other data types from other fields such as medicine or oceanography. Each field has to be studied carefully to select a suitable granularity level for its data to be implemented in a fine-grained data structure that fits the abstract proposed architecture of this thesis.

Now that granularity level is set at the trace level, each trace in this data structure is placed in a tuple. This is implemented as a row in table `TRACE` as illustrated in Figure 5.4. A trace is described by the following fields:

1. A **survey identifier (ID)** (`survey_id`): this identifies the seismic survey to which this trace belongs.
2. **Geographical location** (`x`, `y`): this is the geographical location of the trace as recorded in the trace header of the source SEG-Y file from which the trace was imported.
3. **Property value** (`value`): this is a customised binary-based type field that holds the trace samples. The samples can be of different data types but it is commonly an IEEE floating-point format. These samples are in time scale. Geophysically, the time in this scale is known as two-way travel time (TWTT). The time of the first and last samples of all traces of one seismic survey are fixed and thus

---

6One case where only one sample value per trace is required to be fetched, and not the complete trace, is when visualizing a time slice; refer to Figure 4.4.

7In geophysics, a two-way travel time (TWTT) is “the elapsed time for a seismic wave to travel from its source to a given reflector and return to a receiver at the Earth’s surface,” as defined by Schlumberger’s Oilfield Glossary ([http://www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com/](http://www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com/)).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filed Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>survey_id</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>The survey identifier to which the trace belongs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>x value of the trace’s geographical location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>y value of the trace’s geographical location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>binary</td>
<td>trace samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: A summary of table TRACE fields.

recorded in the survey table, as described next. The sample interval (time between samples) is also fixed among traces from one survey and is thus recorded in the survey table too.

Traces are indexed on the combination of \((x, y)\) coordinate and survey_id. Table 5.2 summarizes the fields of table TRACE.

As illustrated in Figure 5.3 and explained above, a seismic survey is composed of traces. Table TRACE is a child of table SURVEY, related through a survey ID. Table SURVEY holds the common attributes of the related traces. A survey is described by the following fields:

1. **A survey identifier (ID) (survey_id):** this identifies the seismic survey.
2. **Property type (type):** this field describes the type of the property value of the related traces. For example, a property ID of 1 may describe a raw seismic trace while an ID of 2 may describe a derived trace of one seismic attribute. The current implementation of this thesis only deals with raw seismic traces.
3. **A description (ds):** this describes the source such as the name of the dataset.
4. **Timestamp (ts):** this is the time at which this survey was created. This field was not utilised in the current work of this PhD. However, the field was created for future work such as creating a derived version of the survey in which a timestamp would be useful.\(^8\)
5. **Two-way travel time (TWTT) range (twtt_min, twtt_max):** this is the range of the time scale of this survey’s traces. This range is constant for all traces recorded in the survey.

\(^8\)Derived data can be calculated from raw seismic data. This is known to geoscientists as a seismic attribute; a list of 3D seismic attributes is presented in “Atlas of 3D Seismic Attributes” by Randen, T. et al. [87].
traces of one survey. The range is used to match the location of a feature point against a single trace sample during the preparation of rendering; this mapping process is further discussed in Section 5.4.1.1.

6. **Amplitude range** \((amplitude_{min}, amplitude_{max})\): this is the range of the amplitude values for all traces of this survey. This range is required to create a proper grey-scale colour for the raw data to be rendered; the rendering aspect is further discussed in Section 5.5.

7. **Sample interval** \((sample\_interval)\): this is the sample interval for the traces of this survey, in milliseconds (since samples are on a time scale). This value is constant for all traces of one survey. It is used, in addition to the TWTT range, to match the location of a feature point against a single trace sample during the preparation of rendering.

8. **Samples per trace** \((sample\_per\_trace)\): this is the number of samples per trace. This value is constant for all traces of one survey.

Survey records are indexed by the **survey ID** \((survey\_id)\). Table 5.3 summarizes the fields of table **SURVEY**.
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5.3.2.4 Geological Features

A geological feature object, a result of a user’s (or users’) interpretation, is conventionally stored as a polygon mesh. During an early interpretation phase, these features can also be stored and represented as a cloud of points. These objects can be exported from a conventional seismic interpretation application in different formats, one of which is a cloud of points. Commonly, such a format would include a list of x, y and two-way travel time (TWTT) values of the points that lie on the surface of the exported feature object. Figure 5.5 shows a screenshot of part of an exported horizon from the Petrel application.

In terms of granularity, a single feature object is conventionally represented as a whole (one mesh); thus it is a coarse-grained granularity. In the proposed data structure, features objects are represented as a cloud of points, a fine-grained granularity at the point level. Each point is placed in a tuple. This is implemented as a row in table FEATURE_POINT as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The following text refers to such a point, which lies on the surface of a geological feature, as a feature point. A feature point is described by the following fields:

A cloud of points is a set of data points in a coordinate system; e.g. in a 3D space each point is defined by an (x,y,z) coordinate.
1. **An interpretation identifier (ID) (interp.id):** this identifies the interpretation object (and activity) to which this point belongs.

2. **Geographical location (x, y):** this is the geographical location of the feature point. This should match the location of the trace which this feature point marks.

3. **Depth (z) and two-way travel time (twtt):** these two represent the third dimension of the location of this feature point as follows.

   - In the seismic interpretation phase, a feature point should lie on a seismic trace sample to which it marks. Thus, the feature point should match the sample’s location with a time scale in the third dimension (x, y, TWTT). In this case, the twtt field is used to compute the location of the feature point, in addition to x and y. The TWTT of a trace sample, and thus of the feature point that marks it, is calculated as follows: \( T_p = \text{FirstSampleTWTT} + \text{SampleIndex} \times \text{SampleInterval} \).

   - After completing the seismic interpretation phase, geoscientists convert their time scaled seismic and interpreted objects into a depth model through a process called *time-depth conversion*. This process requires a knowledge about the velocity at which a wave travels through the different materials of the subsurface layers. This process is beyond the scope of this PhD. Also, the z field was not utilised as no depth scaled data was handled in this PhD. However, the z field in this table is available for future work, i.e. if time were to be converted to depth or if a depth scaled data were imported into the proposed data structure.

Feature points are indexed by the combination of (x, y) coordinate and interp.id. Table 5.4 summarizes the fields of table FEATURE_POINT. This representation of a cloud of points is needed to record provenance of users’ evolving opinions that might represent partial modifications to interpretations. It should be noted that this is the primary representation of geological features in the data model of this thesis. However, features can be of the same or different representation after being loaded to the FESVo (5.4.1) for rendering.

As illustrated in Figure 5.3 and explained earlier, an interpretation activity generates an interpreted feature which is composed of feature points. Table FEATURE_POINT is a child of table INTERPRETATION, related through an interpretation ID. Table
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filed Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interp_id</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>The interpretation identifier to which this point belongs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>x value of the feature point’s geographical location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>y value of the feature point’s geographical location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>the third dimension in depth (z value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twtt</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>the third dimension in two-way travel time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: A summary of table FEATURE_POINT fields.

**INTERPRETATION** is a translation of both an interpretation activity and its generated interpretation entity. An interpretation is described by the following fields:

1. **An interpretation identifier (interp_id):** this identifies the interpretation object (and activity).

2. **A survey identifier (survey_id):** this identifies the survey to which this interpretation was derived from.

3. **A referenced interpretation identifier (ref_id):** this identifies a previous interpretation that this interpretation modifies. The value of the referenced identifier can be equal to this interpretation identifier if it is the first interpretation of an object.

4. **An agent identifier (agent_id):** this identifies the agent that was associated with this interpretation.

5. **Activity type (activity_type):** this indicates the type of activity of this interpretation. Three relations are considered in the prototype implementation:

   (a) **Insertion:** the feature points belonging to this interpretation of this type represent a continuation (addition) to the referenced interpretation (ref_id).

   (b) **Deletion:** the feature points belonging to this interpretation discard points of the same locations from the referenced interpretation.

   (c) **Assessment:** the feature points belonging to this interpretation adds a confidence level, set by this interpretation’s value, to the referenced interpretation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filed Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interp_id</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>an identifier for this interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>survey_id</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>the survey identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref_id</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>the identifier of a previous (referenced) interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_id</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>the identifier of the responsible agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activity_type</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>type of activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>interpretation generation timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>type of resulting interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>decimal</td>
<td>(optional) property value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: A summary of table INTERPRETATION fields.

6. **Timestamp (ts):** this is the time at which an interpretation was generated. It should be the same time at which related points were inserted into their table. This field is essential for history tracking of interpretations.

7. **Interpretation Type (type):** this field describes the type of interpretation. For example, a type of value 1 may describe a geological horizon, value 2 may describe a geological fault and value 3 may describe an assessment of interpretation.

8. **Property value (value):** depending on the type of property, this field may either represent a single measured value (e.g. porosity, permeability) or an assessment value (e.g. confidence level); only the latter is demonstrated in this thesis.

Interpretations are indexed by their identifiers (interp_id). Table 5.5 summarizes the fields of table INTERPRETATION.

5.3.2.5 Data Index

Indices in databases are used to speed up the retrieval process of data from tables. In an environment like seismic imaging data, where data size is hundreds of gigabytes to some terabytes stored in a fine-grained granularity, it is important to consider the type of the index to use and the column(s) to index to address the cost of the index structure created by the RDBMS. Depending on its type, a database index often increases in size as table size increases. This may then slow the data write back into tables.
As previously mentioned in this chapter, Teradata, the hosting RDBMS of the presented data model, adopts a hashing algorithm for partitioning and indexing. This strategy determines the row location on-the-fly without construction or storage complexity. Thus it should overcome the above mentioned issues of increasing the indexing structure size and slow write back; this is only the case with primary indices as a subtable is required for a secondary index. However, this indexing strategy requires a careful selection of the primary index to provide an even distribution of the rows among Teradata AMPs [120]; each AMP is assigned to a data portion as explained in Section 5.3.1.

In this prototype implementation of the data model the indexed columns for traces and feature points are the geographical location (x and y) and ID, as previously presented in this chapter. Using explicit values of these columns in a query, data retrieval can be performed at a complexity that is proportional only to the working dataset (the size of the dataset being retrieved) and not to the total size of the tables. A similar performance is also achieved during a write back to the database if a secondary index is not used. A failure to provide an indexed column value in a query may result in a full table scan for data retrieval. The hashing algorithm of Teradata was used in the implementation of the presented data model as provided by Teradata without any modification or access to its internal hash functions.

5.3.3 Multi-Interpretations and History Tracking—Model Mapping Example

Referring to the research problem of this thesis, multi-user understandings (interpretations) need to be captured. As presented so far in this chapter, interpretation activities are recorded in the INTERPRETATION table. It links multiple interpretations of a single feature through its ref_id field and to their corresponding survey through survey_id. In this subsection, an example of multiple interpretations is first illustrated in a provenance model form then mapped to the presented relational database model.

Figure 5.6 illustrates a multi-user seismic interpretation case. Initially, a software generated an interpretation (i.e. extraction) of a geological horizon (horizon1.1). Later, user1 added addition1 towards the initial interpretation, generating horizon1.2. Later, user2 deleted a portion, which is defined in deletion1, from horizon1.2; this generated horizon1.3. Later, user3 assessed part of horizon1.3, giving a confidence level of 70% as defined in assessment1. This model can also be expressed
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Table 5.6: Populated table INTERPRETATION with data reflecting the example case illustrated in Figure 5.6. Note: timestamps were written as T1, T2, etc, for a symbolic purpose only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>interp_id</th>
<th>survey_id</th>
<th>ref_id</th>
<th>agent_id</th>
<th>activity_type</th>
<th>ts</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>‘70’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

using PROV-N as described in Section 3.3.2.

The above example is translated into the relational data model as follows. The prototype implementation does not physically record the derived horizon1.2 and horizon1.3 since they are views (references) that contain no feature points. They are generated on a query-demand basis. Users’ interpretations are accumulated and are never (as per the prototype implementation) deleted physically, but can be tagged as deleted so users can roll back on their interpretations chronologically. Note that users’ interpretations form a fraction of the size of raw data (less than 10%). Table 5.6 shows the INTERPRETATION table populated with information of this example in assumption of the following:

1. Interpretation IDs of horizon1.1, addition1, deletion1 and assessment1 are coded as 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

2. Survey ID of seismic_survey1 is coded as 1.

3. Agent IDs of software1, user1, user2 and user3 are coded as 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

4. Activity type IDs of interpret:add, interpret:delete and interpret:assess are coded as 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

5. Types IDs of geo:Horizon and geo:Assessment are coded as 101 and 201, respectively.

The following is a simple method to retrieve a geological feature that was contributed by multiple users; this method has some limitations which are discussed in Section 8.2.2.3. The database is queried such that the feature points of an interpretation of interpret:add activity type are added and feature points of interpret:delete activity type are subtracted. This is illustrated in the following pseudo query, which
Figure 5.6: A graphical illustration of the provenance model of a multi-interpretation seismic interpretation case. Activities and some properties of entities and relationships were omitted for simplicity of illustration.
retrieve points of all interpretation of survey $s$ before time $t$. History tracking is controlled by manipulating the timestamp value. Also, tree branches can be tracked via the ref_id field of the INTERPRETATION table; this is not illustrated in the pseudo query.

```sql
SELECT points from FEATURE_POINT
JOIN INTERPRETATION
ON interp_id
WHERE survey_id = s
  AND timestamp < t
  AND activity_type = interpret:add
EXCEPT
SELECT points from FEATURE_POINT
JOIN INTERPRETATION
ON interp_id
WHERE survey_id = s
  AND timestamp < t
  AND activity_type = interpret:delete
```

Assessment data is retrieved separately to graphically annotate matching feature points. Also, it is utilised in filtering the retrieval of feature points matching a certain assessment criteria. This is performed via complex queries, as implemented in the prototype application. Graphical results of assessment related data are shown in the next chapter, which is dedicated for a walkthrough and screenshots.

### 5.3.4 Data Feed

The implemented data repository is initially loaded with data from SEG-Y files and geometry as illustrated in Figure 5.7, the latter is loaded to have some initial interpretation of geological features. Data needs to be prepared and converted from its conventional format to the form of the presented data model.

The SEG-Y loader of SRDS [23] was utilised to load traces of a SEG-Y file into the SURVEY and TRACE tables on the database. As illustrated in Figure 5.8, SEG-Y loader reads a SEG-Y file extracting its traces’ locations and samples. Common survey information and a generated survey ID are loaded into the SURVEY table. Extracted information of each trace (location and samples) of this survey is loaded into the TRACE table along with its parent survey ID.
Figure 5.7: This diagram illustrates an overview of the data feed into the database. Seismic datasets on the database are initially prepared from SEG-Y files for raw data and geometry files for geological features. Amendments to feature objects (addition/deletion) are later updated directly from users to the database.
Figure 5.8: The diagram illustrates how the SEG-Y loader operates. It reads a SEG-Y file to extract individual traces. For each trace, its geographical location is extracted from the trace header and its samples are extracted from the trace data. These values are combined with a generated survey ID to be loaded into table TRACE on the database. Common information for the whole survey is loaded to table SURVEY.
To start with some initial data, geological features are exported from Petrel, a well-known conventional seismic interpretation application, as a cloud of points; these exported features have previously been interpreted by users. Figure 5.5 shows a screenshot of part of an exported horizon as a list of $x$, $y$ and two-way travel time (TWTT) values of the points that lie on the surface of the exported feature object. A record in table **INTERPRETATION** is first created for each feature object, generating an interpretation ID and populated with common information such as related survey ID and feature type. Then, information of each feature point ($x$, $y$, $twtt$) combined with the generated interpretation ID are loaded into the **FEATURE** table.

As illustrated in Figure 5.7, on-going users’ amendments to the features are directly stored in the same format, as a cloud of points with the proper metadata. Further details about capturing users’ interpretations are discussed in Section 5.4.3.

### 5.4 Feature-Embedded Spatial Volume (FESVo)

Following the prototype architecture, which was presented in Section 5.2, the visualization and interpretation pipelines, are combined and partially implemented as an intermediate user view. In general, this component prepares a dataset from an unconventional data structure\(^\text{10}\) in a form which can be rendered by a graphics card. Also, most importantly to this thesis, it captures users’ input (interpretations and annotations) from the user interface and transfer it back to the central data repository following the provenance model presented in Chapter 3. In this prototype implementation for seismic imaging data, this component is named FESVo which was historically short for *feature-embedded spatial volume* as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The name FESVo was inspired by the original purpose of the component during the development of the prototype application, which was to provide an intermediate view. This intermediate view includes both raw data and features interpreted by users. Hence, the name *feature-embedded spatial volume* was coined as part of this PhD. However, the role of the FESVo is more than to provide an intermediate view or volume. The roles of the FESVo are: (1) data loading, (2) data caching and (3) capturing users’ interpretations. The internal architecture of the FESVo is illustrated in Figure 5.9, which was implemented on Java standard edition (SE) platform\(^\text{11}\). As Figures 5.1

---

\(^\text{10}\) This thesis refers to the data structure presented in Section 5.3 as *unconventional* since it has not been a standard to store volumetric data for visualization and interpretation purposes (e.g. seismic imaging) in database rows at a fine-grained granularity.

\(^\text{11}\) As Figures 5.1
and 5.9 suggest, the implementation of the architecture includes three memory stages as follows.

1. main data repository—located in the database (server side) and considered as permanent

2. FESVo cache—located in the client’s main memory

3. 3D texture image—located in the client’s GPU texture memory; this is the actual rendered 3D image

Therefore, the architecture can be viewed as adopting an out-of-core visualization pipeline since the dataset (located in the database) is larger than a computer’s internal memory (FESVo cache); that is in addition to being a client-server architecture. The following subsections discuss the three roles of the FESVo in detail as well as some optimization techniques.

### 5.4.1 Data Loading

The role of data loading is performed by the **Data Loader** object of the FESVo architecture as illustrated in Figure 5.9. The FESVo uses the indexing capability of the data structure to run queries that explicitly include values of indexed columns. This thesis refers to such queries as point-to-point, since by providing a point of \( x, y \) and \( ID \) (i.e. \( \text{survey\_id} \) or \( \text{interp\_id} \)) values the location of the associated row can be directly

---

12 In the context of this thesis, the term *texture* always refers to the 3D image loaded into the texture memory of the client’s graphical processing unit (GPU).
found without performing a full-table scan, as discussed in Section 5.3.2 regarding data indexing. The result of queries is an intermediate volume which can be directly rendered on the GPU. As previously discussed in Section 4.2, seismic traces in a conventional SEG-Y file are stored in a sequence according to their in-line and cross-line numbers, which are local references (and thus local locations) of traces within the file. A distinguishing feature of this method is that the traces, as well as feature points, in the data structure in this thesis are referenced by, and thus retrieved by querying, their global (geographical) locations.

The following explains the initialization and loading process steps in a conceptual manner; more details about the actual implementation can be obtained by accessing the code of the FESVo [30]. Some of the following steps are further explained under separate headings. The prototype software implementation of an FESVo allows a user session [13] to load a single seismic survey dataset (raw data) and multiple related features selected by the user at the launch of the session. However, to provide the possibility of using multiple dates in the future, the data structure and the FESVo are designed to allow this. A user session starts with the selection of a survey dataset and some related features from the data repository. Upon this selection, the session performs the following processes in sequence.

1. Metadata of the selected data (raw and features) are cached in the FESVo.

2. A mapping between the coordinate systems of the three data stages (database, FESVo cache and texture object) is defined. For this, the selected raw dataset is gridded. As a result, the dimension of highest resolution level and the rendered texture (considering the allowed GPU texture memory size) are both computed. These are further explained below in Section 5.4.1.1.

3. If not already cached in a local file, the selected datasets (raw and features) are scanned and their data coordinates are loaded into FESVo and cached in a local file for future use. This is further discussed below in Section 5.4.1.2.

4. A rendering engine (as part of the user interface) requests a buffer object of a volume, at a desired level of detail, and a viewing reference point to be loaded into a texture object for direct volume rendering.

[13] A user session or an application session in this context is defined to be a period of time during which a user interacts with the application. In particular, the session starts when a user selects a dataset to work with and it is ended by closing the application or at least closing the working dataset.

[14] A buffer, in general, is a container of data—as defined by many application programming interfaces (APIs).
5. Each point on the x-y plane of the requested texture buffer is to be loaded with a 1D trace or an array of feature points on a 1D line; each is named a data unit in this context. For each data unit, the loader first maps its location into the FESVo coordinate system and then checks the FESVo cache. If found, the data unit is placed in the texture buffer at the computed (mapped) position. If a data unit is, otherwise, not cached, it is added to a queue. Data units to be loaded from the database are balanced among multiple queues, each is associated with a loading thread. This is to optimize the loading process, further discussed below in the section on optimization (5.4.4).

6. After completing the search in the internal cache of the FESVo, the threads, each with its queue of data units (locations), start to be concurrently fetched from the database. For each data unit in the queue, the location is mapped into the coordinate system of the real data (i.e. geographical locations). Each fetched data unit is loaded to the FESVo and placed in the texture buffer at the computed (mapped) position.

The use of a hashing indexing algorithm by the RDBMS, combined with queries against indexed column values, allows data to be retrieved at a complexity of $O(k)$, where $k$ is the number of data units being fetched from the database; this is independent of the total size of the table (dataset). Thus, downsampling (by decimation) is performed on the fly when a lower resolution is requested.

5.4.1.1 Gridding, Coordinate Mapping and Level-of-Detail

As mentioned earlier in this section, the architecture is a client-server that can be viewed as an out-of-core pipeline. To stream data into this pipeline, a mappable algorithm must be applied such that it knows what pieces of data to fetch to create the required output, as highlighted by Moreland [2]. The author (Moreland) adds that execution management, and thus data streaming, is more effective with regional metadata. The following explains the use of geographical locations (i.e. regional metadata) of data units in setting up a straightforward mapping.

For the purpose of data loading and filtering, the architecture deals with the following three coordinate systems. Each coordinate system corresponds to a memory stage

---

15 The work of this thesis does not implement a sophisticated out-of-core algorithm or external memory technique but a straightforward mapping applied to the data structure; examples of surveys in the literature that discuss such techniques include [121-122] but none is discussed in this thesis.
as previously discussed in this section. Other coordinate systems are dealt with but for rendering purpose (e.g. screen coordinate).

1. texture image coordinate \((tX, tY, tZ)\)

2. local volume coordinate \((\text{local}X, \text{local}Y, \text{local}Z)\) per level-of-detail

3. global geographical coordinate \((x, y, z)\)

The mapping between coordinates takes place on the X-Y plane. No mapping is performed on the z-axis; a seismic trace is fully loaded to a 1D texture image location \((tX, tY)\). This is because the trace length of raw seismic data is, usually, fixed across one dataset and relatively small, around 200 to 2000 samples per trace; each sample is a 4-byte floating point.

As illustrated in Figure [5.10], seismic traces of a survey are not perfectly gridded but regularly distributed. In other words, distances between traces are very close to being equal but not exactly equal. Thus, they can be gridded by the following straightforward method. The survey is divided into GIS cells of equal areas, each containing one trace. Each GIS cell corresponds to a 2D location in the local volume. The slight alteration as a result of the gridding (from a non-perfect grid in the real-world to a perfect grid in the local volume) is accepted by the industry; the average deviation on the datasets that the author had access to was less than 4% of the separation of the grid points. The dimension of the GIS cells (or grid size) is calculated based on the raw data (traces) distribution; data referring to the features is neglected for this calculation. Using metadata, the dimension of the selected seismic survey is indicated as follows: number of in-lines \(\times\) number of cross-lines \(\times\) samples per trace (trace length); see Figure [5.11]. Considering the geographical width and depth (area) of the selected survey, the GIS cell dimension (grid size) is computed as follows, using the ceiling function to round up:

\[
GIS\ \text{Cell Width} = \left\lceil \frac{\text{Region Width}}{\text{Cross Lines}} \right\rceil \quad (5.1)
\]

\[
GIS\ \text{Cell Depth} = \left\lceil \frac{\text{Region Depth}}{\text{In Lines}} \right\rceil \quad (5.2)
\]

The local volume now becomes the highest resolution level \((LOD0)\). To generate levels of detail \((LODs)\), a decimation-based technique by downsampling is implemented. Looking at a mesh-based rendering, decimation (or mesh simplification) is a process that reduces the number of polygons while preserving the object appearance
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Figure 5.10: Seismic traces (illustrated as x) are not perfectly gridded, but the region can be divided into “GIS cells” where each cell contains a trace. Each GIS cell can then be mapped to a local point in the FESVo.

Figure 5.11: The dimension of a seismic survey is number of in-lines × number of cross-lines × samples per trace (trace length).
Decimation is one method for generating LODs\(^\text{124}\). The concept can be applied to seismic traces but in a slightly different way. As implemented in seismic applications like Petrel\(^\text{108}\), decimation by downsampling is applied to reduce the number of traces in the rendered cube in order to produce a lower resolution version\(^\text{16}\); the implementation in this thesis adopts this technique. Traces are reduced on both axes (x and y) by a factor of \(2^n\) where \(n\) is the LOD number. For example, at LOD 3, a trace every 8\(^{th}\) in-line and cross-line is fetched. Thus, a low resolution image can be generated through direct mapping to cells at LOD\(0\). Only one resolution version (the highest) of the dataset exists and real-time mapping is performed for lower resolution levels.

The mapping of \((x, y)\) feature points is performed similarly to the case of raw seismic data, as explained previously. However, unlike a trace which is fully loaded to the texture buffer, a feature point’s time (TWTT), as discussed in Section 5.3.2.4 is mapped to the z-axis as follows. First, the time range of this dataset, which is recorded in the metadata (the SURVEY table) is recalled. Using this range, a feature point’s time is normalized into an integer index on a 1D array of length equal to the trace length of the associated raw seismic data. This is illustrated in the equation below, which uses a floor function \(+0.5\) to perform a half round up to the nearest integer.

\[
\text{index} = \left\lfloor \frac{\text{twtt\_max} - \text{twtt\_min}}{\text{twtt\_max} - \text{twtt\_min}} \times \text{NumberOfSamples} + 0.5 \right\rfloor \tag{5.3}
\]

The feature texture buffer stores the feature ID (discussed in Section 5.3.2.4) at the calculated coordinate \((tX, tY, \text{index})\). The above normalization method assumes that maximum time is mapped to index zero and minimum time is, thus, mapped to the index at the end of the array. This is because geoscientists conventionally measure time of returned waves that have traveled downwards as a negative value.

### 5.4.1.2 Data Lookup

A GIS cell holds a subsurface dataset under a rectangular area (e.g. 12 × 12 metres squared) of the real world. In a 3D texture image world, this is mapped to a single 1D dataset. To search inside a GIS cell in the database, two modes are implemented: (1) general discovery mode and (2) specific cached mode; the latter is a default choice.

\(^{16}\) Seismic applications, like Petrel, usually adopt more than one LOD generation technique, one of which is decimation (simplification). Petrel also adopts the Octree\(\text{mizer}\) technique by Plate et. al.\(^\text{8}\) which stores seismic data in multi-resolution bricks inside its internal format for fast data access.
In the first mode, there is no knowledge in advance about the exact coordinates of the data units; thus it is a *discovery* mode. To query the database for a dataset which lies on a GIS cell, the data loader explicitly queries every possible location \((x,y)\) with a minimum step (e.g. 1 meter). The reason why explicit values of \(x\) and \(y\) are provided in the query is to perform point-to-point queries in order to avoid a full table scan by the database. Due to the massive size of seismic datasets, it is always desirable to avoid a full table scan which leads to a decrease in performance.

In the specific mode, as presented in the third step in Section 5.4.1, the data loader pre-scans the tables for the required region and dataset source (i.e. seismic survey and interpretations) and then caches all the \((x,y)\) coordinates, using a sorted table. During the loading process, the 3D texture image coordinate which needs to be loaded is mapped to a geographical coordinate: \((x_{\text{Initial}}, y_{\text{Initial}})\). As all valid data coordinates are cached on the client, the loader can efficiently look for a point \((x_{\text{True}}, y_{\text{True}})\) which lies on the location of the current GIS cell. Having a valid and explicit coordinate, a point-to-point query is executed per required GIS cell. Overall, this mode performs at a complexity of \(O(k)\), where \(k\) is the number of data units returned; this is because point-to-point queries with a hash-based indexing allow the database to compute row locations on the fly as explained in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.5. The specific mode, however, requires a cache size that fits all coordinates of required sources during an application session.

### 5.4.1.3 Data Filtering

The data loader can accept a filtering criteria from the user interface. It is implemented as an object which its parameters represent the filtering criteria set (optionally) by the user and is passed to the **Data Loader** of the FESVo. The prototype implementation allows the following parameters to be optionally set in the filtering object: *feature ID, created by user, assessed by user* and *assessed confidence level range*. The loader utilises the provenance information to address this filtering criteria. It prepares and then returns a filtered dataset to the user interface to be rendered by the rendering engine. This filtering object was designed with intent to be extended in future to export and import user defined criteria using a provenance language represented in XML format; this is further discussed in Section 8.2.2.1.
5.4.2 Data Caching

The use of the Data Cache object of the FESVo (illustrated in Figure 5.9) was implicitly discussed above. To recap, the cache in the FESVo is used to store the following.

1. Metadata of selected data sources
2. Survey traces (raw data)
3. Feature points (interpretations)
4. Data coordinates in the specific mode

The FESVo cache minimizes access to the database, since a client-server architecture is implemented. Also, it allows users to fully interact with data in the case of a connection loss.

5.4.3 Capturing Interpretations

The FESVo captures users’ visual interpretations along with provenance metadata via the Interpretation Capturer object as illustrated in Figure 5.9. The interpretation capturer offers predefined interpretation methods to users to add, amend or assess an interpretation.

Using the graphical user interface of the prototype application, users can amend or assess a previously interpreted horizon by drawing a polygon on its surface to select a region of interest; screenshots are illustrated in the next chapter which is dedicated for a walkthrough on the prototype application. Selecting one of the predefined interpretation methods, users can apply their modifications or assessment to the selected region. The following explains the steps taken by the prototype application in capturing users’ interpretations to the data structure. Note that the first two steps are under the role of the user interface and rendering engine, but for the purpose of a comprehensive explanation they are mentioned in this section of the FESVo.

1. User creates a polygon on a horizon surrounding an area of interest to be modified or assessed.
2. The rendering engine reverse maps the polygon vertices to the 3D volume coordinate, and passes them to the interpretation capturer of the FESVo.
3. The interpretation capturer of the FESVo reverse maps the above vertices to global coordinates.
4. The interpretation capturer of the FESVo computes global points that are inside the polygon and lies on the selected horizon. These are passed to the database communicator.

5. The database communicator generates SQL queries based on the selected method (e.g. assessment). These include the above computed points with parameters (e.g. seismic survey ID, user ID, and timestamp), and are sent to the database.

This reverse coordinate mapping is achieved using OpenGL’s `gluUnProject()` function to determine a world coordinate, then using the FESVo parameters to determine the corresponding local volume coordinate and global geographical coordinate. As illustrated in Figure 5.12, a user’s 2D mouse coordinate, i.e. of a polygon point on a horizon, is first mapped to a 3D window, or cursor, coordinate by (1) correcting (reversing) the y value in respect to the window size and (2) computing the z value from the frame buffer at the corresponding pixel considering its depth. For this to function correctly, the shader must ensure a correct fragment depth is set such that unseen objects do not block seen objects. This window coordinate is then fed into `gluUnProject()` function to map it to an OpenGL world coordinate. Using seismic cube’s position and dimension, a world coordinate is mapped to the 3D image coordinate which represents the rendered seismic cube. Using FESVo parameters, a mapping to a coordinate of the cached local volume and then to the global coordinate of the original data are performed; these coordinates were described in Section 5.4.1.1.

The generated queries depend on the selected method. In specific cases, such as a user discarding another user’s interpretation, a single query can delegate this action to the database. However, in general cases, explicit feature points are required to be embedded in the generated query to perform the required action. In either case, the steps in recording interpretations are the same, as previously described in 5.3.3. Users’ contributions are recorded in the `INTERPRETATION` table. Every set of interpretation, including assessment, is linked to its referenced interpretation as well as to the survey (raw data). Thus, provenance of interpretations are preserved.

### 5.4.4 Optimization

The prototype implementation of this thesis adopts standard optimization techniques; the following text highlights three of these. Major optimizations are left for future work.

17 https://www.opengl.org/sdk/docs/man2/xhtml/gluUnProject.xml
Figure 5.12: The graph shows the mapping sequence of coordinate systems to bring users’ interpretations from a user’s screen to the fine-grained data repository.
1. **Concurrent Loading**: The data loader utilises the parallelism capability of the database by running multiple threads to concurrently fetch and update data. The optimum number of threads to run depends on the capability of the client’s machine and on the database host. This is discussed in Section 7.4 along with results on the gain from running concurrent loading threads in terms of performance. Figure 5.1 shows four parallel connections (threads) between the database and the FESVo since it is a default option in the prototype application.

2. **Initial Area Scanning**: This technique was discussed in Section 5.4.1.2 which called it a *specific mode* data lookup. In this technique, desired datasets are pre-scanned to cache their coordinates in order to run point-to-point queries; refer back to that section for more details.

3. **Background Fetching**: This is a basic out-of-core (or external memory) technique which prefetches more data units to enhance the resolution of an initial lower resolution version, usually used in a low-speed connection (e.g. broadband). The coordinate mapping and LOD described in Section 5.4.1.1 allows the implementation of this technique.

### 5.5 User Interface and Rendering Engine

The user interface was implemented on the Java standard edition (SE) platform, as is the FESVo. For graphics rendering, Java OpenGL (JOGL\[^{18}\] library [125] was used, which is a Java binding to OpenGL\[^{19}\] [126 127]. Appendix D presents background information on basic rendering techniques adopted by the prototype application of this thesis.

#### 5.5.1 Rendering

The current implementation adopts a back-to-front *textured slice mapping* rendering technique [128] along with a shader program, using OpenGL Shader Language (GLSL) [129]. Texture mapping is a standard technique for rendering seismic imaging data [80]. In this work, the technique is also used to render geological features due to its...
simplicity; seismic data for interpretation does not have to be rendered photorealistically, as would be provided by ray tracing for example. Thus, two texture objects exist at any time: one for seismic raw data (traces) and the other for all geological features.

To render seismic raw data, the shader program is provided with the texture data along with the minimum and maximum values of the seismic amplitudes; these are read from the SURVEY table. A lookup table is implemented in the shader to render a proper gray scale seismic image via normalizing the amplitude value on the texture data at each voxel; see Figure 5.13 for an example.

For geological features, a feature ID, minimum height, and maximum height are passed to the shader program. Horizons are coloured, based on the local height of each, using a lookup table with a palette function. The prototype application attempted to follow a standard look similar to commercial seismic imaging applications (e.g. Petrel). This to familiarise the targeted users when testing the prototype application. Figure 5.14 shows the similarity with Petrel by rendering the same horizons.

5.5.2 Tooltip—Provenance Information Per Point

The user interface of the prototype application of this thesis provides users with a tooltip feature that shows metadata about the point being hovered over. Information such as its local and global geographical locations appear to the users. In addition, if the point belong to a geological horizon, for example, users get information about who created the interpretation that this point belongs to and if any assessment exists. The retrieval of such information follows the coordinate mapping sequence illustrated.
Figure 5.14: Left hand figure shows two horizons fetched from the database and rendered using direct volume rendering; this is using the prototype application of this thesis. Right hand figure shows the same horizons rendered on Petrel seismic application. The rendering of this thesis application used a similar, but not exactly the same, colour scale to Petrel’s.

Figure 5.15: The tooltip feature of the prototype application provides users with information on a point level, such as location, creator and assessment.

in Figure 5.12 If required provenance information was loaded into the FESVo, the mapping stops at the local volume coordinate. Figure 5.15 shows an example of the information provided by the tooltip feature. The capturing of interpretations and metadata through the provenance model allows the application to trace the origin of a point and its related information, and thus can display these to users.

5.5.3 Filtering and Highlighting

In addition to the provided tooltip, users can filter or highlight the visualized data according to specified criteria. Users may, for example, wish to filter out regions of horizons that were assessed with a low confidence level or only load regions that were interpreted or assessed by a certain user. The user interface creates a filtering object
with parameters representing user defined criteria and pass it to the data loader along
with the data loading request, as described in Section 5.4.1.3. Users may also highlight
those criteria on the visual scene. As with the tooltip feature, the captured and linked
provenance information allowed the implementation of these features. Screenshots are
provided in the next chapter as part of the walkthrough.

5.6 Chapter Summary

The chapter presented an implementation of the proposed provenance-enabled inter-
pretation pipeline in Chapter 3 for the domain of seismic imaging interpretation. It par-
tially addressed the third objective of this thesis; Chapter 7 completes the addressing of
this objective. The implementation resulted in a proof-of-concept prototype archite-
cture. The architecture is server-client, consisting of three-loosely coupled components:
(1) fine-grained data structure implemented in a database, (2) FESVo (an intermediate
stage) and (3) rendering and user interface.

First, the provenance model was further extended to accommodate geological data
by introducing the geo namespace, to include entities like geo:trace and geo:horizon.
Then, this provenance model was translated into a relational database model, imple-
mented on a central Teradata database (server side). Assumptions were put on the
behaviour of the model to achieve its implementation as database tables. The imple-
mented tables and underlying data were explained in the chapter. Information of a
seismic surveys (raw data) is recorded in the SURVEY table. Traces of a survey are
restructured into tuples (rows), one for each seismic trace, and recorded in the TRACE
table. Interpretation activities are recorded in the INTERPRETATION table, each of
its record is linked to a set of feature points recorded in the FEATURE POINT table
representing the interpreted features. The data in this model were referenced, and thus
indexed, on their global geographical coordinates. Thus, the model accumulated users’
interpretations and assessments of features as fine-grained data linked together as well
as with the raw data. Using a multi-interpretation case example, a mapping between
the provenance model and the implemented relational database model was presented,
along with a pseudo query on how to track history of interpretation. In practice and for
a proof-of-concept purpose, the data structure was initially loaded with seismic surveys
using the SEG-Y loader of the SRDS project of Irving et al. [23, 24]. Also, the struc-
ture was initially loaded with some user interpreted horizons, which were exported
from Petrel as a cloud of (x,y,z) points.
The FESVo, historically short for feature-embedded spatial volume, combined and implemented part of the visualization pipeline (excluding rendering) and part of the proposed interpretation pipeline; the user interface and rendering engine completed the implementation of the two pipelines. In the prototype, the FESVo resided on the client side; but it can also be implemented on the server side (possible future work). It had the role of loading data, caching data and capturing users’ interpretations, between the central database and user interface. It mapped between different coordinate systems, from a global geographical coordinate (as recorded in the data model) to a local volume coordinate (recorded in the FESVo) and then all the way to a user screen’s coordinate for loading and rendering a dataset, and vice versa when capturing a user interpretation. On loading, data is gridded from a global (geographical) coordinate to a local volume coordinate by dividing the survey area into global cells of equal areas. This is maintained in the FESVo and utilised for the reverse mapping to later capture users’ interpretations. A filtering mechanism was built in the data loader, taking advantage of the provenance information to select a dataset of interest based on a user-defined criteria.

When users attempt to amend or assess a horizon for example, the prototype implementation allows users to draw a polygon on an area of interest. Vertices are then mapped to the local volume coordinate in the FESVo which then computes points inside the polygon that are included in the selected horizon. The FESVo then generates a query to update these points based on the selected interpretation method.

The rendering of data was based on a texture slice mapping technique. Utilising the reverse mapping explained above, users are provided with a tooltip that provides provenance information of the points being hovered over. A walkthrough of selected scenarios using the prototype application is demonstrated in the next chapter.
Chapter 6

A Walk-through of the Implemented Application

This chapter only presents a walk-through of the implemented application aided by screenshots. The chapter is divided into sections, each demonstrates a scenario. Some of what is demonstrated in this chapter is included in a screen recording video [31] which was published on the Web by the author of this thesis; this can be accessed via the following link: [http://youtu.be/fyBQYEEoHiQ](http://youtu.be/fyBQYEEoHiQ). The seismic data used in this walk-through has an amplitude range from $-58$ to $+77$ rendered on a greyscale, varying from black at the lowest value to white at the highest value. Its z-domain is in time scale ranging from $2\text{ms}$ to $-1002\text{ms}$.

6.1 Basic Functionalities

This section demonstrates basic functionalities of the prototype application, which include loading and visualizing a seismic survey dataset and an interpreted horizon.

1. Launching the application and signing in.
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2. Opening a seismic volume, by clicking on **FESVo → Open a seismic volume** from the menu.

3. Selecting a seismic survey (volume) and available feature(s). In this scenario, the volume *Beatrice* and horizon number 3 are selected.

4. Loading data; the application loads data from the database.
5. Users initially view the data as a volumetric cube.

6. Users can:
   - zoom in and out by pressing on + and - on the keyboard, respectively.
   - rotate the volume using the keyboard’s arrows.
   - adjust the contrast by adjusting the minimum and maximum amplitudes, of seismic samples, to be calculated by the shader program, by clicking on Visualize → Show amplitude control from the menu.
7. Users can create a cross section through the seismic volume to show the internal interpreted horizon; pressing < and > on the keyboard opens and closes the intersection, respectively.
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6.2 History Tracking

This section shows how a user can track the history of interpretation of a geological horizon.

1. Users can navigate through the history of interpretations, by clicking on **Interpret → History** from the menu then selecting a timestamp. As shown in the screenshot below, User B added some interpretations to the work of User A and to a previously available interpretation (named BASELINE in this scenario).

   ![Interpretation Timestamp](image)

2. By selecting the timestamp of User A, the user can visualize how the horizon was interpreted before the work of User B was added.

   ![Horizon Interpretation](image)

It is worth mentioning that a network graph demonstrating the historical timestamps would provide an easier representation of the provenance to the user. However, for a proof-of-concept purpose, a pull-down menu was implemented instead. A network graph representation is considered as a future work.
6.3 Tooltip

This section presents a scenario where a user attempts to get an overview about the loaded geological horizon in the previous sections. Using the tooltip feature, metadata about the point being hovered over is provided as shown below.

1. Below screenshot shows the following information about the point being hovered over. First, the user gets its local (FESVo) and global geographical location. In addition, the information shows that the point belongs to a baseline (initial interpretation). Also, it belongs to a region that was assessed by a user named Duncan with a confidence level of 100% on a certain date and time. By clicking on this point, this information is printed on an information panel, which is not shown below.

![Screen shot showing tooltip information](image)

2. By hovering around, the user gets different information per point. Below screenshot shows that the point being hovered over belongs to a region that was interpreted by User B in 2012. It also belongs to a region that was assessed by Duncan with a confidence level of 70% at a different time in 2014.
3. Below screenshot shows that the point being hovered over belongs to a region that was interpreted by User A in 2012. It also belongs to a region that was assessed by Duncan with a confidence level of 30% at a different time in 2014.

6.4 Highlighting and Filtering

The tooltip presented in the previous scenario provided information on a point level. In this section, the user attempts to highlight and filter the data based on certain criteria.

1. To highlight a region, the user clicks on Visualize → Highlight from the menu.
2. The user then enters the highlighting criteria. In this scenario, the user attempts to highlight regions that were interpreted by User B, with no preferences to assessment criteria.

3. Regions of the loaded horizon that were interpreted by User B gets highlighted (i.e. shaded) as shown below.

4. After clearing the above highlighting, the user now attempts to highlight regions that were assessed by any user with a low confidence level (0 to 50%), with no preferences to the interpreted user.
5. Regions of the loaded horizon that were assessed with a confidence level of less than 50% gets highlighted (i.e. shaded) as shown below.

6. Now, the user attempts to filter out this region. This can be done by the filtering feature. To filter, the user clicks on Visualize → Filter from the menu.

7. To filter out regions with a confidence level of less than 50%, the user needs to set the filtering criteria to load the complemented region, i.e. assessed with a confidence level of more than 50%.
8. Regions of the loaded horizon that were assessed with a confidence level of more than 50% are loaded to the visual scene as illustrated below. To clarify the illustration, the region with low assessment value was located on top of another region; the latter appeared after filtering.

![Before Filtering](image1)
![After Filtering](image2)

### 6.5 Amendment

This section presents a scenario where a user (User X) is attempting to slightly amend an interpretation by statically correcting its time value. In this scenario, the same seismic volume is loaded but with a different horizon than the previous sections.

1. The user decides to amend the circled region in below screenshots; the circle is for illustration purpose. The right hand side screenshot is just an open cross section of the same dataset.

![Before Filtering](image3)
![After Filtering](image4)
2. The user needs to draw a polygon on the region of interest by first clicking on **Interpret → Activate Feature Area Selection** from the menu. The polygon gets shaded automatically as illustrated below.

3. By clicking on the polygon using the right mouse button, the user selects **Time-Shift** from the popup menu.

4. The user then enters a value in milliseconds (ms) to shift the user created polygon.

5. The user created polygon is then shift as illustrated below.
6. By hovering over the shifted area, the information provided shows that it was created by User X, who made the time-shift of this scenario.

6.6 Assessment

This section presents a scenario where User X from the previous section is attempting to assess his/her interpretation.

1. To assess a region, the user draw a polygon over a region of interest in the same way as presented in the previous section. In this scenario, the user draw a polygon over the region that was time-shifted as illustrated below.
2. By clicking on the polygon using the right mouse button, the user selects **Confidence Assessment** from the popup menu.

3. The user then enters a confidence value between 0% and 100%, 20% in this case.

4. Now, by hovering over the region, the information provided shows that it was created by *User X* and assessed by *User X* with a confidence level of 20%.
Chapter 7

Evaluations and Results

7.1 Chapter Introduction

The implementation discussed in Chapter 5 resulted in a prototype application of a proposed architecture as a proof of concept. Its main purpose was to evaluate and test the proposed interpretation pipeline and provenance model for seismic imaging interpretation. The architecture allows multi-user interpretations and annotations to be captured and accumulated into a fine-grained provenance model integrated with the raw data (seismic surveys). This was demonstrated through a walk-through of the implemented application in Chapter 6. As the application’s purpose in this PhD work is a proof of concept, only a limited range of the potential functionality of the seismic application was implemented due to time limitations. Section 8.2 discusses desirable extensions of the functionality for future work.

It is challenging to evaluate the ultimate aim of this research in real-case scenarios over many years. As described by Groth and Streefkerk [74], the value of history tracking is “accretive in nature”, meaning that the system needs to be evaluated by users for a long period to fully derive its benefits. This is challenging due to the time constraints of this research study (PhD). Another challenge rises from the sensitivity and confidentiality of data in the oil and gas industry. For these reasons the evaluation was based on the methods established in the thesis of Lidal [131], which introduced the concept of storytelling into the geological interpretation workflow. The system was first evaluated by geologists working in a collaborative environment, then by conducting meetings with domain experts in the oil and gas industry. This thesis adds a third evaluation, which is performance related.

First, the application’s functionalities were tested by geoscientists from the School
of Earth, Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences (SEAES) of The University of
Manchester. This is to ensure that the prototype application performed correctly. This
is presented in Section 7.2. Second, a conceptual evaluation was conducted through
interviews with domain experts. The concept of the research was presented and the
prototype application was demonstrated to them. In return, feedback was collected
through semi-structured interviews. This is presented in Section 7.3. These two parts
are similar to the theme of Lidal’s [131] evaluation, as mentioned above. The third part
of the evaluation of this thesis is a test of the aspects of the software that are indirectly
related to its functional design, e.g. performance metrics, interactivity, scalability.
Performance measures were conducted firstly using commodity desktop and laptop
computers and then using a dedicated parallel processing database cluster. This is
presented in Section 7.4.

### 7.2 Functionality Test

Six geoscientists from the School of Earth, Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences
(SEAES) of The University of Manchester participated in a case study to test the main
functionalities of the implemented application. The participants were divided into
three groups, i.e. two in each group. Each group participated in one evaluation session.
An evaluation session in this context is defined to be the period of time during which
a number of users were concurrently participating in an evaluation task using different
machines, not to be confused with the terms user session or its equivalent application
session which were mentioned in Section 5.4.1. Thus, generally, an evaluation session
could involve multiple user sessions. At each evaluation session, the participants were
given an explanation of the system and the purpose of the case study. Then each of the
two participants in an evaluation session was given access to the system, and they were
guided to load the same dataset at the same time from the centrally located database.

First, all participating geoscientists confirmed that the dataset was rendered cor-
rectly; their commercial software, which was Petrel, was considered as a guideline.
They were asked to confirm this since the data has been completely restructured com-
pared with the original raw seismic dataset. Thus, this confirmation verifies the loading
method described in Section 5.4.1.

The participants were then asked to perform the following selected tasks using the
Table 7.1: The table shows the size of the dataset used in the case study in different formats. The dimension of the dataset was 401 (in-lines) $\times$ 401 (cross-lines) $\times$ 251 samples per trace. The data in the database was not compressed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Size (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trace Samples</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG-Y</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Tuples</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dataset used in this case study was very small (around 200MB in a SEG-Y format) compared to those used by geologists in actual academic or industrial projects (usually tens of gigabytes). The intention of this evaluation was to test the usability and functionality of the implemented system and thus the small dataset served this purpose and allowed the evaluation sessions to be performed within a reasonable time; scalability tests which handled gigabytes of data were later performed as will be discussed in Section 7.4.2. Table 7.1 shows the size of this dataset in different formats: (1) a samples-only raw file, (2) a SEG-Y file and (3) a fine-grained data structure in database tuples. The first format only contains trace samples without any headers, which is the imaging data being visualized. The dataset increases in size (around 75% compared to a SEG-Y file) when restructured according to the proposed data model and put into the database. This is an expected price of a fine-grained granularity. However, the size in the database could be reduced by applying a compression but might impact on the searching time; the thesis has not investigated this.

Each of the following subsections presents and discusses a task carried out by the participants. The discussion includes a definition of the task and some technical details.
The reader may refer to Chapter 6 for step-by-step example scenarios that cover to some extent the following tasks.

### 7.2.1 Task 1: Multi-User Horizon Time Shifting

In this task, one user was asked to adjust a horizon by shifting its two-way-travel time (TWTT). Graphically, this time is the z axis of the early-stage seismic imaging data; it is later converted into real depth. The process of time shifting a horizon requires the user to define a region of interest and a shift value (+/-) in milliseconds.

After setting these parameters, the application performs the time-shifting as follows (following the implementation presented in Chapter 5). A record of interpretation is created (in the interpretation table) with activity type `interpret:delete`. This record is linked to the original interpretation, the interpreted seismic survey and this user’s identity. Then, all feature points lying within the user defined region are inserted into the feature point table with the identity of the newly created interpretation record. Next, another record of interpretation is created but with activity type `interpret:add`. This record is linked to the previously created interpretation record, the interpreted seismic survey and this user’s identity. Then, the same feature points are inserted into the feature point table but with a shifted time (TWTT) value; they are tagged with the identity of the newly created interpretation record. Feature points are inserted in parallel threads. User amendments are saved while the original interpretation is also maintained centrally with the original dataset.

After the time-shift task was completed (taking around 2-4 seconds in terms of communications between the application and the database), the second user in this evaluation session (using a different user session from the first user) refreshed the application’s view and was able to immediately visualize the changes on the horizon made by the first user. Figure 7.1 illustrates a similar view of this result.

In Figure 7.1, the original horizon, as shown in the left-hand screenshot, consisted of 160,300 points (each is stored as a row in the database). The process of time-shift, as shown in the right-hand screenshot, resulted in 1,560 points tagged as deleted (from the original interpretation) and the same number of points (1,560) tagged as inserted (forming the shifted area). Thus, a total number of 163,420 points represent this horizon and its provenance of changes in the database; this is a result of a fine-grained granularity model. For rendering, however, only 160,300 points are being retrieved and rendered after the time-shift. By contrast, with a coarse-grained (file-based) granularity, any small change to a feature object requires the regeneration of
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Figure 7.1: The screenshot on the left shows an interpreted horizon by user A at time t1. The screenshot on the right shows a partially shifted horizon by user B at time t2. The change (shift) takes place only for the affected points since the data model adopts a fine-grained provenance. The displayed seismic data has an amplitude range from $-58$ to $+77$ rendered on a greyscale, varying from black at the lowest value to white at the highest value. Its z-domain is in time scale ranging from $2ms$ to $-1002ms$.

the whole object in order to preserve the provenance

7.2.2 Task 2: Deletion of an Interpreted Object

This task assumes that two users have previously added to an existing interpretation of a horizon from a particular source. A senior (more expert) user has later visualized both interpretations and decided that one is more accurate than the other and therefore has wanted to delete the less accurate interpretation.

One user of an evaluation session (acting as an expert) was asked to select a session with a data insertion tag to delete. Technically, this is achieved as follows. As in Task 1, an interpret:delete type interpretation record is created with the expert user’s identity and current timestamp, and linked to the seismic survey. Then, a single update query results in re-inserting the points of this session but tagged with the newly created interpretation record. Then, the FESVo is reloaded with the latest version of interpretations which includes the original (previously existing) version and the additional interpretation by the more accurate user.

As a timestamp is recorded when starting an interpretation record, users can go back in history to visualize earlier versions. In this task, the second user of this session was able to track the history of this horizon; this is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: From left, the second screenshot shows some interpretation added to the original one (extreme left) by User A at time t1. The third screenshot shows a further contribution by User B at time t2. In the fourth screenshot, an expert user (User C) decided to delete the interpretation by User A due to, for example, lack of accuracy. The interpretation of User A is in fact not deleted but tagged as deleted. Users, therefore, can go back in history and visualize previous versions of interpretations. The displayed seismic data has an amplitude range from $-58$ to $+77$ rendered on a greyscale, varying from black at the lowest value to white at the highest value. Its z-domain is in time scale ranging from $2ms$ to $-1002ms$.

### 7.3 Interviewing Domain Experts

To conceptually evaluate the contribution of this research, interviews with three domain experts from the oil and gas industry were conducted. Interviewing domain experts for evaluation is a qualitative research method.

This thesis introduces the concept of provenance for visual interpretations, demonstrated via a prototype application for seismic imaging data. The previous section presented a functionality test of this prototype. This section presents a conceptual evaluation of this work by the industry of the applied domain. First, the data (i.e. evaluation feedback) collection method is described in Section 7.3.1. Then, the outcome of the interviews are presented in Section 7.3.2. Finally, Section 7.3.3 presents an analysis of the outcome.

#### 7.3.1 Data Collection Method

The data here refers to data gathered in the evaluation and to any additional feedback obtained, not to the actual seismic data itself. For domain experts to evaluate the work of this thesis, a qualitative research approach was followed using semi-structured interviews to collect their feedback.

A semi-structured interview is guided with some questions, or a framework, but allows interviewees to naturally divert to bring up new ideas. Open-ended questions
were used to stimulate the conversation and allows in depth feedback from interviewees [112]; however, this comes at the price of difficult analysis. Interviewees were first given a quick introduction about the research project. Then, a demonstration of the prototype application was given; the same demonstration was given to all interviewees. It consisted of two parts. First, a seismic survey and a geological horizon, which was previously interpreted and assessed by multiple users, were loaded and visualized. The author (interviewer) demonstrated the tooltip feature, which retrieves provenance information. Also, the data filtering feature was demonstrated, using criteria given by the interviewee to filter the horizon. Then, the history tracking feature was demonstrated retrieving how the horizon was previously interpreted by different users. In the second part, the previous user session was closed to start a new one. A seismic survey and a single-interpreter horizon which was not assessed previously were loaded and visualized. With aid from the author, the interviewees performed a time-shift modification to a region they selected by drawing a polygon over the horizon. Then, they assessed another region of their choice, using the same polygon drawing method. They were able to retrieve the recorded provenance of their actions (time-shift modification and assessment) through the tooltip feature by hovering around the areas of their contributions. Readers can refer to Chapter 6 for screenshots of similar scenarios. After that, the interviewees were asked three main open-ended questions about the following:

1. conceptual evaluation of this research outcome to the oil and gas industry,
2. cases where the outcome of this research can benefit the industry,
3. challenges in implementing the outcome into industrial practice.

Following the guidelines of Lazar et al. [112], the questions were attempted to be simple and unbiased. Following the semi-structured approach, two-way discussions took place prior to and during the time of the questions.

The interviews were audio recorded, after obtaining the consents of the participants. Later, they were transcribed; a full transcription of the three interviews is available in Appendix C. Transcription text is then read carefully to be coded. Coding is a qualitative data analysis method which assigns a code to passages of a similar theme or concept [133]. Coding for the conducted interviews was performed manually by carefully reading and analysing the transcripts. There exist computer software tools that facilitate the coding process, but none were used for the purpose of this thesis due to the intent of the author to fully read and manually analyse the transcripts. The
next subsection presents the outcome of the interviews using the coding method. The subsequent subsection presents further analysis to the data outcome for the purpose of evaluating the work of this thesis.

7.3.2 Data Outcome—Using Coding

To describe the outcome of the interviews, transcripts were coded starting with *priori* codes. These are identified from the questions of the interviews. In addition, new codes emerged from the data since the interviews were semi-structured with open-ended questions. The following describes the outcome of the interviews grouped into codes; some items listed below are out of this thesis scope but mentioned since they were brought up by the interviewees. An analysis is presented in the next subsection.

**Appreciation** — The interviewees showed a high interest in the subject of this thesis. “It is definitely an interesting subject and quite rightly it does not have a simple answer”, one said expressing its challenge as well. “It fills an important gap in the workflow,” he added. Also, he described the outcome as “very useful” and “has an intrinsic value”. The concept of this research was described as “very important for the oil and gas industry”, another one expressed. They appreciated that the implemented provenance model records multi-user interactions and links between different data types (i.e. seismic survey, horizon and assessment as currently implemented in the prototype). Having the ability of the provenance model to link interpretations with related data and metadata would “save the modellers time”, an interviewee said; it is “one level of importance” in this research, he added. Interviewees admired the ability of precisely knowing the contribution per interpreter for a single geological horizon. Also, one interviewee pointed that “flagging and pinpointing uncertainty in a more quantitative way rather than word of mouth” is a useful outcome; it is “good to track”, he added. In addition, the system’s ability of providing access to all different versions of interpretation of a single horizon was described by one interviewee as it will pay interpreters “more benefits” and give them “a better judgment call”. It should be noted that negative comments are mentioned in below text as part of interviewees’ concerns, suggested enhancements and challenges.

**Case Examples** — The following were cases brought up by the interviewees which can be addressed by the outcome of this research. These cases are listed here and then described and analysed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.1 below.
• Enables geoscientists to work safely on data with high uncertainty by using a proper flagging, since the provenance model allows to flag (tag) data (i.e. seismic survey) and thus this becomes effective on related data products (i.e. seismic interpretations).

• Provides interpretations to other teams (e.g. modellers) with richer metadata (i.e. provenance information) instead of relying on limited information provided by file names.

• Helps in evaluating data for new project by knowing more about the data (i.e. provenance information).

• Helps in decision making by quantitatively determining confidence level (or uncertainty).

• Helps other teams (drilling) to know the data (seismic survey) that geological horizons or faults were interpreted on.

**Concerns** — The interviewees raised the following concerns. These are listed here and then described and analysed in more detail in Section [7.3.3.2](#) below.

• Increase of storage due to the fine-grained granularity of the metadata.

• Frequency of recording a time-stamp, or history point, as a result of user interactions.

• Passing data (e.g. interpretations) to another company (e.g. a joint venture or a service company)—what to pass and how to integrate returned results.

• Dealing with data of different types that have different alignment grids.

• Misusing interpreter information for accusing, in case of a failure in outcome, or blind reliability, because of the reputation or standing of someone in the company.

• Confusion when multiple users simultaneously interpret over the same area.

**Enhancements** — The following were raised during the discussion of the interviews; they were coded as *enhancements* of the current features. These are listed here and then described and analysed in more detail in Section [7.3.3.3](#) below.

• Using *low*, *medium* and *high* confidence levels instead of a scale of 100.
• Enhancing the visual highlight, or shading; it did not properly stand out as described by one interviewee.

• User friendly interface.

• Speed—updating the database with users’ interpretations should be faster or performed as a background process.

**Future Applications** — The following were perceived by the interviewees as potential future application, or work, as permitted by the current work of this thesis. These are listed here and then described and analysed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.4 below.

• Adapting more data and metadata types (e.g. 4D seismic data, well logs data, grid spacing and rotational angle)

• Visualizing cross-referenced multiple data types (e.g. well logs with seismic data)

• Using plug-ins with existing applications (e.g. Petrel)

• Implementing a provenance interface (e.g. XML or PROV-XML)

• Automatically detecting high uncertainty area, in addition to the implemented manual user assessment.

• Implementing a social network on the proposed architecture to allow better collaboration among users such as being notified of changes to data of a user’s interest.

• Allowing multiple commercial applications to update the single data repository.

**Challenges** — The following were raised by the interviewees as challenges in implementing the outcome of this research into industrial practice. These are listed here and then described and analysed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.5 below.

• Building an interface with existing commercial applications.

• Migrating pre-existing data into the provenance model of this thesis.

• Building a single central database to be accessed by all commercial applications.
7.3.3 Data Analysis

During the interviews, many questions were raised by the interviewees to get in depth understanding of the work. Although the intent was not to touch on technical details, the interviewees, as a result of their many years of experience, questioned some technical details, mainly about the data model and underlying data.

7.3.3.1 Case Examples

A common case in the industry was discussed, which is duplicating interpretations to make changes, even if small. A concern was raised if previous metadata stays with duplication. As described by one interviewee, interpretations are imported back into the interpretation application to make some changes, then they are exported to others. The new interpretations will be tagged, by proper file names or other means, with the last user’s name or initial. Metadata about where each participated on this interpretation is lost. This results in incredibility, as described by the interviewees. Therefore, it was appreciated when they experienced the ability to track fine-grained changes on a horizon interpretation.

Another case where the work of this thesis can address is tracking interpretations of surveys with certain flags (tags), as the interviewees mentioned. For example, scientists may work on a seismic survey with a very high uncertainty for a preliminary study. Currently, they use the survey’s file name to indicate its status. Thus, tracking resulting interpretations is challenging. The provenance model of this thesis can address this systematically by linking and keeping track of the resulting interpretations. Also, the fine-grained granularity of the provenance model implementation allows flagging uncertainty on certain areas within an interpretation. As described by one interviewee, this allows users to pay more focus on areas of high uncertainty (low confidence) rather repeating a full study. Current practice may rely on word of mouth to communicate with team members areas of high uncertainty to be further studied or reinterpreted.

Use of file names as a method of flagging certain conditions or recording the interpreter name was mentioned a number of times as a common practice in the industry, as also mentioned in Section 4.5. Several issues could rise from such method as described by the interviewees. If a user makes a small change to an interpretation, a new file is created with a new name that includes his or her name or initial. Thus, scientists lose track of previous interpreters as well as what each did. Also, file names cannot accommodate all required flags. The case of passing interpretations from interpreters to
modellers was raised. Files of interpretations would only include name of the horizon, last interpreter, year of creation or modification, domain of picking (time or depth) and optionally the seismic survey it was interpreted from. In some companies, a file name generator is provided to users to keep a convention within the organisation. This was clearly a limitation in the industry which can be addressed by the provenance model of this thesis.

Interviewees liked the ability of knowing the contribution per interpreter for a single geological feature. It gives a credibility to each contributor, as well as the ability to approach him or her for further discussion or any other purpose. This is a result of the fine-grained granularity of the provenance model implementation. It can be perceived that providing provenance information to subsurface data allows scientists to easily and better evaluate them as input to new projects.

In the oil and gas industry, it is common to return to a field which was appraised years earlier, for economical or political reasons, while still in the exploration phase. When bringing back the previous data, scientists have to decide whether they will use the old interpretation or reinterpret the field. In most cases, users tend to repeat interpretation, as mentioned by the interviewees, due to the lack of reliability and judgmental information. Thus, it can be perceived that certain provenance information can allow users to efficiently utilise their time. Regardless of how old an interpretation is, if provenance information exists, a user can feel closer to the thoughts of the original interpreter, as described by one interviewee.

7.3.3.2 Concerns

A concern was raised about the frequency of capturing history points, that is how often an interaction is recorded on as a time stamp. Currently, the prototype application defines a history point as any process of change on the data (e.g. amendment to an interpretation). In practice, hundreds of iterations, of auto-tracking and manual alteration, may occur at a short period of time. Some of these may only change a very small region as part of a larger change. It might be impractical to record each process of change as a separate history point, as mentioned by an interviewee. This can be customised so that changes are first applied in the FESVo (local) then commit changes every 5 minutes, for example, or at a user request to the central database.

Another concern was raised about sharing data (interpretations) with bodies outside the company, such as a joint venture, partner or service company. The owner of the data usually attempts to share a single approved version of the interpretation. The
concern here is whether this data will include all of its original metadata. If so, this raises another question on how to pass the selection of the approved version, since it is a collection of multi-user interpretations and assessment in the presented model of this thesis.

One interviewee raised a concern about the ability of tracking the exact contribution (i.e. fine-grained) of each interpreter as it may result in an “automatic blame gaming”. He also raised a concern of misusing this information blindly for the purpose of reliability. That is treating regions interpreted by certain people as highly accurate due to seniority for example. It was perceived from the interviews, as well as working closely with people from this domain, that there is a social aspect in how they would use such information for credibility and reliability. This can be studied as a future work.

Another concern was raised about allowing multiple users to interpret over the same area. In practice, if multiple users may interpret a single survey by dividing it geographically. Another case would be to work on an area asynchronously, meaning that one user will work after another completes their part; they may later discuss any disagreement. The prototype application would allow users to record all interpretations as well assessing disagreement through the confidence assessment feature.

### 7.3.3.3 Suggested Enhancements

A number of enhancements were suggested. One suggested to have the confidence factor as low, medium, and high, instead of a scale of 100. He preferred not to use an integer value from the user. “Giving 3 options is much easier than 100 options”, he said. This a human and organisation preference which can be customised. Also, it was suggested to enhance the highlighting (shading) feature as it “did not make the area stand out very well.” A better method should be investigated and implemented to resolve this as a future work. In addition, one interviewee critiqued the slowness of interpretation updates into the database. This was partially because of the use of a local database at the time of the interview due to the need of travel to the location of the interviewee, who was geographically far from the primary setup in which the default database was running on a high spec machine. He suggested to perform the update behind the scene; this was already considered as a future work. Having seen the capability of the model linking interpretations to related data (e.g. survey) and metadata, it was suggested to adapt more metadata for modellers. These include rotational angle and grid spacing. This would save modellers time in correctly importing interpretation
into a geological model, i.e. if they immediately knew related information like rotational angle and grid spacing. The interviewee expressed their awareness that some of their suggested enhancements are not within the main scope of this thesis.

### 7.3.3.4 Future Applications

The interviewees perceived the potential for future work. This is an indication of the limitation of current solutions provided to the industry. Most importantly, it is an indication that the work of this thesis demonstrates a groundbreaking foundation that can address some of the industry’s current challenges.

One interviewee wished to access and visualize cross-referenced data from different types, possibly from a petroleum system model. These may include well data and 4D seismic data. The implementation of this is possible due to the spatially referenced provenance model of this research. The proposed provenance model can be extended to link for example between an interpretation and a reservoir (geological) model. The latter is updated when wells are drilled, so a geological model can be also linked to geological picks which are interpreted from well logs. Commercially, a plug-in to Petrel, named Blueback Geodata Investigator \(^1\) allows data selection and import from spatially cross-referenced data of different types and sources into Petrel. In other words, it performs data mining. However, it lacks the context that the model of this thesis brings through provenance. Therefore, it was suggested to try such solutions to link between the integrated data model of this thesis with a commercial application like Petrel for visualization and interpretation.

The concern mentioned earlier about passing a selection criteria of the approved, or an interesting, interpretation can be resolved as follows. The implementation of the data model is a result of a conceptual translation of the proposed provenance model, which is based on the PROV-DM. Having this base of the PROV-DM, the PROV-XML \([134]\) can be utilised and extended to provide a method of storing and sharing provenance information outside the implemented application. This solution was shared with the interviewed domain experts.

In addition to the manual user assessment capability, it was suggested by one interviewee to add a mechanism to detect areas of high uncertainty. The provenance model and its implementation allows this to be accommodate as a type of annotation, similar to user assessment.

\(^1\) [http://www.blueback-reservoir.com/software/software-products/geodata-investigator](http://www.blueback-reservoir.com/software/software-products/geodata-investigator)
7.3.3.5 Challenges

To implement the outcome of this thesis into industrial practice, two interviewees raised the difficulties in connecting the proposed provenance model with existing commercial applications. This is not just about preparing a dataset to be visualized in Petrel, for example. It is more about allowing users to utilize the provenance information in selecting data of a certain criteria using a commercial application and more importantly capturing and translating users’ interactions in such application into the provenance format. This should be a development in future work.

Another challenge that was raised by an interviewee is having the implemented data repository, which represents the provenance data model, as a single standard database which connects to each commercial applications used by the hosting organization.

7.4 Performance Measures

The primary aim of this thesis is to achieve data provenance with an acceptable performance; this means testing the non-functional aspects of the application. In this section, performance is measured firstly using commodity hardware, which was used throughout the development of the system, and secondly using a massively parallel processing (MPP) database. The latter is illustrated to examine the scalability of the architecture in fetching datasets from a multi-node database. These measurements are presented here to give an indication of how the implemented system performs with its current limitations.

7.4.1 Using Commodity Hardware

These tests, and also the above case study, were performed on laptop and desktop machines equipped with graphics cards with 256MB to 1GB of memory. The database was running virtually on a 64-bit Windows Server 2003. The total size of the tables, which included seismic imaging datasets, users’ interpretations and metadata, was around 35GB; this is similar to a typical dataset in actual practice.

Over a local area network (LAN), the system was able to initially load seismic traces of one seismic volume at a level of detail with a lower resolution in around 7 to 8 seconds; this level had a size of 38MB which occupied the GPU texture memory. The feature object (horizon) was loaded in around 1 to 2 second(s); both traces and the feature object form the output as illustrated in Figures 7.1 or 7.2. The loading
Table 7.2: The table shows the fetching time for a 155MB-dataset from four different sources: using a conventional SEG-Y file on a local drive, network attached storages on two different locations (NAS1 and NAS2) and using the architecture in this thesis which had its database physically located near NAS2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Fetching Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Drive</td>
<td>2.6s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS 1</td>
<td>38.4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS 2</td>
<td>76.7s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td><strong>29.0s</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

process used 4 threads concurrently. Each SQL command is a multi-statement request consisting of a maximum of 16 point-to-point queries. Each query is a fetch request of a macro previously set up to query a single trace or a set of feature points against a unique geographical location \((x,y)\). The tests showed that the fetching time from fine-grained structure on the database was less than fetching a SEG-Y file located remotely in a network storage; see Table 7.2 for a comparison. Referring to this table, note that this is not the transfer time of the dataset from the different sources to the local machine but it is the time to fetch the trace samples of the dataset which requires reading each trace’s header. The speed gained from the architecture can be related to the use of parallel threads which are not used when fetching from SEG-Y files in the network attached storages (NASs).

A number of parameters had an influence on the overall performance: (1) number of threads running concurrently; (2) the length of a multi-statement request, i.e. the number of queries executed in a single statement; and (3) the type of query. For the query type, a query to fetch a dataset contributing to building the data buffer must always be against primary indices, thus avoiding a full table scan which is expensive. This guarantees the highest throughput independently of the dataset size, a powerful advantage when dealing with massive datasets. The following discusses the first two parameters mentioned.

### 7.4.1.1 Effect of Threads

By experiment, it has been found preferable for the number of threads running concurrently to match the database’s parallelism units, which are known by Teradata as access module processors (AMP) as mentioned in Section 5.3.1. This would only be the case when eliminating bottlenecks such as connection speed and capability of the client machine to run a number of parallel threads. The database used in this test had four
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multi-Statement Length</th>
<th>Data In (KB)</th>
<th>Data Out (KB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2303</td>
<td>0.1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2584</td>
<td>0.3294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3119</td>
<td>0.4082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.4752</td>
<td>0.7151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.1824</td>
<td>0.1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.1655</td>
<td>0.1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.1627</td>
<td>0.1605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Query bandwidth (data in and out) is reduced by executing larger multi-statement requests; i.e. running more queries in a single transaction. Figures in the table are computed per query. Measures were taken using the same total number of queries in each case.

AMPs. Thus, as shown in Figure [7.3], the throughput became stable when four threads or more were used. This test was performed over a LAN between the client machine and the database. When using a slower connection, more threads, up to a limit, would boost the overall throughput as the number of threads overcomes the slowness of the connection. This is due to the lag in the arrival of the queries at the database and thus it does not saturate as fast as when using a high speed connection.

7.4.1.2 Effect of Multi-Statement Length

On a local area network (LAN) with speed of 100Mbps, the dominant overall performance factor becomes the database performance. On a broadband Internet connection with a shared speed of around 2 to 4 Mbps, the connection speed becomes a dominant factor. Therefore, at a broadband connection, the bandwidth of input and output data should be reduced by stacking more queries in a single statement (see Table [7.3]) to achieve a higher throughput. As illustrated in Figure [7.4], the speedup difference of larger multi-statements in a lower speed connection is much higher compared to a high speed connection.

7.4.2 Scalability Tests

These tests were intended to measure the capability of the implemented architecture to run multiple threads on a large cluster database, aiming to speedup the data fetching and data lookup process. The database was running a Teradata RDBMS on a four-node cluster, each had two eight-core 2.6GHz processors and 256GB of memory. The total number of AMPs was 36. The tests were performed on a set of dummy data equivalent
Figure 7.3: The top and bottom graphs show the average time per statement and speedup percentage, respectively, for different numbers of threads; the cases queried identical datasets over high speed connection (LAN). The graphs show that throughput became stable after four concurrent threads, which is the number of the database’s parallelism units.
Figure 7.4: The graph shows the speedup percentage for different numbers of statements per transaction (multi-statement length) over a high speed connection (LAN) and over a broadband connection; the cases queried identical datasets and used a fixed number of concurrent threads. As the graph suggests, larger multi-statements have more influence on boosting the throughput over a slow connection since they reduce the query bandwidth.

to a 22GB seismic dataset, implemented in more than 25 million rows. The client machine which ran the testing code was a Linux server with Java virtual machine (JVM) 1.6 and 256GB memory. Due to limited access to the hardware, which was hosted in a Teradata owned laboratory, the tests did not cover the complete architecture but only measured query execution time; i.e. it did not measure performance at the rendering stage but only at the data loader.

One scalability test included running the same job size over cases of an increasing number of threads; i.e. as the number of threads increased fewer jobs were given to each thread. Each case queried a total of 4 million \((x, y)\) points. Each SQL query was a \(26 \times 26\) (676) multi-statement query. As illustrated in Figure 7.5, no speedup was gained beyond 16 threads. Ideally, we should expect a continuous speedup up to 36 threads (number of AMPs).

Other tests with different parameters and conditions were performed. All clearly showed some degree of scalability. In comparison to the commodity hardware its results of which were discussed earlier, the speedup was 240% to 294% only despite the power of the cluster. It was expected to reach a maximum speedup at 36 threads which is equivalent to the number of AMPs. However, the maximum speedup was
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Figure 7.5: The graph shows the speedup percentage in different numbers of threads using a 4-node parallel database; the cases queried identical datasets. The graph shows that throughput became stable after 16 concurrent threads.

gained at 16 threads; performance remained steady with more than 16 threads.

One possible assumption for not gaining (1) a greater speedup in general and (2) a speedup beyond 16 threads is that this might be related to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and / or Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) as they may not have handled the increasing number of multi-threaded connections efficiently. This assumption needs investigation beyond the scope of this thesis; it is therefore considered as future work.

7.5 Chapter Summary

The chapter presented an evaluation of this research. With the presentation of Chapter 5, the third objective of this thesis was addressed. The evaluation was conducted in three parts: (1) a usability evaluation by geoscientists (functional test); (2) a conceptual evaluation by interviewing domain experts; and (3) performance measures (non-functional test).

Six postgraduate students in the field of geoscience participated in the usability evaluation. This illustrated the system’s ability in allowing users to amend others’ interpretations and trace the history of amendments. They were introduced to the prototype application and then asked to perform two tasks in a collaborative environment. Participants were able to see amendments by their partners working on a different machine and also trace back the history of changes.
The conceptual evaluation of this research was approached by interviewing three domain experts. They were first introduced to the research. Then they were given a demonstration of the prototype application. Also, they were allowed to interact and perform some scenarios, i.e. amending and assessing a previously interpreted horizon. The provenance of their contributions immediately appeared to them through the tooltip feature of the user interface. Then, the interviews followed a semi-structured form, guided by some open-ended questions. They were audio recorded, transcribed, coded and then analysed. The interviewees assured that the research is of a high importance to the industry. They shared current limitations in their workflow and potential future work which the contribution of this thesis can address. On the other hand, they shared concerns about the current prototype implementation and challenges in implementing it in industrial practice.

Performance measures were presented in this chapter to illustrate the behaviour of the architecture firstly using commodity machines then using a multi-node parallel database. Using a commodity machine, the measures suggested a boost in performance when using multiple threads and multi-statements queries. These figures depend on the connection speed with the central database and the specs of the machine running the database. The measures also suggested that the current implementation achieved an acceptable performance in comparison to conventional methods. Using a multi-node parallel database, an overall speedup of 240% to 294% was gained over the results of the commodity hardware setup. An investigation of possible bottlenecks causing this speedup limit is beyond the scope of this research.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter firstly provides a summary and conclusion for the thesis. It then discusses future work, part of which addresses the limitations of the current implementation.

8.1 Summary and Conclusion

The thesis has achieved its aim stated in Section 1.4, which is addressing the problem of capturing and tracking multi-user interpretations of three-dimensional spatial datasets. In the context of this thesis, this interpretation refers to the process of understanding and extracting features. This process is completed after the end of the visualization pipeline and is subjective to human intuition and knowledge. An algorithm may extract a preliminary view of a feature, but its definition can only be completed by the user marking areas that contribute to the identification of the structure of the feature. Therefore, two interpreters may produce different interpretations of the same visualization. This thesis developed a provenance-based method to address the issue of tracking users’ interpretations. Provenance information can answer the question of who produced or contributed in producing an interpretation and whether it was evaluated. The field to which this research was applied is seismic imaging which services the oil and gas industry. The thesis is fundamentally related to the management of visual interpretations of features and to the integration of a model of provenance into the process of visual exploration. It illustrated and evaluated these novel methods by applying them to the process of interpretation of features in seismic data.

In this thesis, a concept of provenance to track and link multi-user interpretations, which is independent of visualization functions, was developed. Using this concept, a prototype provenance-enabled architecture was implemented and evaluated for seismic
imaging interpretation. Also, a number of publications resulted from the work of this thesis. The following provides a summary of the chapters presented in this thesis with a reference to its objectives as stated in Section 1.4.

Chapter 2 presented a survey of the background literature and highlighted some related work in three main areas: visualization in general, features in visualization and provenance. It implicitly fulfilled Obj. 1, which was to investigate the visual interpretations workflow and managing the resulting interpretations. The literature has addressed integrating the notion of provenance into the visualization pipeline to capture metadata of its modules that creates the pipeline. However, research currently reported in the literature lacks a method of recording provenance for user interpretation, which encodes the intuition of users through actions performed on the rendered visualization. To fill this gap, the thesis proposed a provenance-enabled interpretation pipeline in Chapter 3, fulfilling Obj. 2. This is to bring users’ interpretations and related metadata next to the repository of the raw data in a provenance model. The thesis adopted and extended the W3C PROV data model, producing a provenance model for visual interpretations. The interpret namespace was introduced to accommodate interpretation related activities within the model. The use of this model was illustrated by examples, such as a multi-interpreter contribution and an assessment of interpretation.

The thesis then focused on the domain of its application, seismic imaging interpretation for the oil and gas industry, achieving Obj. 3. This is a field that supplies most of the world’s energy demand. Chapter 4 presented background information about this field. It defined seismic imaging data and how it is acquired and interpreted to extract geological features. Seismic data is noisy and of a high uncertainty. Current status of seismic interpretation management was discussed, which is of a great challenge to the industry. It heavily relies on file naming conventions to tag interpretations with metadata (e.g. creator’s initial, field name). Other solutions relies on the application level to manage project data including users’ interpretations, at the cost of losing metadata when an interpretation is exported. The need for such tracking of the provenance of interpretations was supported by a survey of practitioners within the oil and gas industry who are involved in the analysis and interpretation of seismic data. The participants confirmed the importance of history tracking in seismic interpretation activities and its absence from existing solutions.

The proposed interpretation pipeline and provenance model were implemented for seismic imaging interpretation in a proof-of-concept prototype architecture and application, as presented in Chapter 5. The architecture is a server-client and consists of
three-loosely coupled components: (1) fine-grained data structure implemented in a
database, (2) FESVo (an intermediate stage implemented on the client side) and (3)
rendering and user interface on the client side. The data structure is based on an im-
plementation of the provenance model as a relational database model, in a central
database.

The provenance model was further extended to accommodate geological data by
introducing the geo namespace. The implemented tables and underlying data were
explained in the chapter. Seismic surveys (raw data) were restructured into tuples
(rows), one for each seismic trace. Geological features were represented as points, a
row for each point. The data in this model were referenced on their global geographical
coordinates. The model accumulated users’ interpretations and assessments of features
as fine-grained data linked together as well as with the raw data.

The FESVo was originally considered as a feature-embedded spatial volume but
later developed as a more general method that partially combines and implements the
visualization pipeline (excluding rendering) and the proposed interpretation pipeline. It
has the role of loading data, caching data and capturing users’ interpretations, between
the central database and user interface. It maps between different coordinate systems,
from a global geographical coordinate to a local volume coordinate and then all the way
to a user screen’s coordinate for loading and rendering a dataset, and vice versa when
capturing a user interpretation. A filtering mechanism was built in loading process,
taking advantage of the provenance information to select a dataset of interest based
on a user-defined criteria. A walkthrough of selected scenarios using the prototype
application was demonstrated in Chapter 6.

The evaluation of this research was conducted in three parts as presented in Chapter
7: (1) a usability evaluation by geoscientists (functional test); (2) a conceptual evalua-
tion by interviewing domain experts; and (3) a performance measures (non-functional
test). Six postgraduate students in the field of geoscience participated in the usability
evaluation. This illustrated the system’s ability to allow users to amend others’ inter-
pretations and trace the history of amendments. The conceptual evaluation of this
research was approached by interviewing three domain experts. The interviews were
audio recorded, transcribed, coded and then analysed.

The interviewees assured that the research is of a high importance to the industry.
They shared current limitations in their workflow and potential future work which the
contribution of this thesis can address. On the other hand, they shared concerns about
the current prototype implementation and challenges in implementing it in industrial
practice.

For the performance evaluation, although the thesis did not claim a performance improvement over other work in seismic visualization, performance measures were presented to illustrate the behaviour of the architecture on commodity machines as well as on a multi-node parallel database. The measures suggested that the current implementation achieved an acceptable performance in comparison to conventional methods. It should be noted that conventional methods, as embodied in industry standard software such as Petrel, have benefited from major investment in optimization on different architectures. The purpose of this thesis was to demonstrate that a new functionality in fine-grained provenance can be implemented simply but with an acceptable performance in realistic visualization tasks.

The above evaluation supports the conclusion that the proposed model is a promising shift in methods of data management and storage which can record and preserve interpretations by users as a result of visualization. The author has presented evidence that interpretation of seismic data is a promising area for developing this approach. The approach and its prototype application in this thesis represent a step in this direction. It requires further research and developments to achieve the stage where it can be used in industrial practice.

The evidence presented in Chapter 7 on evaluation allows the author to be confident in the future of this direction in principle—this was evident from the reception of publications of this work and in comments received from the geoscience community as well as from direct communication with senior staff in the industry. The publication of this work in EAGE 2013 [27] “received among the highest ratings from its reviewers” as stated by Gerhard Diephuis, Editor in Chief of First Break. The author, therefore, was invited to submit a journal paper to First Break, an EAGE journal. Also, the paper published in the 5th International Conference on Information Visualization Theory and Applications (IVAPP 2014) [29] received a best paper award and was extended into a book chapter submitted to Computer Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics: Theory and Applications.

8.2 Limitations and Future Work

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in two directions: future research and further development. The latter addresses the limitations of the implemented system
and further suggestions. With both directions, future work should include a long-term evaluation to sufficiently measure the benefit of the proposed architecture—since it is more challenging to manage multi-user interpretations in the long term, than in the short term, as suggested by the survey conducted in Section 4.7 and discussed in Chapter 7.

8.2.1 Future Research

The following discusses research areas that can be initiated from or linked to the work in this thesis.

8.2.1.1 Features Detection

The problem of geological features detection (extraction) was not considered in this work. It is a field of research to which many have contributed, including work such as Höllt et al. [14], the use of level sets by Kadlec et al. in computing fault surfaces [135] and later with assistance from users’ knowledge [56], and the use of implicit surface representation of horizons by Patel et al. [13] for rapid seismic interpretations. However, to the knowledge of the author, there is still a gap between user expertise and automation of features detection.

A future avenue for investigation is the potential to combine the fine-grained provenance of interpreted features (presented in this thesis) with machine learning techniques. As was demonstrated in this thesis, interpretations can be revisited and modified by multiple users to eventually reach the most accurate result, which is often ratified by an expert user. Machine learning techniques can potentially benefit from the revisiting and modification process to understand how an algorithm can produce objects that do not accord with the intuition of trained experts in the field. It has to be noted that the final decision about whether to explore physically in a particular location is still a collaborative process involving human communication, reasoning and decision making. It can then be possible to assist less-expert users in the interpretation process.

8.2.1.2 Scalability

As demonstrated in Chapter 7, the implemented system underwent a scalability test. Some degree of speedup was achieved but it was not what would have been expected given the potential parallelism available to the database queries. Future research can
investigate the potential of scalability in both the loading and the database sites. The former should address the implementation of database connectivity (e.g. JDBC) while the latter should investigate the parallelism of the database. This future work should be conducted in collaboration with the leading research in the area of parallel databases.

Addressing the increasing size of the datasets, as shown in this work with restructuring into a fine-grained granularity, can also fall into the scalability investigation. Current seismic surveys use datasets of gigabytes and terabytes but this could increase as visualization methods improve to handle larger datasets. Also, improved surveying technologies could increase the size of the survey datasets. Adding the preservation of the provenance of multi-user interpretations to this can cause continuous growth in the size of the stored data, even though the size of an interpreted feature is a fraction of its corresponding raw data. For these reasons, a scalability related extension to this thesis should take into consideration the data size issue. As was mentioned in Section 7.2, the current implementation does not compress data on the database. A possible direction would be to use a standard compression technique offered by the RDBMS. However, a direction that may lead to a more efficient result would be to investigate an optimum compression technique for each data type.

8.2.1.3 Social Aspects

The fine-grained data provenance model records the contribution of a user on the interpretation of a feature. It allows to know the region each user interpreted. Also, it allows to assess, or in general annotate, a user-selected region within an interpreted feature. Thus, users can annotate, for example, area of high uncertainty to be further studied or discussed. This was appreciated by the domain expert interviewed in this research project. It would help geoscientists to better utilise their time by focusing on demanding areas. However, a concern was raised on the utilisation of such information. Users may blindly accept an interpretation that was interpreted or assessed by a user of high reputation. Or, such information may be used to accuse someone in the company if in case of a failure related to the user’s interpretations or assessments. This is a valid concern that was raised by one of the interviewees. The social aspect on how users would utilise such provenance information should be studied as a future research work.
8.2.2 Further Development

As highlighted in Chapter 7, the prototype application served the purpose of evaluating the proposed architecture which implemented the provenance model for interpretation. This prototype, however, has limitations which prevent its use for production. Some of these were brought up by domain experts during their interviews for the conceptual evaluation of this thesis. In this section, a number of limitations are discussed and presented as future work.

8.2.2.1 Provenance Language

The implementation of the data model, presented in Chapter 5, is a result of a conceptual translation of the proposed provenance model, which is based on the W3C PROV-DM and was presented in Chapter 3. The PROV-DM is intended to interchange provenance information in heterogeneous environments using widely available formats such as XML. The PROV-XML [134] can be utilised for this purpose, which defies an XML schema for the provenance data model. Following this approach, an XML interface can be built for the implemented provenance model of this thesis, accommodating the introduced namespaces. This should allow different applications to communicate with the data model using a unified language. As a result, it should also allow users to share selected dataset represented by provenance information, independently of the application.

8.2.2.2 Advanced Functionalities Interface

An advanced interface should be offered to users to sufficiently test the architecture over a long period while running actual production work.

A potential and comprehensive solution to the problem of integrating the proposed architecture into an advanced visualization and interpretation interface would be to develop a plug-in that interoperates with a commercial application, such as Schlumberger’s Ocean[1] which is a software development framework to write plug-ins for Petrel[2]. Another suggestion would be to integrate the proposed architecture into a mature open-source seismic visualization and interpretation application such as OpendTect[3].

[2]Ocean plug-in was given in the above context as an example of a plug-in to a seismic visualization application. However, it was not tested to support the architecture of this thesis.
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8.2.2.3 Enhanced Versioning

The current prototype application does not address branching in versioning, or history tracking. In other words, if user B modified user A’s interpretation, the current implementation does not allow user C to start a new branch by directly modifying user A’s work, but can only modify the latest version. Thus, the current versioning should be enhanced. This enhancement is only at the application level as the provenance model supports branching in history tracking.

8.2.2.4 Data Handling

As mentioned in Section 5.4.1, the current implementation only handles one seismic survey. Although the data structure was designed to fetch multiple raw datasets, the current data loader was not extended for this purpose. It is suggested to address this as a future enhancement. It would allow the visualization of a section crossing two or more seismic surveys, as illustrated in Figure 8.1.

The current implementation is not good at handling seismic surveys that are at an angle to geographical latitudes; i.e. the survey’s in-lines and cross-lines are not in line with geographical latitudes and longitudes. The gridding and mapping technique should be enhanced to deal with such a case.

Implementation of the methods proposed in the thesis has been limited to consideration of geological horizons. However, it can be assumed that other feature types should be handled in the same way by the system in terms of storage, loading and rendering. However, this should be tested.

The current implementation renders raw seismic data as either a cubic volume or a single slice parallel to the x-axis. As future work, users should be allowed to visualize slices in any direction including visualizing time slices as illustrated in Figure 4.4.
One issue with fetching a time slice from the implemented data model is the inability to access a single amplitude sample instead of a whole trace. A customised retrieval function for the database should be built to query a single sample from a trace given a time value.

The computation of seismic attributes was not addressed in this thesis. Seismic attributes are calculated quantities derived from the original seismic data; they result in a new *attribute volume*. They help geoscientists in detecting structural and stratigraphic features. Future work can investigate the utilisation of the parallel database, used in this work, to compute seismic attributes. This may potentially fall into research, and not just development.

### 8.2.2.5 Enhanced Rendering

The current implementation utilises a standard and basic rendering technique, which is texture mapping. Other rendering techniques can be investigated such as GPU-based ray casting [136] and splatting [137] [138]. The latter is a potential technique to render geological features; neither was investigated in this PhD.
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Appendix A

Usability Evaluation Questionnaire

The following pages include scanned copies of written responses from three anonymous participants from academia. These responses were used for the case study presented in Section 7.2. Also, they partially contributed to the survey presented in Section 4.7.

A.1 Sample A
## APPENDIX A. USABILITY EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

### Usability Evaluation Questionnaire

**[Scenario 1] Single-user multi-interpretations**

**A. Using Petrel:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Rating Scale</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How important is to have a history-tracking feature?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to perform history tracking in Petrel?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If your answer to Q. 2 was &quot;NO&quot;, how would you workaround it?</td>
<td>save multiple file labelled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Where do you usually, in an institute, save a “master” or “approved” interpretation?</td>
<td>in the Petrel project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How challenging is it to collect the “master” interpretation of your project using the existing software?</td>
<td>Not Challenging</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Using the prototype application (FESVo):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Rating Scale</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Compared to the mature application (Petrel), how accurate did you see the visual result of the datasets?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to perform history tracking?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How easy was it to retrieve earlier versions of the interpreted horizon using the prototype application?</td>
<td>Very Difficult</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX A. USABILITY EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

**Scenario 2: Multi-user multi-interpretations**

#### A. Using Petrel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Not Important</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How important is to collaborate on features interpretations?</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>Depends on project complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to pass your project data?</td>
<td>☐ No</td>
<td>☑ Yes (features only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How challenging is to collaborate on seismic interpretation using the existing software?</td>
<td>Not Challenging</td>
<td>Very Challenging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B. Using the prototype application (FESVo):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Were you able to immediately view the other user’s interpretations?</td>
<td>☑ Yes</td>
<td>☐ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How easy was to change the other user’s interpretations?</td>
<td>Very Difficult</td>
<td>Very Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Were you able to perform history tracking and view the very first (original) interpretation and then user’s amendment?</td>
<td>☑ Yes</td>
<td>☐ No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.2 Sample B
# Usability Evaluation Questionnaire

## Scenario 1] Single-user multi-interpretations

### A. Using Petrel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How important is to have a history-tracking feature?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to perform history tracking in Petrel?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If your answer to Q. 2 was &quot;NO&quot;, how would you workaround it?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Where do you usually, in an institute, save a &quot;master&quot; or &quot;approved&quot; interpretation?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How challenging is it to collect the &quot;master&quot; interpretation of your project using the existing software?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Using the prototype application (FESVo):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Compared to the mature application (Petrel), how accurate did you see the visual result of the datasets?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to perform history tracking?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How easy was it to retrieve earlier versions of the interpreted horizon using the prototype application?</td>
<td><img src="https://www.example.com" alt=" affects" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[Scenario 2] Multi-user multi-interpretations

A. Using Petrel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. How important is to collaborate on features interpretations?</th>
<th>Not Important</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>9 9 9 9 9 9 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Were you able to pass your project data?

- [ ] No
- ✔ Yes (features only)
- [ ] Yes (features & survey)

3. What do you usually share in a collaborative scenario? How?

- shared network drive

5. How challenging is to collaborate on seismic interpretation using the existing software?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not Challenging</th>
<th>Very Challenging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Using the prototype application (FESVo):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Were you able to immediately view the other user’s interpretations?</th>
<th>✔ Yes</th>
<th>[ ] No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. How easy was to change the other user’s interpretations?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very Difficult</th>
<th>Very Easy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Were you able to perform history tracking and view the very first (original) interpretation and then user’s amendment?

- ✔ Yes
- [ ] No
A.3 Sample C
Usability Evaluation Questionnaire

[Scenario 1] Single-user multi-interpretations

### A. Using Petrel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Not Important</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How important is it to have a history-tracking feature?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to perform history tracking in Petrel?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If your answer to Q. 2 was &quot;NO&quot;, how would you workaround it?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Where do you usually, in an institute, save a &quot;master&quot; or &quot;approved&quot; interpretation?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How challenging is it to collect the &quot;master&quot; interpretation of your project using the existing software?</td>
<td>Not Challenging</td>
<td>Very Challenging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Using the prototype application (FESVo):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Not accurate</th>
<th>Very accurate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Compared to the mature application (Petrel), how accurate did you see the visual result of the datasets?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to perform history tracking?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How easy was it to retrieve earlier versions of the interpreted horizon using the prototype application?</td>
<td>Very Difficult</td>
<td>Very Easy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(can use project reference)
**APPENDIX A. USABILITY EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE**

[Scenario 2] Multi-user multi-interpretations

### A. Using Petrel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Not Important</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How important is it to collaborate on features interpretations?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were you able to pass your project data?</td>
<td>☐ No</td>
<td>☑ Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(features only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(features &amp; survey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What do you usually share in a collaborative scenario? How?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How challenging is to collaborate on seismic interpretation using the existing software?</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Using the prototype application (FESVo):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Not Challenging</th>
<th>Very Challenging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Were you able to immediately view the other user’s interpretations?</td>
<td>☑ Yes</td>
<td>☐ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How easy was to change the other user’s interpretations?</td>
<td>Very Difficult</td>
<td>Very Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Were you able to perform history tracking and view the very first (original) interpretation and then user’s amendment?</td>
<td>☑ Yes</td>
<td>☐ No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Survey Summary

The following pages include a summary of the responses from staff of oil and gas companies who were known to the author of this thesis. The survey was implemented using Google Forms, part of Google Docs\(^1\). The summary report on the following pages was exported, unaltered, from Google Forms.

\(^1\)Google Docs is an online office suite offered by Google, [http://docs.google.com/](http://docs.google.com/)
Questions for Users (Geoscientists & Engineers)

Data Interaction

Do you perceive that access to subsurface data is highly available for visualization and/or interpretation?

- Yes, all datasets can be accessed almost immediately. 4 50%
- No, data access needs some initial preparation but this is acceptable. 3 38%
- No, data access needs some initial preparation; this needs improvement to enhance efficiency. 1 13%

How important is it to have a collaborative visualization and interpretation environment in E&P?

- Very Important; it raises productivity. 5 63%
- Important sometimes. 2 25%
- Not important; we work individually. 1 13%

How challenging is to visually collaborate on subsurface data?

- Not challenging. 5
- Challenging. 2
- Not challenging. 1
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Not challenging; we can immediately share our results. 1 13%
Not challenging to share results with team members but challenging with other teams (e.g. due to their use of different software). 5 63%
Challenging; sharing our results with any other staff members requires some time consuming tasks (i.e. export/import). 2 25%

How do you perceive that interaction with data can be made in a way that maximizes your productivity?
Better data management that control authority and ease accessibility  As a data vendor, visual interaction with data is very important. Early decisions can be made, i.e. go/no go before moving data to local in-depth interpretation environment.

Data Provenance

How important is data provenance (history and origin tracking) for the E&P industry?
- Not important. 0 0%
- Important sometimes. 1 13%
- Very important; it raises efficiency. 7 88%

How challenging is it to track data history?
- Not challenging; we can immediately track how a feature object was interpreted overtime and can easily access very old interpretations. 0 0%
- Manageable for recent interpretations but a bit challenging for very old datasets. 7 88%
- Very challenging; I perceive this area needs improvement. 1 13%

Questions for IT Staff

Data Interaction

Do you perceive that users in the E&P can currently access all subsurface data for visualization and/or interpretation in a high availability fashion?
- Yes, all data can be accessed almost immediately. 4 20%
- No, data access needs some initial preparation but this is acceptable. 5 25%
- No, data access needs some initial preparation; this needs improvement to enhance efficiency. 11 55%

How challenging is for users to visually collaborate on subsurface data?
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Not challenging; users can immediately share their results. 0 0%
Not challenging to share results with team members but challenging with other teams (e.g. due to their use of different software). 9 45%
Challenging; sharing users’ results with any other staff members requires some time consuming tasks (i.e. export/import). 11 55%

How do you perceive that interaction with data can be made in a way that maximizes users’ productivity?
I think cloud based collaboration is key. The cloud technology has proven to be efficient in very complicated industries like the creative industry in general. There is no reason that it can’t work in oil/gas industry. All data needs to be contained within one centralized database, preferably within a GIS environment. This will take much work, but is truly the only way to share data and information seamlessly. I Search for “Hadoop” or BigData Organize access by asset. By having shared databases at all disciplines Starting with a standardized format and standardized input and output between the interpretation apps This might be far fetched but the time that our love for the company and what we do goes first that our egos that might be the time that will definitely try to create solutions that interact with each other instead of patching solutions that need some sort of manual manipulation. The fact that solutions are created from several sources (form the business, all the IT outfits you can in the company, etc) some due to frustration that the right outfit does not come with the goods or because it ticks the box, will not help us out to reach the goal of Data Integration. Sometimes the simplest solution is the best solution. I continuously see over-engineered answers to problems that at first seem to solve the problem, however end up being very expensive and nobody wants to use it. There is nothing wrong with the big picture, however there are short term and long term goals. If we create a solution, first with the VALUABLE insight of what the user actually needs, and then we divided it into phases to deploy, we might get somewhere in delivering a fit for purpose, integrated piece of work. A virtual master data store coupled with a web based interpretation package. By having more integrated data environment. Try as much as possible to standardize the workflow between all users.

Data Architecture

How would you evaluate the negative effect on moving data between applications?

Negligible; moving data between applications does not effect productivity. 0 0%
Minor effect; it consumes a little time and manpower. 5 25%
Highly affects productivity; this issue needs a great attention. 15 75%

How useful would it be to centralize subsurface data?

Not important; there is no added value by centralizing subsurface datasets. 3 15%
Centralizing subsurface datasets might improve data management. 5 25%
Centralizing subsurface datasets would definitely improve data management, but has been challenging up to now. 12% 60%

What prevents E&P from centralizing datasets and thus avoiding movement of data?

There are many reasons that might make them slower to move toward that solution: 1. price of oil. Oil companies are making huge profits given the current oil prices, therefore there is no incentive for them to improve their internal workflows. 2. Fear of central point of failure: whenever there is a solution that kind of working, everybody feel afraid of experimenting with other solutions, there is a big fear of having a central point of failure with the centralizing datasets. I think could be the security of the information; different geophysical engineers like different programs and are often rewarded based on individual success and not a team effort, so often they will hoard or not want to share. No standard data format and no solution to do the data transfer Cost and lack of geospatial technology awareness at the executive level. 3. Know how Fear of change Data security Performance. Using multiple applications and databases Y Data acquisition. - De-centralized E&P outfits. - Different regions and type of business in the regions - Different ways of working in different places in the world - budget and get the right Resource - Negative reaction to change

Our two main interpretation platforms require setting up proprietary project databases. They cannot directly work from a common central repository although their are tools to help move data between platforms. Some applications require their own data stores Connectivity and network issues, security. We do have remote visualization solutions in our cooperation but there is a lot of challenges making users trusting a machines under their desks is a way more safe better tedious work, no special team or procedures to do so. Mainly due to security reason. different teams work on different projects. Lack of well integrated environment. Project databases The lack of strict adherence to a data model by a company and software developers. If a data model were strictly used, connectors (add-ons) can be developed to transform data from a master data set to applications. Businesses have their own business rules that require customization of a standard data model. Different domains employ radically different data structures to match their own needs.

Attempts to impose consistent definitions across the whole of E&P have always (and will always) fail. Defining a centralised data set would be a retrograde step

General Questions

What are the main challenges in E&P data management?

In seismic, maintaining the relationship of the interpretation to a particular version of processing can be difficult. The shear volume of seismic forces companies to have "near" data sets that are easily accessible am distant sets that require time to place online. Integration and optimization of the infrastructure. Data integration. Cleaning up old unnecessary data, network bottlenecks People behavior Central Data governance Integration and efficient collaboration Managing multiple, proprietary data models. Managing and grading multiple interpretations. i.e. each user may have a different legitimate interpretation, ther eis no single 'right answer' so the system needs to manage multiple interpretations and allow users to set precedence for which interpretations are trusted more than others. 1. unifying terminology. 2. convincing multiple engineers from multiple to one universal workflow. 3. many oil companies work together. for example, one might handle exploration, another will do the analysis. bringing them all to a common ground can be a challenge. Scattered repositories Varying security constraints Users willingness Limited Ivery busy manpower efficient standardization. Taking data from various sources with unreliable completeness and accuracy and making this information useful to a broad audience within an organization. Different perspectives of the same data that requires data to be viewed from a different taxonomy. Size and amount of data being received. This is actually called the three V's in Big Data concepts (Volume, Velocity, Variety) Data delivers 25-33% of the value generated by oil companies but executives assign less than 1% of the budget to managing it - Governance - Entitlement & obligations of the data (E&O) - Not enough responsibility taken from the business for point 1 & 2 - Lack of integration between of platforms globally. It should be the rule not the exception - Not enough recognition to the importance of E&P Data management as an asset - Not enough recognition to the Professionalism of Data Managers - Lack of established. Industry standards. There are some like SEG-Y. Las but still every software comes with their own solution interoperability of data and applications and few in this area that will help export/import data and with limited vendors there is less compition and can be expensive for companies smaller in size. Having a data governance and clear business process

What would you do to have an optimum data management in the E&P?

central data location where all data is Q.C. and a workflow on the project is emplemented with commentary, etc so that all information around the decisions around the well were documented saved and later searchable Start with mapping the business process and put a data governance U Base changes in the budget on the value delivered management support Unified operational definitions in a single glossary Proper awareness of data management benefits Partnership between users and IT support Rather than sending huge files over the network and perhaps taking an hour to do so, we could utilize them wherever they are by executing a query that returns results in minutes if not less. - Get the support from top to bottom of the strategy and vision of Data Management for E&P - Have strong Resource base: Geologist, petroleum engineers, that want to do E&P Data management, so they can talk the same language as the business they are - Clear roles and responsibility in the organization in the Data management outfits in IT or E&P. Clear Focal points in each area. - After that then implement that a proper line of communication between those outfits in such a way that whatever solution comes out of them is an integrated one. - Deliver what the business needs within the Data Management strategy - Be more
visible for the business. Show where you are contributing to their business value. Even in small scale - Create a clear environment of understanding what are the roles and responsibilities of the E&P business in ownership of the data and roles and responsibilities of the Custodianship of the E&P data form Data Management. These is still grey...So Governance again - Be present at the table when E&P projects are being Framed or Developed Empower and accountability. Roles and responsibilities Having a standard data repository and make as a requirement for any new acquired application to be integratable with the repository. Unify workflows, elenemate bottle necks Providing single database for all applications and disciplines One cloud-based, high-end environment with friendly user interface that allows access to data from all the engineers/system analyst on E&P organization. Break down the silos that exist within organizations and build an enterprise GIS capable of handling the data load of today and tomorrow. Build this within an open-source environment with cloud based data storage. A master data store for all data with add-ins to transform the data to a particular application. make efficient standards and strict procedures. Data governance at every level.
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Appendix C

Interviews Transcript

This appendix includes a complete transcription of the interviews conducted to evaluate the outcome of this PhD; the interviews were discussed in Section 7.3. Sensitive information such as company names and names of individuals were removed from these transcripts. Interviews 1 and 2 were fully recorded such that their transcripts include the demonstration of the prototype application and discussions prior to the main questions. Interview 3 was only recorded during the time of the main questions.

C.1 Interview 1

Interviewee 1 has a background in geology and more than 9 years of experience in the oil and gas industry. Symbols in below dialog are: I1 – the interviewer (author of this thesis); R1 – the respondent of interview 1; and I2 – a third person (advisor to this research). Text of respondent is shaded.

I1 [00:00] I think we earlier described the project, but I will quickly go over that.
R1 My understanding of the project–the project is a database architecture linearly scalable for projects that will grow through time, not application specific or project specific, just generally being able to store a certain type of data-access it through–but it is outputted through normal industry standards–can interface with anything, those things can query in a two-way communication with that database.
I1 The focus or the application of this research is seismic interpretations, as I mentioned previously, we are introducing a provenance of interpretations through visualizations. So allow multiple users, through multiple sessions, to contribute in the process of creating these interpretations, and also to enrich the metadata behind these interpretations.
R1 Oh; this is something I did not appreciate at the beginning. So you will allow multi-users to work on the same database. Are they going to generate multiple new data types that they are all linked to see and update?
I2 Yes, not necessarily asynchronously. You might be .... re-do the interpretations. There are different steps .... You have a lineage of all the steps to the person who have done that.
R1 And will it keep track of all the different changes?
I2 That is the idea.
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I1 So a single horizon object is actually a collection of all the contribution by different users.

R1 And will that metadata be automatically generated?

I1 Some of them yes. That is the addition and deletion process. But assessment—for example senior users looking at these interpretations—so that not automatic; that entered manually input by the user—so they assess other’s interpretation when, for example, have conflicts on a certain area of a horizon, for example, then a senior staff can assess these interpretation and approve one of them.

I2 Some of it will be, as Aqeel said, this is the competent person’s opinion on what is right based on what has been presented to him or her, but also as part of the provenance there will be simple things like numerical uncertainty ... so you know that these source location were well constrained in this part of the survey and less constrained here. All that will go through the provenance as well.

R1 And all that will stay with the horizon no matter what happened? Or stay with an interpretation─

I2 There is a relationship back to it; so you can alway pull it through when you need to see it.

I1 Just to go back to provenance, when I speak with geologists I believe that is a terminology is geology called provenance. So just to be clear here, we are talking about the computer science provenance.

R1 [5:00]the origin of the data.

I2 the other name for it is data lineage.

I1 It is also important to mention here that we are not dealing with file like the conventional applications. So a horizon, for example, is not a file; it is not an object. It is a collection of points.

R1 I was going to ask this question. How is the metadata assigned—because you are saying that a horizon is a collection of points—I completely understand that—and then it is visualized as gridded horizon but is stored as a set of points. So does each of this point has all the metadata? Or does it have a unique ID that takes it to a metadata file?

I1 [6:12] The reference here is the location and a horizon ID. So all metadata go along with this combination of location and ID.

R1 Does not that—say that my horizon had ten thousands points then you duplicate your metadata ten thousands times.

I1 Yes, this is the current implementation.

R1 So you actually wasting space rather than having one item of metadata, like having a king metadata for that data.

I2 Yes, so there are shortcuts ....

R1 What I am saying is that each point has all the metadata duplicated on each point, or is a collection of point so they are referenced back to one metadata file?

I1 The current implementation is that each metadata you add is a point. So if we have 5 metadata ....

R1 So that will slow your system down when you scale massively, say to 10 million points, even if the metadata is tiny.

I2 Yes, there is going to be an overhead—there is a cost. But the value then is that you persist—

R1 No, I am not concerning myself with the cost. I am just more thinking about when you scale it up—the computational cost or even the storage cost; tiny little files starts to add up.

I1 So the aim of this research is to provide users with the ability to enrich seismic data in a collaborative environment in order to trace back the origin, reliability, and credibility of interpretations. So that is the focus of the project.

R1 So one other point—or one other question—if a data item is duplicated—it is quite commonly in our industry if somebody comes to look at something, he or she will make a copy of what is done and then they will modify that copy either—they will make a copy of the interpretation, deletes some parts of it, and updates other parts of it. Will the previous metadata stay with a duplication of that data? Because currently on our ... that we use now, that is not the case. So I can go and—I know this is not the focus of your work on the end application, but if I go to Petrel and I copy and paste a product and then I convert a horizon into points and back to an interpretation, it will look like that I created this interpretation. But actually what I want to see is where the come from. Because all what I will be given is this set of interpretation and when I am looking at them I can say instantly that these were generated from .... they get upset .... somebody copied their work ...
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I1 [11:17] So that is one case where the architecture can show who contributed what. Another case, let’s say a reservoir engineer or a modeler wanted to check back the reliability of an interpretation, then they can immediately get all the information about who assessed the data and how confidence they were. So what I am going to demonstrate to you now is a prototype application. Do not expect any sophisticated rendering on the user interface like Petrel, for example. I will demonstrate a small seismic dataset with few preloaded horizons. You would be able to read all the metadata, make some slice changes like delete, make a time-shift alteration–this is an example to demonstrate how a simple change is sent back to the database–.

I2 This is a static correction

I1 then you can trace the history, filter, highlight, showing who did what,

I2 [Demonstration Started] This is a seismic cube with a preloaded. They are stored in a fine-grained format in a database. There is a virtual Teradata database running here.

R1 So this data is loaded from a SEGY then--.

I1 It is converted from a SEGY to rows. Each trace is stored in a row, and each of these points is stored in a row. What we see here is--. This is a horizon. Three different persons contributed in this interpretation process. If we clicked on history, we can see that--. Baseline means that this is the very first interpretation. Then user A did some insertion, then user B came and did more insertion. If we go back--.

R1 Insertion is just adding more point?

I1 Yes. If we go back to this point, we can see up to what use A did. Now let’s see the baseline.

R1 [15:00] So these are history points you are calling them. At what frequency they are taken? As in time. If I am working on this, I will do some interpretations then when I am on auto-tracking then I will do some alterations. So there might be hundreds of iterations. So will I end up with hundreds of history points?

I1 We did not define that. We could for example create a commit button.

I2 Or call it a milestone button. Or snapshot every 5 minutes or at the end of the session. Anything can be enabled.

I1 As you move with your mouse you can see the location of this point within this dataset and also the geocoordinates of that point. You can see who created this interpretation, and that it was assessed by Duncan with a confidence level of 70%. If we moved here then we can see that this point was created by user A and was assessed as 30%. If we go here then that is--.

R1 The assessment of confidence level how was that put in there?

I1 We will demonstrate that.

I2 The idea of it was that firstly there will be a numerical confidence straight from data quality ....

R1 We have this confidence value in the auto-tracker ...

I2 You can then harvest that as well and add that into the index. But there can also be once you get into a review meeting and looking at it, you can say that we are not happy with this area because conceptually we do not understand the .... It is an arbitrary number you give to it. You either very happy about it, you give it 95%. It could be 1 to 10, or percentage of whatever.

R1 If you had an auto-generated confidence factor, give it an integer number like that, but then a user confidence factor. Probably best to go low, medium and high.

I1 That is the user (on the screen). As Duncan said, we can add the quality value from ....

R1 I will probably not use an integer value from the user. Some will say 95%, others will say 70%. Is 70% high, or is that a medium. So a low, medium and high is probably better. Because that is what we use when making comments on segment maps, where you have low, medium and high of risks on different things. Giving 3 options is much easier than 100 options.

I1 Here you can do some highlighting. You can say show me what user A did. Or I need anything above 50% of confidence value. Of course, the list of properties can grow. So we can have the quality from the survey shooting. That highlights the areas of with confidence value 50% or more.

R1 So the area that is highlighted meets these criteria?

I1 [20:40] Yes. Let’s clear highlighting. You can say discard any area with less than 50%; so you just want to see 50% or more of confidence. Let us say you are a modeler and you just want to work on high confidence interpretations.

R1 Just want to mention that the highlight was not clear. It did not make the area stands very well.
I will now close this session and open a different horizon to play with. This is a different horizon. You can by the way load multiple horizons. Let us make some assessment here. You can draw an area and say I am confident about this interpretation—, say 90%. Queries are now running to the database to give all of these points 90% value of confidence. If we clicked here (on the area that was assessed), then we can see that it was assessed by user X as 90%. If we clicked somewhere else, then we can see that there is no assessment. So shall we start with the questions now?

R1 [25:40] OK.

I1 How would you evaluate the usefulness of this research into the oil and gas exploration workflow.

R1 Of course the examples you show is just one set of examples that could be implemented. You can obviously implemented any type of metadata. But it would be good if that can be taken from other data types. Say for example if you had a petroleum system model and then you were easily able to tag a horizon with what you just showed and then just when you hover over your mouse, you do not have to bring multiple ... once that data cross referenced between the data types--.

I1 Something like well data?

R1 Well data will be good, but also cultural data, or as Duncan said earlier, the 4D seismic data if you could quickly see on your horizon. I want to see whether there is a 4D difference between these two volumes, populate this horizon and show me what areas are different. Do a query, and highlight those areas between the two cubes ....

I2 Why they are different? Is it real or is it numerical artifact, or is there an uncertainty here so you cannot till if there is a different or not.

R1 Exactly. In that difference show me the confidence in that shot receiver spacing, roll out those areas so that you can quickly start to do multi-level queries on the data.

I2 It is implicit in this approach, because we load data into a table in a relational database, it is not tight to a particular data type. So we can put in a petroleum system model, or we can put in a reservoir simulation model.

R1 That is because it is all spatially referenced?

I2 Yes. So you can link a horizon pick to a reservoir model ....

R1 What happens if the grids between different data types are differently aligned? Petroleum systems model are coarser grid cell size than native seismic data. You do not have anything of a finer grid than your seismic data.

I2 Apart from your borehole measurement.

R1 Oh, yes.

I1 This has not been addressed.

R1 I think it (the PhD project) is defiantly very useful. I think the crock is the user interface into interrogating that database. You want to make it user friendly, but I know that is not purpose of this PhD. In order for end users to use it that are not numerically gifted, or people that like working on databases, they need to be able to interface with that data easily. The kind of things you showed me here are good. But you have to make custom queries, and each query will be unique in the way that is built up. So simple work for people where they can see--. Just click on the different at the things they .... Just drag them in .... I want to query shot receiver spacing, I want to query 4D effect. I want to query an interpreter–different types of just what you showed and then the ranges, show me that. Or, some of the staff that is coming out of the plug-ins providers for Petrel, ... for Blueback, they did a geo-data investigator which will automatically cross plot any properties against any properties. It will just make this screen of cross plots. You then visually see what has relationships. So that may be a good way of visualizing your datasets. It might be worth looking at--.

I2 [explaining a drawing] So Aqeel’s stuff watches all the stuff back and forth. So what you are looking at the moment is just the things that look around aside ... Talks to that bit, but the idea is to handle all the traffic.

R1 [32:40] So it will be just observing ... and just making some kind of metadata database. But the metadata will be stored back in here. Then that will be streamed. What I have seen from Blueback, not specifically looking at confidence factor, this is more looking at ... versus fluid factors .... Looking at two properties against each other, and the relation ship between them. And that kind on visual look at the metadata would be very useful.
I2 The idea of Blueback is that—because they see all of Petrel projects, they are trying to come up with some data mining...but data mining only has limited value...What you want is...then look across all of this and understand who did what and when and where as well; so more context around it.

R1 I think it (the PhD project) has an intrinsic value. Just need to be quick, or not noticeable.

I2 Or work behind the scene.

R1 Because as soon as it starts slowing down—. Obviously, the metadata would need to be put it at each of these levels when a data item is made. When will the metadata be put? Or will you have a software that is...with ECLIPSE (reservoir simulation software), when a user is doing something, it puts metadata in. Because unless you know what is happening in ECLIPSE, it does not matter what is pushed back here. You can only capture what is outputted and pushed back to the database.

I2 [35:22] ECLIPSE is possibly a bad example, as it is not as interactive as the other tools. So, you will always have a synchronization issue. The high degree of interactivity..., the closer to the user the data has to be. So, you need to try to keep up with the user. You can think of a lot of use cases where that will be challenging, like when a user is on a plane working remotely and then have to synchronize. I think the scope of this at the moment is at the team level rather than at individual user. It will be for the asset team on a production field, rather than...production style work.

I1 We can, for example, cache all changes behind the scene then update the database. That will be unnoticeable to the user. They can continue working--.

R1 You built here a tool to visualize and interrogate the data. What you are showing me with your tool is that you can visualize and interrogate and classify the data. But the end product visualization was not really the scope of you PhD. In order for this to be used, you would have to have a front end. Whether that is in an existing product as a plug-in or a stand-alone front end where this data is being attached to the point, the metadata is being attached, but the user in Petrel does not realize that this metadata is being attached, for example. Then somebody else goes in and interrogate the database through a specific application.

I2 We did talk about XML schema for components and provenance.

I1 This can be passed from one user to another. For example, there could be many versions of this horizon. Then you want to make a selection of the production, or the approved, version of this horizon, then you can save this an XML. This is the selection criteria.

I2 This could then be maintained by.... We also talked about, and this is a future work, a python library that enables that type of connectivities between the back-end and the user interface.

R1 So the XML file you are talking about would just be--. Say if I...QC the horizon. That horizon won’t necessarily have metadata attached to it. Or would still have metadata attached to it?

I1 [40:02] It will still have metadata attached to it.

R1 But it would have a separate XML file?

I1 Yes, which contains the selection criteria.

R1 So why this won’t be aligned with the metadata, if the metadata was still attached to that?

I1 Because the XML is a selection by the user for what data is approved. So it could be for example, the final approved version of a horizon is the work done by Aqeel plus the work done by Duncan but...only what has been assessed by person X with a medium confidence and above. So it is a mix of criterias.

R1 But that can still be within the metadata--.

I2 But if it is in an XML, you can read it and application could read it in time. But if it was stored in the schema as metadata, you then have to maintain something that can read it--

R1 While the data is in the database, it has all the metadata. When the data in Petrel, it still has all of that metadata. When I export it out of Petrel in an industry compatible format, that is just in simplest x, y, z and...but everything else is lost. If that will be put back in here (into the application), it would look like it is a brand new item. But from what you said earlier, your interface can flag up all of those points that are duplicate of another unique entity in there that had all the metadata. So it could then refound all the metadata. But if I sent it to another company, it won’t have the metadata, unless you have the ability to have x, y and z and the XML file that has all the metadata. Then load it to the database.
I2 This is an industry, not just an oil, problem, in which case a data management framework around it. You data life cycle says, or your data governor says, data always have to flow that way through this type of architecture. This is where your data governance starts here. You do not take something out and put it back at that end. Because the data manager won’t know about it.

R1 But even if I take this out here, then send it to company X, then they put it back in there, it would still have no metadata; and they won’t have my metadata. I think this is a crucial part. Because this is irrelevant, or independent, of any application. So if from the database—if your tool you can say: I want to send—I finished my work, I QC’d it, I approved it, send it to our partners. Your tool that is watching what is going back and forth could say: OK, we will flag that. It comes out simple format for the horizon that is readable anywhere. Plus you have some kind of metadata, XML that selects metadata that you wish to share with a partner—.

I2 This is a common problem. It is just not making one up. It is unavoidable as well if you are working in a joint venture where you are passing data around. You (I1) should consider and write few lines on how you would address what is known as “orphaned data.” It is easy enough to spot because it was relocated. But as [name of R1] says, you have lost all lineage on how it gone there. So you need to raise it as an issue with this. Someone then has to perform some kind of intervention to understand how to tie that back in to the provenance architecture.

R1 [45:06] So within your company if you have got your piece of interface, architecture in place, you should be able to reconnect all that XML or that metadata within your company. But if it goes to another company, they will never be able to do that because they won’t have the database and they won’t have the architecture in place to spot that these are duplicate points. Therefore, there is a very high likelihood that this product is actually this in the database. Human nature is that, when somebody asks me for something, the easiest thing for me to do, is just export it and send it to them. The more difficult thing for me to do, is request the data manager— or me move it to a result project in Petrel world, then me move it to OpenWorks they (data managers) move it back into our database. They then export it, and send it to company X. At the end of the day, the person at company X just gets x, y, z. So it does not matter whether I send it to them or the data manger send it to them. To them, it does not matter. But to a company wishing to keep control of the database, it does matter.

I1 So what is the benefit of export it and put it into OpenWorks?

R1 The benefit—.

I2 Just for Aqeel to understand this, [name of R1]’s world is company X—which is not that dissimilar to company Y or any of the other larger operators—you have an enterprise upstream data store, which is a whole collection of different databases—seismic data, production data, wells data—all lives in there, not very well joined up, but that is their referenced database. Then you have data that is kept in corporate data stores, which would be at country of region level. Then there will be at the asset team level, for separate fields. Then there will be project databases. So what we are looking out here is this bit.
R1  So in order for us not to lose any knowledge, data from here needs to be moved back here [pointing to the corporate database on a diagram] once it is approved. And that is the reason that if I am saying that it is approved and I want to send it to my partner, it is quite commonly tight to a decision gate in the capital value process. So when you are making a decision--or add a decision gate--to go from one way or another, you say: OK, that is the piece of data that is relevant to that decision point, if I ever want to look back why the decision is made and it needs to be in relation to this interpretation at this time, not the interpretation I am currently using 5 years later because that is not what the decision was made on. That is why it is important to put it back in there and for it to be archived as person A’s approved interpretations of ... from ... on ..., for example. ... I sent it to the partner and said this is that, but if it has not gone back here, somebody in X number of years won’t have seen it or won’t ever exist or won’t ever find it. That is why it is important to push data back to the database. As far as I am concerned, I tell my data manager to push it back. Then it is up to them to push it back through here. It should then come back out of here, and that should be available again in my reference projects that I can see. This part I really do not want to get involved with. I only see it as being a stop “between a rock and a hard place”. Trying to interact with creative people who do not really want to follow-- they want everything to be loaded yesterday. They do not understand why things take time. For example, they say I have got these 20 surveys, can you load them all now? I would personally say I won’t be looking at this until this date, just load it some time between now and then; most people would say I want them now. We had some data from yesterday, from ..., it did not have correct-- or the right level of detail of navigation of the seismic data. So our data loaded refused to load it, because one of the corner points could be up to 10 meters off. This was data from 1980s. It was a 3D survey but it covered an area which we had only 2D lines over. I said to them: “for what we want to do with it, it is significantly better spatially located than the 2D lines. Please load it and just put it with a flag saying that it is not QC’d and not planed a well on it.” They do not understand that there is a different fit for purposed level of data that we want to look at. To me, it is much better to have a 3D survey, even if they have uncertainty, your software or your architecture would be able to flag that and hold that with anything that is made out of this data whereas now the only way I am able to do that is if I look back at the name that was given to the data and it says not enough QC’d. So in cases like that I can see that your architecture would good at tracking that kind of things. So nothing gets lost. Somebody in 5 years would know what this is, and there is an interpretation over this area, let’s use that. But you need to know that this was generated on something that had uncertainty that needs to be understood.

I1  [52:41] That answered my second question, which is what cases you think the architecture would be useful at.

R1  Particularly dealing with “vintage data” where modern level of accuracy are no longer able to be upheld because element of the data has been lost or mislead. Or they were known but they were never documented, because we did not have a thought of people will want to know ... in x years from now. That might be useful when we are processing it, but now what you get is a stack of the data that has inbuilt navigation; there is no separate navigation file. It would be good then to flag things up with a load uncertainty. Now, we can do that by putting it in the name of the cube (seismic data file); just add text to the name of the cube or text to the header. But then some end users-- if I was given a cube, and got a week to interpret this, I would not go diving into the EBCDIC header. I would just load it into Petrel, see if it roughly came– does it come as I would expected to be? Is it the right way around. That would be looking at it in relation to a cultural data; may be comparing a paper map to what I see on my screen. I would not go and look at the header and see if there is a flag.

I1  [55:45] What about the different roles– people with different roles, how this would benefit them? Let’s say you are an interpreter, you want to pass your interpretations to a modeler, and then to the reservoir engineer to decide on where to drill. Would this type of generic and expandable metadata help them?
R1 It should do. Because they should in theory want to interrogate different queries on the database, because different things are important to them. If for example automatically extracted computer petrophysical information onto the surface everywhere you had a well penetration, if automatically—so if a well comes through here on my petrophysics logs tells me that my calculated porosity at that point there ... is 20%, and if it then on the other wells does that, they could then query: show me the porosity distribution on the surface. That might not be something that the basin modeler would want to look at, but it would be something that the geological modeler or the reservoir engineer would want to look at. They will all be querying different things at the database. So if you could auto-generate as much metadata, but it depends if any of the metadata element would ever be looked at.

I1 For a modeler, what metadata they have about the interpretation of the seismic?

R1 All what they will know, from the way our files are named—they will know who did the interpretation, or who’s name on that interpretation—That interpretation may be a merger of numerous people’s interpretations and then updated. They will know, if the person named it correctly, the age of the horizon or the name of the horizon, and what they have picked. They will also know the domain that it was picked in: time or depth. They will know the year that it was done. They may know the project associated with that. They would know the seismic survey, not specifically the seismic cube. Depending how people have put in. We have these metadata generators for that name; the ability of imposing naming conventions. So you pick the ...; you put your interpreter ID in; you put the year; you tell it which seismic survey; and it put all of this into a profile name. Then that is sent at the simplest level. That is all the modeler will know—very high level simple things. They will have no confidence factor. Even if that is generated in Petrel, it might not be generated in OpenWorks or SeisWorks. They will get this data from numerous sources depending on where the project has been done. All what they will expect is some interpretation or a gridded horizon based on some interpretation. The gridded horizon will have the same name as the interpretation. But, for example, they won’t know, unless they looked the files, the grid increments, the rotation of the grids—. You have to look the files to know this. So one thing that is evident in our company—and I am sure it is evident in another companies—some people— when I grid in Petrel, I grid based on the rotation and on the grid of the seismic nodes. Because then when I make an attribute map, I have a point on my horizon that is relevant or geospatially located exactly on a node in seismic. If my seismic was shot 12.5x12.5 but I gridded 25x25—If I can attribute my map on 25x25 grid of a 12.5x12.5 seismic dataset, I am essentially applying it ... smooth filter on the attribute map. Now, ... they don’t understand that. They are making an attribute maps that are smoothed because of a choice they made when they gridded. Then you could say this map is smooth, but that map is not. You got a point every second point of the seismic data. Therefore, you got to interpolate between these two points and not using all the data you have. When you QC’ing others’ people map, you could say: this map looks funny compared to the rest. That is because they put in different—. I am sure this happens every—.

I2 [1:02:03] That sort of thing should be regardless of the right or wrong; .. needs to be applied .... But that is the sort of thing that needs to be persisted right through. At the end of the day, a production engineer who then has to say of all the possible well interventions: I am doing for the next weather window, this one is the most ... risk, because I have the best understanding of the uncertainties and risks around it, and going into this compartment has the highest reward for the best insight and tightest uncertainty around it. It helps to prioritize their work over.

I1 So let’s assume we built a plug-in to a mature application like Petrel, and to another modeler application. They talk to a single database. How useful would be for the modeler or the reservoir engineer to have all the rich or extra metadata?
R1  I think it would defiantly be useful because then it should save the modeller time if they could query the database and say for example: are all these gridded horizons gridded on the same grid? Does that grid match the seismic data that I am going to potentially extract ... from, to populate on my modeled petrophysical data? Am I essentially going to train my model based on seismic input? If I am, I want my grid to be the same as my horizons. I want that to be a known grid spacing and consistent grid spacing--let's say a known grid spacing for each zone. If someone want to grid differently, that's their choice. They want to know that the inputs are what they expect them to be and not have to check each one them individually every time, if you can just query: show me for all these horizons what is the rotation angle and grid spacing, without having to look at each one of them individually. You may have 50 horizons; you don’t want every time you build a model, or update a model, ... grid incorrectly. ... It should flag up; there is something wrong here. That is where I see the importance, or one level of importance there (i.e. the work of this PhD).

I1  I think we talked a lot about my third question, which is about how you would expect this work into production. I think we covered that.

R1  It is difficult, unless you make an interface with each application that ... going to start using metadata. People like Schlumberger are making this slightly easier for you. Because, let's take the Petrel platform as an example, they are making it easier and easier for the other applications to run as plug-ins into Petrel. Then once I no longer have to go from ... to ... (application names), I can do it on a plug-in in Petrel. Suddenly, as long as you got something that is capturing all of the metadata changes in Petrel, you are capturing all the metadata changes in RokDoc (petrophysical modeling application) through that plug-in.

I1  Are you saying that–.

R1  The advent of these Ocean plug-ins to Petrel actually makes it easy for your to capture the metadata. Because no longer I will take my data into RokDoc, I will use the RokDoc plug-in in Petrel to do the process I would have done in RocDoc natively in Petrel without taking the data out. So if you are just watching what is happening in Petrel, you will see that this data has been taken through the Petrel plug-in for RocDoc, this and this have been done, and you will capture all of that metadata. Whereas before you had have written an interface with RocDoc. Then capture all of that metadata ...–.

I2  You then just need to talk to the Ocean layer because Ikon RocDoc has access to the API.

I1  [1:10:30] I think you covered my questions. Anything you would like to add?

R1  I think it is definitely an interesting subject and quite rightly it does not have a simple answer. If it did, someone would have do it.

I1  Does it fill a gap in the workflow?

R1  I think it does fill a gap in the workflow; it fills an important gap in the workflow. But back in my mind I cannot help and think unless it is semi-automated in what is capturing. If it requires the user every step to fill in every element of the metadata, it is not going to happen. But if it is automatically, say this was picked at this volume, tag, this was picked at this time, tag, when it is pushed back, the user usually has to select the decision gate that is in relation to but we have to do that now. But simple things is OK. This data has gone into this plug-in; this is ... tagged. At the moment, Petrel captures a history. If I run an operation on a surface it captures that in a history. But I then have to go into the history; it does not outputted in a searchable spreadsheet, but in a big list; have to open the columns really wide to actually read what has happened. It is usable but not user friendly. If someone copied and paste that horizon, everything is lost. So you have no idea where they came from. Simple things, say these two bits of data in my database are identical but got different names. Once they got different names, people thinks they are unique. It is difficult as an end user to go back and make different maps and things like that. Then they look the same. So your architecture should be able to flag up that they are identical.

I1  We can flag, not just per point, but also the whole horizon since all of these points share a single ID. So we can flag the horizon ID.

R1  We got loads of data that is just duplications; or duplication plus one point. That is part of my daily work when I saw a new project, I try to find out what actually the data is, what it represents and which is the more completed dataset. It is digging through. Now (with this PhD work) it is interesting.

I1  Thanks a lot for your time. [end of interview]
C.2 Interview 2

Interviewee 2 has a background in geology and more than 12 years of a mixture experience between academia and the oil and gas industry. Symbols in below dialog are: I1 – the interviewer (author of this thesis); R2 – the respondent of interview 2; and I2 – a third person (advisor to this research). Text of respondent is shaded.

I1 So when I mention the word provenance here we mean the computer science provenance, not the geological provenance.

R2 That’s good, yeah, I could imagine the [inaudible 00:25]. If you say that word to geologists it means something quite different, provenance, that’s funny. Well, you look at second order of...

I1 And, as I said, we don’t just capture the metadata of who and when this piece of interpretation was created but also we allow other users, like senior geologists, to evaluate the limitations.

R2 Okay.

I1 So we have two cases where we think this would be valuable is, let’s say, an interpretation was done ten years ago then you want to investigate exactly who and how this interpretation was done through.

R2 Okay, yeah.

I1 And also let’s say that you’ve done an interpretation and pass it to modellers then I understand from the people, from the domain people I work with, that modellers don’t get enough information on the interpretation.

R2 Okay.

I1 So with this work we believe that modellers will have enough information to make more accurate decisions.

R2 Okay, yeah, yeah.

I1 So what I’m going to show you here is a prototype application, I built it from ground up so don’t expect anything complicated like [inaudible 02:00].

R2 Good.

I1 It’s a small dataset just to serve the purpose of this research and we have implemented a few actions just to show that the actions are captured back to the dataset and can be then read back.

R2 Okay.

I1 So this is seismic cue.

R2 So you wrote this viewer?

I1 Yes.
R2 Oh right, it’s way beyond what I would be able to do in itself.

I1 So we have some interpretations, they are imported from Petrel. So what you would be able to do here is read the metadata and get each point as you walk.

R2 Okay.

I1 So here we can see that this was created by user B on this date and it was assessed by...I think they [inaudible 03:14] the information, yeah, it was clicked.

R2 So that’s for each XYZ point contains its own...

I1 Yeah, and this was assessed by Duncan with a confidence level of 70 per cent and, of course, that 70 per cent can be just high, medium or low, it’s just different representations of...

[V0ices overlap 03:30]

R2 But how do you assign the confidence levels?

I1 Yes, I’ll go through this. And also we have different values here, so let’s highlight this area just to...yeah, so we have highlighted [inaudible 03:53] because we have all the secondary data so we can say that, show me any assessments of, let’s say, 50 per cent and above, and it shows that this area is 50 per cent or above.

R2 Okay.

I2 So we’re quite clear to [inaudible 04:19] not to get too hung up on exactly how you do it, it’s more a framework than an [inaudible 04:23] to capture and then disclose confidence data, the idea that an application would then deal with rules by reducing [inaudible 04:32].

R2 A sign of confidence, alright, okay, because I know bits of software do ascribe confidence but I’ve never been that clear how they do it.

I2 Yes, so we’re sitting somewhere between the application layer and the vapour layer doing all the productivity...

[V0ices overlap 04:45]

R2 Yeah, yeah.

I2 ...way between it.

R2 Yeah.

I1 So basically I just want to...30 per cent so that’s a 30 per cent [inaudible 04:56] then we’re moving it from the scene, so let me clear the highlight and say that’s for a loading filter just to show me any interpretation, 50 to 100, that particular [inaudible 05:15] because it’s...

R2 Okay.

I1 It doesn’t have a high confidence level. This bit is 100 per cent, this bit is 70 per cent so you can do all the filtering. Now to do...let me load a different dataset to show how it’s done.
Also you can do it saying where is all the stuff that [name of R2] is talking about where their confidence is really high or where all the stuff that’s come from the [inaudible 05:45] model, confidence is low, it’s not quite the [inaudible 05:50] type of scenario.

Okay, okay, yeah, yeah.

And because we have all this rich data you can do all types of filtering, like if we have...you know that Duncan is a senior geologist. Then I can just select to show me anything that was assessed by Duncan.

Okay.

Right, okay, that’s been through peer review or something like that?

Something like that, yeah, yeah.

A competent person.

So this is a different piece of horizon.

Sorry, we’re constrained quite tightly on not doing anything about the bare minimum of prototyping the front end because that’s not...

Really what it’s about, no, no, no.

Really what it’s about.

So these areas were assessed, I forget why they analyse a lot of [inaudible 07:03] assessment. So we can...let’s say that you’re not happy with this part or you’re happy with it, then you can get a selection of [inaudible 07:21] tiers or just...

Yeah.

...make another selection, you can then write it and say, okay, delete this bit. And when you say delete it’s just tagged as deletion and the change of the activities you’ve done, so you can always go back in history, and I can show you this, or you can say, time shift. And time shift is just a simple correction.

Okay, and milliseconds up or down.

Milliseconds, yeah, up or down. This is just...it might not make sense geologically but it’s just to show that...

It’s one of the trackable perimeters.

Yeah, we can track the changes when a geologist [inaudible 08:02] make any changes then that goes back to being [inaudible 08:06] you can pull up, or you can make a confidence assessment.

Okay.

And, again, this is just one example of annotation.
So you could go in there manually and put your confidence assessment around an area of complex faulting and say, confidence level is 30 per cent, whereas outside of that area it’s 100 per cent or 90 per cent.

So if this was ever used in a commercial sense there would be a [inaudible 08:34] that we’d feel comfortable about and there’d be a [inaudible 08:35] that would allow you to...

Just digitise around it, okay.

[Inaudible 08:39] through that and...

...say, right, all of that is higher confidence.

Yeah.

Or you could go into the [inaudible 08:50] and get the performance out of there.

Yeah, it does something like that, doesn’t it?

Yeah. And then if you look at the application [inaudible 08:58] we have to have a nod in that direction of the application [inaudible 09:02] from an asset team’s point of view to help you put it all back...

Yeah, back together, yeah.

Yeah, I clicked on time shift [inaudible 09:11] correct here, let me create an ID for you. So you’re [person name], right?

Okay, your new ID is [number], keep a record of this.

Yeah.

So in milliseconds let’s say that we want to shift it and it might take a while because I’m using the local database version which is slower than the one I have in my office there which is a real database, this is just a virtual client.

[Inaudible 09:54]

Sorry?

[Inaudible 09:57] machine on here.

Okay, yeah, I think it’s...

I think it’s shifted it.
I1  As you see it goes into...
   [Voices overlap 10:10]

R2  Well, five milliseconds is very small.

I1  So it was really small.

R2  Yeah, yeah, five milliseconds will be imperceptibly small.

I1  But you can see it here.

R2  So these are the time stamps?

I1  Yeah, so if you did basically any correction, so you did some deletion and then you did some insertion, you can go back, so let’s just go back to the previous...
   [Voices overlap 10:50]

R2  Okay, so that was a deletion?

I1  Yeah, so any correction is basically a deletion of that.

R2  How long is the memory of the...well, not particularly this piece of software that you developed but how far back do you think provenance should go or what do you think is...ten years or something?

I1  Yeah.

R2  Yeah, yeah, yeah.

I2  Yeah, so [inaudible 11:19]

R2  Okay, 20, 30 years, okay, yeah.

I1  So it’s there so when you did the correction, when I did the correction, it [inaudible 11:34] then inserted an input so that’s why you see that really. So it’s just a [inaudible 11:41]. And also not just highlight confidence but you can also highlight, show me the bit that was done by [name of R2].

R2  My user ID was [number].

I1  Yes, so it shows me any bit that was created by...
   [Voices overlap 12:04]

R2  Okay, that was mine here.

I1  Yes, that was yours. So this is the kind of...

R2  Yeah, yeah, yeah, so you can conduct a witch hunt on this, it’s very good.

I1  So now...
   [Voices overlap 12:20]

R2  Yeah, basically, it’s automatic blame gaming. I like it.
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I1 So now this horizon when it is extracted or when it is transferred the axis of this horizon only (inaudible 12:33) is transferred to models, they can see all the rich information of who did this, then they can go back to [name of R2] and call them.

R2 I guess one useful thing in that would be is the interpretations that I’ve seen most change, I guess, because that presumably are the horizon levels which have most uncertainty and they’re the ones, therefore, that you’d want to be at least most aware of or have flagged coming in, so top reservoir might be a problem but (inaudible 13:07) might not be. So presumably when you bring it into a different piece of software the reservoir model should be able to say, well, this is the one that we might want to have...

I1 A question about.

R2 Yeah, or a variety of statistic realisations of it rather than let’s not bother with this one. Yeah, no, sorry, it’s just me, I’m not...

[Voices overlap 13:24]

I2 The other one that started springing up was working with faults as they start producing from wells...

[Voices overlap 13:32]

R2 Oh god, yeah.

I2 ...you get a better idea of where faults are, especially once you start reading faults.

R2 Yeah.

I2 You can see how the ideas have developed over the...

[Voices overlap 13:40]

R2 Well, there’s a very famous picture, isn’t there (inaudible 13:44), I think it is, the paper in 1993 where they show three fault maps, one from 75, one from 85 and one from 92 or something, and it shows the updating of the fault map for the reservoir, top reservoir, and cormorant field, and they showed the changing in the well placements for the injectors and the producing wells. It’s amazing, there’s like this map and it’s got two faults and then there’s the next one that’s got four faults and they’re all striking in different ways, and then there’s another one, it looks like somebody’s hit a piece of toffee with a hammer.

I2 What paper’s that?

R2 I can write it, it’s like (inaudible 14:16) I think it’s (inaudible 14:19) 99, I can send it to you, if you remind me I can send it to you. But it’s a very impressive series and there’s another version...

[Voices overlap 14:24]

R2 Yeah, there’s another one as well, I’ll ask [person name] about that as well, which show the criticality of taking some of that information through. I mean the simplest metadata tag on those horizons is the fact that the earlier ones were done on two dimensional data and the newer ones were done on three dimensional data.

[Voices overlap 14:45]

R2 So that’s the biggest meta type difference which is underpinning that change to the interpretation. But I can send you a couple of papers, they’re nice graphics, I use them in class and things.
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I2 He’s got a couple of papers where he’s referred to this as how interpretations change...
[Voices overlap 15:04]

R2 No, this one’s very good, yeah, and there’s two, there’s this and there’s a more recent one which is really, really cool, really nice, simple images.

I1 I have a paper I think from [inaudible 15:16] where they’d done a study with 200 interpreters, I think, interpreting the scene and they found that there was a high percentage of answers [inaudible 15:30].

R2 Yeah, there’s a recent study...

I2 That was the Midland Valley...
[Voices overlap 15:32]

R2 That was the Midland Valley but that’s in cross-section, so a lot of those I took part in, a lot of that was just you were given a 2D cross-section, seismic section on paper and you had to interpret it, but these are cool because they’re actually in map view which I think is even more interesting because the 2D thing is 2D and there’s a lot of [inaudible 15:52] but if you take it out to the third dimension the Lord knows how difficult it would be if you had a series of paper sections you were trying to complete a 3D model for, yeah.

I1 I think this one I referenced, I have reference to this.

R2 Yeah, Bonder Tower 2000.

I1 So let me ask you before we run out of time, so how would you evaluate the usefulness of this research of the oil and gas exploration?

R2 I think it’s...how do I think bits of it, well, some of it I’ve eluded to already, I guess. I guess flagging and pinpointing uncertainty in a more quantitative way rather than word of mouth, because I guess word of mouth would normally be, oh yeah, the top reservoir was always difficult to pick in block four. Whereas actually having something which had a quantitative measure of that uncertainty, an automated way of flagging up that uncertainty and where within that interpretation, geographically where there’s the biggest problem will then allow you to focus your effort. Rather than saying, well, let’s reinterpret top reservoir everywhere if there was some way of coding up on this grid where the highest uncertainty was then you’d focus your efforts there. Because if something’s time sensitive you don’t want to be spreading your effort across the whole of the time you have available to you, you want to say, well, I’m going to use all of my time just on this and everything else is 80 per cent and above confidence.

I1 So do you mean since we have this model and architecture has the ability to flag or pinpoint then we could add some automatic mechanism to detect where the high uncertainty would be?
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R2  Yeah, yeah, exactly, yeah, so detecting it and quantifying it because you might look at it and say, well, this bit’s less...in this bit more confident than this bit but even in the bit where we're less confident we’re still 80 per cent confident so do we even need to bother, do you know what I mean, let’s go and make tea and eat biscuits and not worry about it. Because it’s all relative but there might be a threshold, 80 per cent and above we just don’t bother reinterpreting this particular surface.
The reservoir modellers might have a specific threshold they’re happy with, I mean, God, I don’t even know what the reservoir modellers [inaudible 18:29]. I mean in my experience, which is not vast, but in terms of working with production they will take the horizons as read, deterministically they will just have them as top and base reservoir or reservoir layers, they’ll basically do whatever they need to do. The only time they’ll ever try and update those is basically without any discussion with the geologists about whether some of the updates are geologically reasonable. So they’ll say, well, the history match doesn’t work so we’re going to put a fault in here, or, we need to lose some volume here so we’re going to bring the top of the reservoir down a little bit because the volumes that we’re seeing in the wells is not that same.
And I’m trying to think for where the production would just benefit from having bits of metadata flagged in here so that rather than having to go back to geologists they can actually look at it themselves, because if a piece of the interpretation’s 100 per cent you shouldn’t be changing it.

I2  So from where they’re working on the 4D work flow...
[Voices overlap 19:33]

I2  ...they’re all in the same room anyway so you don’t have that disconnect that you...
[Voices overlap 19:40]

I2  ...slower moving fields, they are in separate side lines.

R2  Yeah, you’re right, maybe if people are sitting together there’s less of a problem for that, but still I think the power of what you’re trying to do here is something to do with the...is quantifying confidence from certainly and making sure that gets passed down between an exploration unit, because one of the examples you used...Okay, so we appraised this acreage ten years ago, the political situation there was not good for us to proceed with the bid on the licence so we’ve come back ten years later, ten political situation changes, so we’re still in the exploration stage but we still need to know something about the provenance, the interpretations we’re either going to reuse or we’re just going to scrap them and redo them again.
I think most people would just map them again, people seem to be obsessed with making the new maps whereas actually if you could give them some confidence or there was some way of actually saying, well, actually this is done on the same data, there’s high levels of confidence in it, don’t bother, let’s look...

I1  And is designed by this person and he was well known and...

R2  And it’s designed by this person. Yeah, but that thing, I think is incorrect, I think that’s probably the one...I think that would be where I disagree, this whole idea that there’s some sort of quality assigned to an interpretation because of someone with seniority or experience I think is slightly dangerous. Because otherwise you come to a very hierarchical system which...I did my PhD in [country name] and it was the worst professional experience I’ve had, one of the worst professional experiences I’ve ever had where the whole system is based on the fact that somebody is older than you and, therefore, they know more than you, therefore, their interpretation is better than yours.
And what that does is basically it means that you get this matriarchal interpretations which basically never change because it was done by the most senior guy, and then all these other interpretations are forgotten, they never are used because the most senior guy’s already done it so why would you do it. So I think you’d have to be really careful in the meta tagging of the...
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I1  No, I think that...
    [Voices overlap 21:43]

R2  Because, in theory, you could have a meta tag which says, how many years' experience did the person have who did this interpretation? And I would just think that’s complete craziness, I mean you should be able to look at the data yourself and see whether you think it’s any good or not, I guess.

I1  Yeah, I think so, I think that’s left to the [inaudible 21:58] of the environment.

R2  Yes, yeah, yeah, but I don’t see...
    [Voices overlap 22:05]

I1  So the mechanism is there so it depends on how they’re using it or how they wish to...

R2  Yeah. I’m not sure how...I mean the most extreme end member version of this is that you don’t meta tag names on things at all. I mean Petrel does, you go into settings, look at the information, it says, created by, accessed by, edited by, autotracked by, blah, blah, blah. You could just get rid of all of that provenance and not worry about who did it. I guess I’ve never looked in any of those things and thought about it.

I2  I think that [inaudible 22:45] many people abstract it will say, it has been reviewed by, and then the [country name] case, it’s been reviewed by [inaudible 22:53] or in the region...

R2  It’s the peer review, peer reviews, yeah.
    [Voices overlap 22:58]

I2  ...it has been signed [inaudible 23:03] or whatever.

R2  Yeah.

I2  However you do that that’s not really your business, you just have to capture the number.
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R2 Yeah, and I wonder as well when you get down to...okay, so you go through all this, you do the...I mean let’s not think about [inaudible 23:14] let’s think about exploration, so you basically do this appraisal, you have this interpretation that’s bouncing around, you sit in a room, you’re trying to calculate the chance of success in calculating volumes and risk and so forth, and you’re sitting in that room and there’s a decision to be made. But that point I just...again, my experience, which is not vast, by that point the uncertainties in the interpretation of it are long gone, they either want to drill that well or they don’t.

It’s like strategically they want to drill that well or they’ve got a rig or there’s some external driver to make this happen, that all of that nuancing in terms of the agony you probably spent over the initial interpretation which is all couched in your meta tagging and has been thought a little bit about by the people lower down, by then it’s not quantitative, it’s more of a qualitative sensing, well, top reservoir’s a risk because of the depth conversion, because the depth conversion in terms of velocities might be a problem. And by the time you get there it’s just those things just feel like they’re so far away from that final decision.

It might have some power then if everybody’s talking about where you’re going to place the well and everything, if then you could show people, well, actually where you’re going to place that well is where there’s a high degree of uncertainty on the interpretation, you code it up, here’s the 30 per cent, this is only a 30 per cent confidence area and it can move by this and this and these two people said that.

So just be aware of that as you make the decision, it’s not a showstopper, you can’t really put up these numbers in to give you a yes or no answer but you can certainly use them to change your gut feeling about how you proceed in the exploration sense.

And, likewise, in the production sense, you’d think it would be the same way, but there’s nothing numerical you could really use to make you to do or not do something.

I2 I think what this would help with is it’s going to be less of an impact where you’re looking $200 million exploration, but where you’ve got 20 options for $20 million infill wells how would you rank them?

R2 Yeah, exactly.

I2 And what am I going to do for the next six months [inaudible 25:31] I’ve got 20 options and I can do four of them, this will then help sort them out.

R2 Yeah, yeah, even the exploration one though, it’s still the same thing if you think about it, because $100 million is a lot of money, right, and you’ve got ten $100 million wells globally, some of which are in...let’s say they’re not all in frontier acreage but some of them are, so some of them could be big players, they could change the world’s perception of this particular type of drilling system, or some of them are in the basin next door to one which is already producing. That sort of...I think it would be hugely important then still, it would still change or influence a decision knowing where the interpretation activity has come from.

I1 We should all [inaudible 26:18].

R2 Yeah.

I1 Yeah, but I’m not sure if I highlighted that [inaudible 26:26], it’s not just a confidence or assessment or an evaluation that is tagged but in multiple versions could that be any help like, for example...

R2 Yeah, I mean, say, if you’ve got multiple versions...

I1 Yes, it’s an AI user who did this started doing some horizon on our...[Voices overlap 26:42]

R2 Yeah.
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I1 Did this bit and it is limiting...
[Voices overlap 26:47]

R2 So could you...and this is a question then of how you take it in, so the example in this case in production or exploration work flow you might want to capture that statistically. So if you’re running volumetrics to try and work out how big a structure rather than just using this horizon to depth confirm CO volume, or this horizon which is yours, you could actually run multiple...I guess you sort of...do you capture that normally when you’re doing volumetric calculations or do you use different input grids? We can, because normally what you do is you put in one grid and then you calculate uncertainties around that, well, those uncertainties wouldn’t be vaguely based on statistical range, they’d be based on a range and you’d sample within that. But you wouldn’t necessarily take in another physical surface and do the calculations, again, statistically around that, which would make sense if you could do that, if you could take out ten different interpretations and do that assessment to see how this variability impacted the decision.

I2 That’s just about shell [inaudible 27:59] another few days of machine time to put it all in.

R2 Yeah, because if you think about this in terms of a map view, like this difference in here might only be done in this corner, right? So, in essence, it doesn’t really matter around here, this is where we have 100 per cent and this might be where we only have 30 per cent because there’s a bunch of faults or something, let’s say, in this area. So you might then want to be testing the depth conversion using this version, this version, there might another intermediate one as well that you will then test on. I mean simply letting somebody know...here’s an idea, here’s an idea, letting somebody know that there’s an alternative version might be useful, even if when somebody opens a horizon to do their reservoir modelling or their volumetric calculation and it flashes up saying, this is one of five versions of this grid, click here to see the other versions.

I2 [Inaudible 28:55] next to it as well.

R2 Well, yeah, even have the same person’s name on it, that would be hugely valuable.

I1 Because at the moment what’s available is the first example I showed you is exactly this bit, so if one piece of the horizon was there then two divergences or two...
[Voices overlap 29:19]

R2 Yeah, yeah.

I1 ...two versions. Now in terms of storage, this is just technical, technically, whenever you have a new version it’s not a wholly new...it’s not a whole copy of the whole...
[Voices overlap 29:38]

R2 Okay, yeah.

I1 ...it’s just the differences, so it’s just this bit is tagged under your name, for example, and then this bit’s tagged on [inaudible 29:45] my name.

R2 Okay.

I1 Yeah, and this will at the same time will have Duncan’s name there. We can then all sit together and see all the other versions of the...
[Voices overlap 29:56]

R2 Yeah, yeah.
...this class and then prioritise them or bank them.

R2 Yeah, I think that would be hugely useful because imagine going from Petrel to RMS or some reservoir modelling software. I’ve got all this reservoir model grids, I then export as XYZ, lose all the information associated with that grid and the nine other versions we have, I’ll send it to you, you load it up into RMS, you start building your reservoir model, putting faults in, doing whatever. I mean just having some architect linking back from RMS to Petrel, well, I’m not being specific about those softwares but having one way of looking back and knowing there’s all those other versions. Does that already exist, I don’t think it does, does it?
If you have something like what’s that database called, Duncan, that Kingdom suite we’re trying to use to [inaudible 30:54], what’s it called? The one that we’re trying to use to make their software more portable, what’s it called?
[Voices overlap 31:06]

I2 OpenSpirit.

R2 OpenSpirit, yeah, I mean does that do anything like that?

I2 It allows you to connect to and export things like Open Works or Petrel but you have to know what you’re [inaudible 31:22] for.

R2 Okay.

I2 Certainly it wouldn’t be easy, certainly it wouldn’t be the same functionality across all the applications, on an application to be able expose that information to OpenSpirit in the first place.

R2 Yeah, I think that’s the usefulness is definitely having...one is the confidence, the other one is the mapping of the changes...well, it’s not even the mapping of the changes because they can get really granular with it, can’t you, things like going down to the...but actually just telling somebody that there’s four different top reservoir versions.
I remember in [company name] there was a project I worked on once where there was 1,062 base crustaceous and conformity picks in a well and the standard deviation must have been about 20 centimetres on those picks. So the 1.00 picks [inaudible 32:17] 20 centimetres, why make that many, why have that on...it was never clear to me why so many people had taken...or why they’d done that [inaudible 32:24] of it all the way into that. It would have been good to know why that was done then to delete 1,061 of them.

I2 [Inaudible 32:34] half an hour each, the number of man hours that are wasted.

R2 Have got no idea what they were doing, yeah.

I1 So I think you already included cases where you think the work would benefit the [inaudible 32:48] work flow, because that was my second question.

R2 Yeah, one if the exploration, the other’s the production side of things, but just the uncertainty would be good to track.

I1 And how do you think this work can be extended to go into production, I think you mentioned...

R2 Into production?

I1 Yeah, because you mentioned the [inaudible 33:11] to calculate the...
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R2 Of volumes?

I1 Of volume, yeah.

R2 Yeah, I mean faults are...I mean we’re talking about horizons a lot because you show the horizon, but in terms of fault position and fault uncertainty and whether a fault is sealing or not I think...again, knowing what data the faults were interpreted on. I think that would be useful in the production sense because in production when you are producing from the reservoir and that dynamic data is coming up to your desk and you’re trying to make sense of it in terms of what you can’t see in the subsurface, your job is then to manipulate the other horizons and grids to try and fit what you think is going on in the subsurface.

I think one of the important things there is that those updates are done across all the platforms, because if you’re the production geologist updating those grids and so forth you need to make sure that they’re always being updating in the seismic domain and I don’t think that ever happens. So what normally happens is I’ll make an interpretation as a geophysicist say, I give it to the Duncan as the production geologist or the guys [inaudible 34:20] the reservoir model, he goes to the reservoir model, he updates it but there’s not...because that data then is in depth, in metres or feet rather than milliseconds to a time, if he updates it there’s no automation to actually use the velocities to go back to the time domain and update the initial seismic grid.

So presumably you end up with a flourishing of data because you end up with an initial one or numerous time inputs and then out of that is born Lord knows how many depth grids, but none of that comes back into the time domain. I wonder if it should, maybe it should because if your well proves there’s a fault somewhere that should be going back to the geophysicist who’s then going to reinterpret the data.

I2 Firstly, just going back to my point originally, going back in just to QC and make sure it makes sense...

[Voices overlap 35:12]

R2 ...logically, yeah, yeah, exactly.

I2 And if it does then, yeah, you’d ought to revisit the original...

[Voices overlap 35:16]

R2 Yeah, exactly. So maybe there’s some power in there in terms of...like it’s a bit more two way than between the time and the depth domain, so between the two physical and geological domain would be quite useful. So in that respect a production geologist has some value for the production geophysicist because he’s updating based on real geological data.

I1 Yeah.

R2 But, again, I’m saying this based on my experience, some companies might do this by default, the guy updates the reservoir model automatically, the geophysicist updates his, because they should be exactly the same, right, because the surface in the time domain should be the same as the surface in the depth domain given a certain set of velocities so they should never be different.

I1 Physical...

[Voices overlap 36:10]

R2 Yeah, they should know the differences, yeah, they can have multiple versions themselves but the ones you’re using to make the volume calculation should be the same, I think.
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I1 Those were my main questions, so just a final point is about the different roles of [inaudible 36:42] so we assume that having the ability to capture multiple versions of [inaudible 36:53] interpretations would allow more collaboration, so more than one geophysicist can be working on interpreting the same datasets because of the [inaudible 37:09], would this help if you have...

R2 I don’t know if you’d ever want two geophysicists interpreting the same data at the same time, personally I think it’s a bit of a waste.

I2 They’d fight over it.

R2 I think it’s a bit of a fight, I always make this point when we do a exercise here in class, we do this project on a field called [field name], and it’s quite a fair sized seismic dataset and normally the teams assign two interpretatives to the dataset. So I always say to them, well, you have two options over how to split this because it’s a very faulted reservoir, there’s a few [inaudible 37:57] horizons in the top and base reservoir. Now what do you do, do you split it geographically, so you’d make one person do the east and one do the west and then they both have to meet in the middle with some degree of structural consistency? Or...and that causes me problems, right, so what do you do, if you go that way you say, well, let’s start in the middle together or let’s map this bit together and then let’s have this little stand where you’ve done it together and then we can push outwards. Because if you start outwards and work inwards you could imagine...

I2 [inaudible 38:25]

R2 ...or the other option is you split it stratigraphically, so you map all the [inaudible 38:31] horizons and I’ll map the reservoir horizons and, okay, that’ll be fine. But that causes some other problems because there’s you’ve got faults, right, and the faults are not stratigraphically bound, they go all the way down to the reservoir and all the way up to the [inaudible 38:45]. So everybody has to have consistency in terms of where their horizons are against the faults. And neither things are particularly elegant solutions, there are ways of probably limiting some of the problems but I think in terms of sharing data between two interpreters I think it’s difficult anyway. Your question being about whether this would help that collaboration, I can’t really see how it would. I’m not really sure how it would help that collaboration. It might make people feel a bit closer to the...so if ten years on I get something from you and I look at it and I see all these tags of confidence and certainty [inaudible 39:33] it was done on, I might feel like I knew you.

I1 [inaudible 39:36].

R2 Yeah, I’d feel like I knew you even though you’ve now left or done something else since then, you can get a window into what the person who was interpreting at the time was thinking. That might be useful in terms of almost like a long range collaboration but I don’t know if it’ll get the people sitting in the same room together, is that what you meant?

I1 Yeah.

R2 Getting people to sit in the same room is as much about having open plan offices and making people sit in sensible sized teams, and I’ve never been too sure about whether software can do that. Those people who just come into work, they sit at their computer, they go home normally, although having spaces where they all do that together is at least useful. What would be cool is if you somehow had in your control project it was like Facebook where you were interpreting and updating, setting up a status update, [person name] has changed his [inaudible 40:33], see it live now, and you press the button and then you saw like a dashed version of their reservoir horizon come in or something. Or if you could think of some sort of...
I2 You may laugh, I know someone who’s actually written that.

R2 No, I know, I am taking the ... slightly but something which was actually trying to bring in that more dynamic...that would maybe make people feel like they’re collaborating and interacting more because everybody wants that kind of immediate fix of...if you’ve got that ping on screen, and it is like...there’s experiments on this, when people have their email ping or the little envelope appears their adrenalin is released, their heart rate goes up, even if...

I2 [Inaudible 41:18]

R2 Exactly, even if it’s not good.

I2 He’s moved it again.

R2 Yeah.

I1 I don’t think what you’ve just mentioned is difficult because we already tried some [inaudible 41:30] machines, making different changes on the same horizon, because we’re using the single database in the middle then the second user can really just refresh the screen and see if it changes...

[Voices overlap 41:43]

R2 Yeah, but that would be cool though because if you’re sitting on a production job doing something you could have a stream so there’s somebody...

[Voices overlap 41:51]

R2 Yeah, so one really good example I’ve seen lots and lots of time with this is...so if somebody’s in the production environment so, let’s think, some troll field in the North Sea, somebody’s [inaudible 42:04] for quite a while, they’re doing their thing, doing the reservoir modelling, they’ve got a reservoir geophysicist, they may be tweaking interpretation but simultaneously in another building or in another city or in another country even there’s a bunch of explorationists looking at the same data, reinterpreting it for something shallower than the existing reservoir or something deeper. Even when they’re doing that they’re probably making an interpretation of the reservoir itself because it’s just any horizon you pick.

Now if you could basically tell that person not to bother because there’s a bunch of people in production who have done this 100 times already, or it flagged on this data stream for the production guys that somebody in exploration in Houston was updating their interpretation or doing an interpretation that was useful for you, that would be quite cool. But that would require a very, very rigorous set of names for particular horizons which, again, is a huge problem.

Because [company name] tried this when I was in [country name], there was like a standard way of writing horizon names, so it was like top Jurassic, it would be like T underscore Jurassic with a capital J, underscore, then you had to put your personal identification number. So there was a load of different codes and...

R2 And then basically nobody bothered doing it or some people did, some people didn’t. But if the software had to force you to that I think that would be neat because then you could propagate that updating and those confidence factors and different things much more dynamically globally.

I2 So this is like activating the file [inaudible 43:21].

R2 [End of transcript]
## C.3 Interview 3

Interviewee 3 is a chief geologist with more than 25 years of experience in the oil and gas industry. His experience included oil and gas exploration data management. Symbols in below dialog are: I1 – the interviewer (author of this thesis); and R3 – the respondent of interview 3. Text of respondent is shaded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Okay. So can we start? So after I have demonstrated the prototype application which is an interface to the proposed provenance enabled interpretation pipeline how would you evaluate the concept and usefulness of this research to the oil and gas industry?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>I think the concept is very important for the oil and gas industry. Today several people are doing interpretations and not necessarily all of these interpretations are available for the end user. Sometimes part of them, sometimes they are not. The way they are stored in databases, the way they are stored in application databases can make them available but generally there is always changes in the interpretations applications which would, which makes the chance of having all the interpretations available for the user is limited, there's lots of limitations. So I think this type of work is going to help the industry and help the interpreters to find out who made the interpretation and he can even tap into it and he can see this interpretation and make use of it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Right, so can you provide us cases from the industry where you think it would benefit the end user? Maybe save time finding an interpretation, so I mean real cases, general cases I would say.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>As working in the industry, this kind of application, this kind of meter data availability is very important and almost it's in every company and every day the need is there. So what do we do? Sometimes we build models of seismic interpretations and they are in an X application.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Yes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>And then the company decided to use another application, Y application. So then if we did not move all the data and the interpretation from X application to Y application then there would be a gap, but who made an interpretation? Number two, several versions of interpretation, because the interpretation is an end interpretation, several versions of this interpretations are existing and interpreters normally lean to a certain side. They prefer this kind of interpretation for a reason or another. But it will pay them more benefits if they looked at all the interpretations, then they make a decision based on seeing everything. Looking at one side is forcing its bias in the interpreter to take that side. Seeing everything will give him a better judgement call. It will give him a better chance to make a decision. He may disagree with all of them and he’ll start his own interpretation, but at least whatever questions in his head could be answered through seeing different interpretations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I1</th>
<th>Okay, yeah. What do you think are the challenges that would face such an idea, research to be implemented in the industry?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>I think, I’m not sure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| I1 | The applications? |
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R3 they are, yeah, the applications. I’m not sure they are having similar system. They may have sort of systems but each of these applications, they just serve the users who use their application, use that data, that use their application, the meter reader for the user, or if the interpreter or the data manager meant to move other users into that application. Some of them just do not [inaudible 0:04:32] so what we need to do is either create a plug in, and the challenges to make this applicable and usable in all existing applications in the market. So you build in a plug in which can plug into all different applications, and number one, number two, the challenge, the real challenge is where is this data existing? So how can this application read meter data of pre-existing interpretations and make it available for the user? So

I1 So maybe the challenge is to migrate all data into this model?

R3 All data is open for this kind of, this application specifically

I1 Yes.

R3 brings the meter data of the users and brings the meter data of the users who made an interpretation and bring in their also interpretations at the same time. Now if a company who has been working for 30 or 40 years and maybe the past 20 years they have all of the interpretations existing in the computer and in several different interpretations, that, and how to collect all these interpretations and make it available in the current application is the challenge, some of the challenges, and I think it’s a real challenge. So what we need to do is build a standard database where we can migrate all pre-existing data and meter data of the users, make available, put them in that database and then the application carried from that database, that would be a help.

I1 Oh okay, so migrate pre-existing interpretations into this model

R3 Mm-hmm.

I1 and then

R3 In another incident

I1 Yeah.

R3 the challenge is, companies moving from one application to another and not having all the data is a challenge by itself.

I1 So can you say a bit more about it?

R3 Which means if I take this application and I place it in Landmark product...

I1 Yes.

R3 and this company is using, moved from Landmark to Petrel

I1 Yes.

R3 then all they would have to migrate

I1 Yeah.

R3 in a form that this application can read, then it can be available in both applications and then the Petrel user can see all the work done progressively in...
I1  But once interpreted

R3  in terms of

I1  on the Landmark application.

R3  If you used dual frame then you move to Landmark then you move to Petrel then there is three different applications, and so on. If you used to use the geo frame, the mainframe and then you move to the applications, that’s a third, another dimension of the challenge. All of this data has to be available to the system, and the system can read them.

I1  Okay, yeah, yeah. I get that, yeah. Yeah, I think that’s it, that’s the, thank you very much.

R3  Sure. [End of transcript]
Appendix D

Background on Rendering Techniques

This appendix starts with a brief comparison between surface and direction volume rendering techniques. Then it discusses the texture mapping technique which is adopted in the implementation of this work. Finally, it gives general background on the programming library used in the implementation.

D.1 Surface Rendering vs. Direct Volume Rendering

Objects with changing properties, such as computer tomography (CT) scans, fluid dynamics and seismic data, are rendered using either surface rendering or direct volume rendering techniques [139].

Surface rendering models an object with a surface description such as points, lines and triangles as illustrated in Figure D.1. Isosurfacing, one method of surface rendering, extracts points of equal values to render them as a surface of polygonal mesh. For seismic visualization, the isosurface rendering technique is used for visualizing as well as extracting and picking surfaces, mainly horizons and faults [80]. Marching cube technique is commonly used for generating the triangular mesh of isosurface objects. However, when dealing with a massive volume, issues with polygonal representation are encountered [140]. The generation and rendering of a large number of polygons, or triangles, are computationally expensive.

Direct volume rendering (DVR), on the other hand, displays a 2D projection by rendering a 3D object directly as a block of data without extracting a geometry. This method might be considered to be computationally intensive if a large volume is to be rendered as a whole, since mapping is recalculated for each change in the viewing angle. However, with the support from recent advances in graphics cards, direct
volume rendering techniques have become highly efficient and interactive. Several techniques are used to conduct direct volume rendering including volume ray casting [136], splatting [137, 138] and texture mapping [128]. For seismic data visualization, texture mapping rendering techniques are commonly used and are further discussed in Section D.2.

**D.2 Texture Mapping**

Texture mapping is a direct volume rendering technique that has been very commonly used in visualizing scientific data, such as CT scans and seismic data. Its common use is due to its simplicity and fast computation that is supported by most graphics hardware. As illustrated in Figure D.2, 3D texture slices can be used to render a volume [128].

Texture slicing is originally implemented in 2D and later in 3D. In both cases, data is first sampled in 2D polygonal slices. These planes are then textured with the volume data and rendered in order from back to front. While rendering, data is interpolated by the GPU. The differences between 2D and 3D texture slicing are as follows [142]; refer to Figure D.3. In 3D texture slicing, the slices are image-aligned, which means that they are aligned with the viewing angle. Interpolation in 3D texture slicing is performed in trilinear fashion, by the GPU as a built-in feature of 3D texture mapping. On the other hand, slices in 2D texture slicing are aligned with the object regardless of the viewing angle. To cover all possible viewing angles, three stacks of textures are
generated, one for each coordinate axis. However, only one stack enters the rendering stage. Because of the three stack generation, 2D texture slicing requires three times the memory required by 3D texture slicing. Interpolation in 2D texture slicing is bilinear which is faster than the trilinear interpolation of 3D texture slicing. Due to this, 2D texture slicing is supported by more graphics hardware than 3D texture slicing.

D.3 Programming Libraries

D.3.1 OpenGL

Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) is a cross-platform and cross-language library used to write applications displaying 2D and 3D objects \([126, 127]\). OpenGL is managed by Khronos\(^1\), a not-for-profit group. OpenGL is widely applicable in various disciplines including virtual reality, scientific visualization and gaming.

OpenGL is a low-level application programming interface (API). Basic operations in OpenGL accept primitives such as points, lines and polygons, converting them into pixels via a graphics pipeline. Such operations were traditionally performed using fixed functions. However, OpenGL 2.0 released in 2004, added support for shaders

\(^1\)http://www.khronos.org/
D.3.2 Shading Languages

A shading language is a relatively recent concept that allows attributes of individual vertices and pixels to be described. Attributes of a vertex include a position, texture and colour. Attributes for a pixel include a colour, \( z \) depth and alpha value.

A single compiled unit produced by a shading language is called a shader. A shader replaces the traditional fixed function pipeline (FFP) which hard-codes the processing of effects such as lighting and texture mapping. Thus, a shader allows a programmable lighting and texture mapping. Shading was implemented in assembly language till OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) [129] was introduced in 2002 and formally became part of OpenGL 2.0 in 2004. Another common shading language is High Level Shading Language (HLSL) for Microsoft’s Direct3D, part of DirectX API [143]. There are three types of shaders as follows.

1. **Vertex shaders** run once per vertex transferring its 3D position to a 2D coordinate that appears on a screen. The output of a vertex shader is either fed into the rasterizer stage or geometry shader.

2. **Geometry shaders** remove or add vertices from a mesh. The output of a geometry shader is fed into the rasterizer stage from which an output is fed into the pixel shader.
3. **Pixel shaders** calculate colours of individual pixels. Pixel shaders are also known as *fragment shaders* as the term “fragment” is used for “pixel” in OpenGL.
Appendix E

SEG-Y Reader for Voreen

Voreen is an open source and cross-platform volume rendering engine built and maintained by the Visualization and Computer Graphics Group at the Department of Computer Science of the University of Münster, Germany [144]. It allows users to interactively visualize volumetric datasets through GPU-based renderer techniques, such as ray-casting. Similarly to AVS, Voreen allows users to build a network of processors.

GPU-based ray casting is the primary volume rendering technique in Voreen. With the introduction of shading languages, it became possible to perform the ray-casting technique directly on a supporting graphics card. Each volume in Voreen is handled as a single object. An object of volume is identified by a dimension, spacing (for scaling) and the bits stored forming the dataset.

Voreen originally supports several formats as an input source such as RAW. However, since it is open-sourced, developers can extend it. During the timeframe of this PhD, the author developed a SEG-Y reader into the core library of Voreen; this is to read and visualize a seismic dataset from the standard seismic file format (SEG-Y). Figure [E.1] shows screenshots of two rendered 3D seismic volumes. This extension was released as part of Voreen’s version 2.6.1[1].

---

[1]The source code of the developed SEG-Y volume reader header can be found at this link: [http://www.voreen.org/doc/2.6.1/segyvolumereader_8h_source.html](http://www.voreen.org/doc/2.6.1/segyvolumereader_8h_source.html)
Figure E.1: These are screenshots of the output of the SEG-Y reader, which was developed as an extension to Voreen. The rendered outputs illustrate some geological layers of two different datasets.